Am. LLC, 669 F.3d 1362, 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2012)).
Specifically, respondents rely on applicants’ statement during prosecution that the
Fu reference “does not exclude an aminosilane or phosphonium silane, as required by the
pending claims.” See Resps. Br. at 35 (citing CX-0222 (Certified File History of ‘721
Patent), 5/18/2016 Applicant Response at 308). The sentence portion quoted by
respondents by itself is ambiguous as it paraphrases, but does not recite, the language of
any particular claim.
For context, the relevant paragraph is reproduced below:

CX-0222 (Certified File History of ‘721 Patent), 5/18/2016 Applicant Response at 308.
Read in context, the statement quoted by respondents, which refers to the
“chemical species” limitation and limits the opinion to that limitation: “Fu does not teach
a chemical species incorporated in the colloidal silica abrasive particles internal to an
outer surface thereof.” Id. These statements made in the above paragraph fall short of “a
clear and unmistakable disclaimer” of the plain claim language. See Thorner, 669 F.3d at
1367.
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First, there is nothing ambiguous about the term “bonded with the outer surface.”
A POSA would have understood this term to cover various ways to arrive at an
aminosilane compound bonded with the surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles,
including treatment of the surface of a particle with an aminosilane compound after it is
formed and modification of the surface of a particle through a particle growth process
that includes an aminosilane compound. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 82.
Second, respondents identify no support in the specification for limiting the
claims to just one way of bonding an aminosilane compound with the particle surface.
See Resps. Br. at 36 (“The supporting patent disclosure refers to bonded to the outer
surface as resulting from subsequent treatment onto the surface of a pre-formed
particle.”). The ‘721 patent describes both treatment of the surface of a particle after it is
formed (respondents’ proposal) and modification of the surface of a particle through the
particle growth process. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 82; JX-0001 (‘721
Patent) at 30:19–43 (bonding with surface through growth process), 28:22–26 (surface
treatment after particle is formed). Indeed, the method of modifying a particle’s surface
during growth is described in detail in Example 13, which is also referenced in numerous
other examples. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 82; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
19:31 (Example 1), 22:39 (Example 4), 24:3 (Example 6), 29:66 (Example 11), 29:51
(Example 12). Respondents’ proposal would improperly exclude this embodiment.
Moreover, the inventors used the terms “bonded with” and “bonded to” in
different contexts. “Bonded with” is used in the patent to refer generally to any method
of surface bonding. See e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 11:45–48 (“Components that are
in the particle or are strongly associated (e.g., covalently bonded) with the particle
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surface remain with the particle such that there tends to be little if any change in the
positive zeta potential thereof.”); see also id. at 2:33, 16:35. “Bonded to” is used to refer
to specific structures. Id. at 28:23 (describing Example 10B), 32:59 (Example 15), 41:48
(claim 25). Of these two phrases, the inventors selected one—”bonded with”—for claim
26. Respondents’ proposal does not give effect to these selected terms. See K–2 Corp.,
191 F.3d at 1364 (“Courts do not rewrite claims; instead, we give effect to the terms
chosen by the patentee.”).
Respondents also propose to modify the claim language by changing “bonded” to
“chemically bonded,” in order to distinguish other types of weak associations, including
“electrostatic attraction.” See Resps. Br. at 35 (“Construing the term, as proposed by
DuPont, to require ‘chemically bonded’ follows from the specification, which
distinguishes irreversible chemical bonding (e.g., ‘covalent interaction’ or ‘covalent
bonding’) that leads to a permanent positive charge from reversible weak associations
(e.g., electrostatic attraction) that do not.”). The word “bonded” already distinguishes
such weak associations. See, e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 11:45–55 (distinguishing
components that are “strongly associated (e.g., covalently bonded)” with the particle
surface—from components that “have a weaker association (e.g., an electrostatic
interaction)”). For this additional reason, respondents’ construction is not correct.
Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the claim term
“bonded with the outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles” should be given
its plain and ordinary meaning, i.e., “bonded with the outer surface of the colloidal silica
abrasive particles.”
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are (1) basic organic compounds, and thus positively charged under acidic conditions,
derived from ammonia by (2) replacement of hydrogen with one or more monovalent
hydrocarbon radicals.” Resps. Br. at 36. Yet, respondents’ construction is redundant as
it uses the word “basic,” as a POSA have understood this from the structural description
of replacing a hydrogen atom in ammonia with an organic group. See CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 102.
Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the claim term
“amine” should be construed to mean “an organic compound derived by replacing one or
more of the hydrogen atoms in ammonia by organic groups.”
B.

Infringement Analysis of the ‘721 Patent

As noted above, CMC asserts claims 1, 3–4, 6, 10–11, 13–14, 17–20, 24, 26–29,
31, 35–37, 39–44, and 46 of the ‘721 patent.
CMC argues, inter alia:
Respondents infringe the Asserted Claims, both directly and
indirectly, by making, selling, using, and importing the Accused Products
and components thereof. Respondents also sell and provide the Accused
Products to their customers and other third parties for infringing use in the
United States. Respondents have few rebuttal arguments. Respondents’
experts performed no testing of any Accused Product, and Respondents’
non-infringement positions largely rely on unsupported allegations of a
“failure of proof.” But extensive technical documents and testimony from
Respondents, as well as in-depth testing conducted at independent
laboratories at the direction of CMC’s expert, establish clear proof of
infringement by each of the Accused Products.
Compl. Br. at 44; see id. at 44-91.
Respondents argue that “CMC has failed to establish direct, induced, or
contributory infringement, either literally or under the Doctrine of Equivalents.” Resps.
Br. at 49; see id. at 49-80.
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The Staff argues that “the Staff is of the view that CMC will demonstrate, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that DuPont infringes the asserted claims.” Staff Br. at
70; see id. at 70-84.
For the reasons discussed below, the Accused Products directly infringe claims 1,
3–4, 10–11, 13–14, 18, 24, 26–29, 35–37. Moreover, each of the Accused Products, at
“POU” (“point of use”), infringe claims 6, 17, 19–20, 31, and when used by respondents,
their agents, or their customers, infringe claim 39–44 and 46.
1.

Applicable Law

Under 35 U.S.C. §271(a), direct infringement consists of making, using, offering
to sell, or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. The
complainant in a section 337 investigation bears the burden of proving infringement of
the asserted patent claims by a “preponderance of the evidence.” Certain Flooring
Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-443, Comm’n Notice of Final Determination of No Violation
of Section 337, 2002 WL 448690, at *59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v. Int’l Trade
Comm’n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
Literal infringement of a claim occurs when every limitation recited in the claim
appears in the accused device, i.e., when the properly construed claim reads on the
accused device exactly. 23 Amhil Enters., Ltd. v. Wawa, Inc., 81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed.
Cir. 1996); Southwall Tech. v. Cardinal IG Co., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed Cir. 1995).

23

Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material and essential. London v.
Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991). If an accused device
lacks a limitation of an independent claim, the device cannot infringe a dependent claim.
See Wahpeton Canvas Co. v. Frontier, Inc., 870 F.2d 1546, 1552 n.9 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
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If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim, infringement
might be found under the doctrine of equivalents. “Under this doctrine, a product or
process that does not literally infringe upon the express terms of a patent claim may
nonetheless be found to infringe if there is ‘equivalence’ between the elements of the
accused product or process and the claimed elements of the patented invention.” WarnerJenkinson Co., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Co., 520 U.S. 17, 21 (1997) (citing Graver
Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605, 609 (1950)). “The
determination of equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an
element-by-element basis.” 24 Id. at 40.
“An element in the accused product is equivalent to a claim limitation if the
differences between the two are insubstantial. The analysis focuses on whether the
element in the accused device ‘performs substantially the same function in substantially
the same way to obtain the same result’ as the claim limitation.” AquaTex Indus. v.
Techniche Solutions, 419 F.3d 1374, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (quoting Graver Tank, 339
U.S. at 608); accord Absolute Software, 659 F.3d at 1139-40. 25
Prosecution history estoppel can prevent a patentee from relying on the doctrine
of equivalents when the patentee relinquished subject matter during the prosecution of the
24

“Infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents, is a question of
fact.” Absolute Software, Inc. v. Stealth Signal, Inc., 659 F.3d 1121, 1130 (Fed. Cir.
2011).
25

“The known interchangeability of substitutes for an element of a patent is one of the
express objective factors noted by Graver Tank as bearing upon whether the accused
device is substantially the same as the patented invention. Independent experimentation
by the alleged infringer would not always reflect upon the objective question whether a
person skilled in the art would have known of the interchangeability between two
elements, but in many cases it would likely be probative of such knowledge.”
Warner-Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 36.
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patent, either by amendment or argument. AquaTex, 419 F.3d at 1382. In particular,
“[t]he doctrine of prosecution history estoppel limits the doctrine of equivalents when an
applicant makes a narrowing amendment for purposes of patentability, or clearly and
unmistakably surrenders subject matter by arguments made to an examiner.” Id.
(quoting Salazar v. Procter & Gamble Co., 414 F.3d 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2005)).
2.

Accused Products

The Accused Products include respondents’ Optiplane™ 2300 and Optiplane™
2600 product families and components thereof. The Accused Product families can
effectively be treated the same for purposes of the infringement issues in this
investigation. See Compl. Br. at 45; Resps. Br. at 15 (“DuPont’s Optiplane™ 2300 and
2600 families of CMP slurries” are the “Accused Products,” as discussed throughout
respondents’ brief, including infringement sections); CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A
308; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 145–48; CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 55
(“A. All of the ones that you mentioned just now. So, you know, the 2300, 2300A, 2600,
2601, and 2602, you know, from my perspective,
; see also JX-0403C (Joint Stipulation).
Each Accused Product has different concentrations, including

. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at
Q/A 411–15; JX-0175C (OPTIPLANE 2600 Acidic CMP Slurry) at 19; JX-0242C
(Optiplane 2601) at 9. When respondents ship the products to customers at
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, they also instruct customers to dilute the product to bring it to

. See

CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 198–211, 414–15, 508.
In their reply brief, respondents argue, “The Accused Products—Optiplane
2300™ and Optiplane™ 2600—contain different components and CMC, therefore, must
address each separately.” Resps. Reply Br. at 16. Respondents argue that “CMC cites
Dr. Miller’s testimony and his documentary evidence regarding

silica

particles in Optiplane™ 2300 as support for showing infringement of all Accused
Products,” even though “Optiplane™ 2600
” Id. at 17. Yet, the Joint Stipulation states, (1)
“Any one of the Optiplane™ 2600, Optiplane™ 2601, Optiplane™ 2602,
, or Optiplane™ 2300 (

slurries and silica particles thereof are

representative of all models of the Optiplane™ 2600 product family and silica particles
thereof;” and “Any one of the Optiplane™ 2300A or Optiplane™ 2300
slurries and silica particles thereof are representative of all models of the Optiplane™
2300 product family and silica particles thereof.” JX-0403C (Joint Stipulation) at 1-2
(emphases added). In their reply brief, respondents, however, do not specify whether the
the Optiplane™ 2300 they argue is different from Optiplane™ 2600,

In any event, detailed element-by-element infringement analyses below include
discussions covering any relevant material differences between the two product families
(Optiplane™ 2300 and Optiplane™ 2600).
3.

Direct Infringement

As discussed above, CMC asserts claims 1, 3–4, 6, 10–11, 13–14, 17–20, 24, 26–
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29, 31, 35–37, 39–44, and 46 of the ‘721 patent.
For the reasons discussed below, the Accused Products directly infringe claims 1,
3–4, 10–11, 13–14, 18, 24, 26–29, 35–37.
a.

Independent Claim 1
i.

[1 pre] A chemical mechanical polishing
composition comprising

Respondents do not dispute that the preamble of claim 1 is met. See Resps. Br. at
59–61; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 150–78; JX-409C (Respondents’ Response
to Request for Admission) at Nos. 35, 36. The Accused Products are chemical
mechanical polishing compositions used for chemical mechanical planarization. See,
e.g., CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 316–21. This is shown in respondents’
marketing material and safety data sheets for the Accused Products. JX-0010 (Dow
Launches Optiplane); JX-0008 (respondents’ website); JX-0174C (Dow Advanced
Acidic ILD Slurries - OPTIPLANE 2300); JX-0269C (Safety Data Sheet of Optiplane
2300A); JX-0270C (Safety Data Sheet: OPTIPLANE 2602 Slurry). 26
ii.

[1a] a water based liquid carrier;

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 59–61;
RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 150–78; JX-0409C (Respondents’ Response to

26

Even if the Staff’s proposed claim construction were adopted, the Accused Products
would meet all the various limitations imported into the claims through that construction.
For example, and even though a full record was never developed and never needed to be
developed during discovery on these points, the Accused Products all include
, CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 165, are commercial
products, id. at Q/A 317–18, and can be used on multiple different substrates. See JX0185C (Optiplane 2300/2600 &
) at 22 (showing test results of Optiplane
2300
).
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Request for Admission) at Nos. 37–39, 40–41. The Accused Products include a water
based liquid carrier. See, e.g., CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 322–27. This is shown
in respondents’ recipes and technical documents (see JX-0207C (
OPTIPLANE 2300 - Advanced Acidic ILD Slurry); JX-0207C (
OPTIPLANE 2300 - Advanced Acidic ILD Slurry); JX-0227C (OP2300 & OP2600
Formulations); JX-0242C (OPTIPLANE 2601 Acidic ILD Slurry Slot into Development
gate Presentation); JX-0198C (Rohm & Haas Recipe Select - OP2602 Full); JX-0199C
(Rohm & Haas Recipe Select - OP2602 Full); JX-0391C (Rohm & Haas Recipe Select OP2602 Full)) as well as their safety data sheets (JX-0269C (Safety Data Sheet of
Optiplane 2300A Slurry); JX-0270C (Safety Data Sheet of OPTIPLANE 2602 Slurry)).
iii.

[1b] colloidal silica abrasive particles
dispersed in the liquid carrier;

Respondents’ experts do not dispute that this limitation is met by the Accused
Products under any party’s proposed constructions. See Resps. Br. at 59–61; RX-1402C
(Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 150–78; Resps. Reply Br. at 13-18. Specifically, both the
Optiplane 2300 and Optiplane 2600 families include

particles, which are colloidal

silica abrasive particles under all parties’ proposed constructions. Tr. 293 (Mr. Jacobs
testifying: “Q. Now, let’s talk about DuPont’s importation of colloidal silica particles into
the United States. Optiplane 2300 and 2600 products contain

particles as part of

their mixture, right? A. That is correct.”); CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 336. This
claim limitation is met by the colloidal silica abrasive particles in the Optiplane 2300
family products—
. For the same reasons,
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iv.

[1c] a chemical species incorporated in
the colloidal silica abrasive particles
internal to an outer surface thereof,
wherein the chemical species is a nitrogen
containing compound or a phosphorus
containing compound;

Respondents do not dispute this limitation is met under any party’s proposed
constructions. See Resps. Br. at 59–61; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 151–55;
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 339–352. Specifically, for both the Optiplane 2300
and Optiplane 2600 families, there is
of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles. Testing directed and overseen by Dr. Dauskardt
confirmed that

to the population of colloidal silica

abrasive particles, at

in the Optiplane 2300 products, and

in the Optiplane 2600 products. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A
340–43.
The source of the

, and the
and when the

entire population of abrasive particles is considered because
the silica particles in the population by
weight. Id. at Q/A 334–36, 343–48; see also JX-0213C (Development of Next-Gen Low
Abrasive ILD Slurry, OPTIPLANE 2300, Leveraging CMP Mechanism and Particle
Modification Studies) (indicating that
” and DuPont uses
in the Accused Products); JX-0217C (OP2300 NMR Analysis) (NMR Analysis
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showing

JX-0231C (Update on New

Particle) at 9, 10 (showing certain amount of

JX-0176C

(CMP Slurry Update) at 12 (listing certain amount of

JX-

0247C (Measurement Data) (listing an amount of

JX-0167C

(Low Selective Acidic ILD Slurry Slot into Assessment Gate Presentation) at 9
(identifying
28

Respondents’ experts do not dispute that the colloidal silica abrasive particles in
the Accused Products

. See Tr. 464 (Dr. Klein testifying: “Q. Now, you

understand that the accused products include particles called

particles, right? A.

Yes. Q. You understand that

see

also CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.) at 176 (testifying
”); id. at
178–179; see also CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 199; CX-0014C (Mosley Dep. Tr.) at
184-185, 228. Indeed, the Accused Products are designed to rely on

” See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 344; JX-0213C (Development of NextGen Low Abrasive ILD Slurry, OPTIPLANE 2300, Leveraging CMP Mechanism and
Particle Modification Studies).

28

As discussed above in the Claim Construction section, respondents construe this term
to mean “the colloidal silica abrasive particles contain within, including at or near, their
external surfaces one or more chemical species.” While respondents’ construction is
incorrect,
is contained within, including at or near, the external surfaces of the
particles. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 350.
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v.

[1d] a pH in a range from about 3.5 to
about 6

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met by the Accused Products.
See Resps. Br. at 59–61; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 150–78. The pH of the
Accused Products

was shown via Dr. Dauskardt’s testing.

CX-0024C (DTI Analysis Report) at 11 (measuring a pH
Accused Products

for

CX-0026C (PTL Analysis report II) at

3–5 (measuring a pH

for Accused Products a

; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 361. This testing is consistent with
respondents’ technical documents. See, e.g., CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 353–61;
JX-0266C (Safety Data Sheet of Optiplane 2300 Slurry) (indicating a pH range of 3.5–
5.0); JX-0173C (Developmental Gate Presentation: OPTIPLANE 2602)(indicating a pH
of

for Optiplane 2300A and a pH of

for Optiplane 2602); JX-0242C

(OPTIPLANE 2601 Acidic ILD Slurry Slot into Development gate Presentation); JX0267C (Certificate of Analysis for Optiplane 2300A); JX-0191C (Dynamic Pot-Life and
Handling Evaluation of Optiplane 2300 Slurry) (showing a dynamic study pH of
Optiplane 2300 at
vi.

[1e] wherein the colloidal silica abrasive
particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV; and

Under any proposed construction, the Accused Products meet this limitation. See
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 362–81. Infringement is clear from the extensive
testing Dr. Dauskardt directed and oversaw at two independent commercial labs, using
two different zeta potential measurement instruments—the DT-1202 instrument, which is
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specified in the ‘721 patent, and the Malvern Zetasizer instrument, which respondents
argue is a more common instrument. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 257–304;
RX-1401C (Miller RWS) at Q/A 131. The Accused Products were measured in
accordance with testing procedure in the ‘721 patent. Zeta potential was measured prior
to conducting the three-step filtration test, and permanent positive charge was determined
after the three-step filtration test.
For all products, the resulting permanent positive charge of the colloidal silica
abrasive particles was

See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A

364–65. These infringing permanent positive charge values measured by both
instruments, the DT-1202 and the Malvern Zetasizer, were highly consistent. CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 843. The test results of the Accused Products

are

summarized in CDX-0006C.0031, depicted below. See CDX-0006C.0031 (CX-0026C
(PTL Analysis Report II) at 3–5; CX-0024C (DTI Analysis Report) at 11). As Dr.
Dauskardt explains, the filtration test he used also shows that
that is not readily reversible, for example, via flushing, dilution, filtration, and the
like,” under respondents’ construction of “permanent positive charge.” CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 371.
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As shown, the population of colloidal silica particles in the Optiplane 2300A
products

have a permanent positive charge of
as measured by the DT-1202, and a permanent positive charge of

as measured by the Malvern instrument. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A
365. The population of colloidal silica abrasive particles in the Optiplane 2602 products
have a permanent positive charge of
measured by the DT-1202, and about

as

as measured by the Malvern instrument.

Id. The population of colloidal silica abrasive particles in the Optiplane 2601 products
have a permanent positive charge of
by the DT-1202, and

, as measured

as measured by the Malvern instrument. Id.

Ultimately, the permanent positive charge values of all Accused Products fall well within
the claimed range.
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Despite these results and despite not doing any testing of their own, respondents
allege a “failure of proof.” First, respondents’ experts, applying respondents’ proposed
claim construction, opine that CMC should have

. See Resps. Br. at 50-52. As discussed above in the Claim
Construction section, such an approach is not consistent with the ‘721 patent.
Nonetheless, there is no “failure of proof” under this theory. The technical
documentation and Dr. Dauskardt’s testing clearly shows the permanent positive charge
of

particles

also falls well within the claim scope. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt

WS) at Q/A 372–81.
For example, respondents’ own documents show that

particles, serving the

role of “

. Id. at Q/A 372–76; Tr. 185 (Dr.
Dauskardt testifying that rule of

“is such fundamentally well-known

principle.”), Tr. 187 (Dr. Dauskardt explaining that “CVI, which is the colloidal vibration
current that is measured, is related to the volume fraction,” consistent with “the
fundamental physics of a rule of

, Tr. 395 (Dr. Miller admitting that it is “a

reasonable rule of thumb” that the particles with the higher charge would have a higher
true zeta potential”), Tr. 398–402 (Dr. Miller admitting that the document he cited shows
have a lower zeta
potential than the Accused Products). This analysis is consistent with the ‘721 patent,
which shows in Example 12 that a single zeta potential measurement for two types of
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particles will be the weighted average of those particles. 29 See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
29:40–30:55; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 373; Tr. 233-234.
In addition, Dr. Dauskardt’s testing shows that

of

permanent positive charge of the entire population is higher than 15 mV; the
necessarily also have a
permanent positive charge of above 15 mV. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A
377–81; Tr. 223-226.

CDX-0006C.0052 (CX-0026C (PTL Analysis Report II) at 20). Ultimately, the test data
conclusively shows that, even considering the permanent positive charge that results

29

Contrary to respondents’ argument (Resps. Br. at 52, 54), the particles in Example 12
have different morphologies,
. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent)
at 29:51–55 (“Each composition included a blend of a first colloidal silica (having a mean
particle size of about 60 nm in which greater than 50% of the aggregates included three
or more primary particles) and a second colloidal silica (25 nm primary particles).”); Tr.
234.
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particles as respondents would require, this claim limitation is met by the
Accused Products.
Indeed, neither Dr. Raghavan nor Dr. Klein challenge Dr. Dauskardt’s analysis of
the permanent positive charge distribution. Respondents’ third expert Dr. Miller does not
contradict Dr. Dauskardt’s opinion when Dr. Miller opines that “diffusion broadening
always accompanies that distribution.” See RX-1401C (Miller RWS) at Q/A 210. Dr.
Miller’s statement in fact confirms that Dr. Dauskardt’s conclusion of the permanent
positive charge of

is “conservative” because of the “broadening of the

distribution,” and “the actual zeta potential distribution would have been narrower.” See
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 379. In other words, an even higher percentage of
particles would be shown as measuring above 15 mV were it not for this diffusion
broadening. 30
Second, respondents argue that CMC improperly used an “eight-step” filtration
test to measure the permanent positive charge of the Accused Products. That is not
factually correct with regard to the majority of the tested samples. See Resps. Br. at 5456. As is clear in his test results, Dr. Dauskardt oversaw permanent positive charge
testing of all of the Accused Products at a POU concentration

for Optiplane

2300A, 2602, and 2601) with three steps. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 275–
30

The documents pointed to by respondents to try to rebut the clear test results (Resps.
Br. at 53) are either irrelevant or further prove that the permanent positive charge of
particles by themselves is higher than that of the Accused Products measured by Dr.
Dauskardt. See Tr. 397–398 (Dr. Miller admitting that RX-1425C describes different
particles than those in the Accused Products), 398–402 (Dr. Miller admitting that RX1426C shows
silica particles
have a
lower zeta potential than the Accused Products).
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76 (also using the three step filtration to test Optiplane 2601 at the as-received
concentration of

This testing alone proves infringement because it measures

permanent positive charge of the products as respondents test them, as provided to
respondents’ customers and as their customers use them. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS)
at Q/A 193–211, 414–15, 508.
Respondents focus on different, additional testing that CMC performed of
Accused Products in a highly concentrated form (

This testing further bolsters

infringement by showing across-the-board permanent positive charge in the claimed
ranges

. Due to efficiency and timing considerations in

filtering these

samples, Dr. Dauskardt did the filtering steps in more

times with the same total amount of pH adjusted DI water. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt
WS) at Q/A 277; Tr. 193. The process led to the same measurement—identifying the
permanent positive charge by removing weakly adsorbed species on the particles—but in
a shorter time period. 31 See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 370. Dr. Miller, who
never did any testing of the Accused Products, has no basis to allege that the additional
steps “fail[] to remove interferences.” See Resps. Br. at 55-56 (citing RX-1401C (Miller
RWS).)
Respondents also have no basis to allege any deviation in pH or conductivity
adjustment. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 259; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
31

Nonetheless, to the extent respondents argue that the permanent positive charge results
for the
samples do not literally meet the claim, they infringe under
doctrine of equivalents. Even to the extent a minor modification of the three-step
filtration test was applied, CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 365, the modified
procedures were conducted in substantially the same way as described in the ‘721 patent,
and performed the same function of removing weakly adsorbed species on the particles,
in the same way (repeated filtration), and achieved the same results. Id. at Q/A 370.
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11:56–61 (describing the need for matching pH and conductivity). Respondents
essentially argue that they would have used a different test for permanent positive charge
other than the one expressly and thoroughly described by the inventors. See Resps. Br. at
54-56.
Third, respondents argue that DT-1202 and Malvern instruments are not
“quantitative[ly] reliable” based on the testimony of Dr. Miller, who has no experience
with CMP slurries, is unfamiliar with DT-1202 instrument, and conducted no testing of
the Accused Products. See, e.g., Resps. Br. at 56-57; RX-1401C (Miller RWS) at Q/A
154; Tr. 370-371 (Dr. Miller admitting that he “never had any prior experience at all with
CMP”), 377 (Dr. Miller admitting that he “never used a DT-1202 instrument”), 375 (Dr.
Miller admitting that he “performed no testing”).
This position is not supported by respondents’ other technical experts, who do not
challenge Dr. Dauskardt’s testing results. See, e.g., RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A
160 (arguing only that the Accused Products do not meet this limitation under
respondents’ construction); Tr. 462 (admitting that she has “no reason to doubt [Dr.
Dauskardt’s] measurements of zeta potential”). The position is also directly contradicted
by respondents’ own measurements of zeta potential values in the ordinary course of
business. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 367–69, 261, 274–78, 294–96, 303;
JX-0191C (Optiplane 2300 slurry document) at 11 (showing the zeta potential of
Optiplane 2300 products at

); JX-0188C (DuPont Slurry Document) at 3

(illustrating the zeta potential of Optiplane 2300 and 2600 products at

).

Indeed, the Malvern and DT-1202 are highly accurate and reliable instruments
used extensively in the CMP industry—including by respondents—for measuring zeta
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potential of these exact particles. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 837–39, 843.
Moreover, the instruments produced highly consistent results when measuring the
Accused Products. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 812–52. Respondents’
allegations of “loss of particles” in filtering and lack of “calibrat[ion]” reflect speculation
based on unrelated data, and are unpersuasive in view of respondents’ failure to do any
testing at all and Dr. Miller’s unfamiliarity with CMP slurries. See Resps. Br. at 56-57;
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 274, 278; Tr. 675.
Finally, to the extent this limitation is not literally met under respondents’ claim
construction, which respondents argue requires all of the measured permanent positive
charge to result from the

particles, this limitation is also met under the doctrine of

equivalents. Even if the entirety of the measured permanent positive charge is not
attributable to

particles, the permanent positive charge of the colloidal silica

abrasive particles in the Accused Products performs the same function as in the ‘721
patent (providing colloidal silica abrasive particles having a permanent positive charge),
in the same way (by including internal nitrogen species in those particles), to achieve the
same result (improving performance and removal rate). See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS)
at Q/A 381. The differences are insubstantial, particularly given that
.
Id.
Contrary to respondents’ argument (Resps. Br. at 60-61), a structure in which
both

contribute to permanent positive

charge is what the inventors contemplated. The patent shows that a “low level” of
internal nitrogen coupled with external aminosilane achieves the benefits of “moving
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some of the charge to the interior” and “having more of the surface available for the
chemical-mechanical planarization”). See Tr. 238; JX-0001 at 7:59–61 (“low level of the
internal chemical species”), 32:40–42 (working example with “low level” of EOPA and
aminosilane,

).
vii.

[1f] wherein the chemical species is not an
aminosilane or a phosphonium silane.

This limitation is met by the Accused Products under any party’s proposed
construction. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 382–85. As discussed above, in
the Accused Products, the chemical species is

), which is not

an aminosilane or a phosphonium silane. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 382–
85; JX-0409C (Respondents’ Response to Request for Admission) at Nos. 66, 67.

of the colloidal silica abrasive particles in the Accused Products, the particles do
not contain aminosilane or phosphonium silane compounds. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt
WS) at Q/A 382–85; JX-0213C (Development of Next-Gen Low Abrasive ILD Slurry,
OPTIPLANE-2300, Leveraging CMP Mechanism and Particle Modification Studies)
(indicating

); CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.) at

73-74 (explaining that

), 230-231

(explaining that

); Tr. 295-

296 (Mr. Jacobs testifying: “Q. Now, you testified that
A. Correct.”).
For all of the above reasons, all of the Accused Products practice claim 1.
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b.

Dependent Claims
i.

Claim 3: The composition of claim 1,
further comprising a buffering agent
having a pKa in a range from about 3.5
to about 5.5.

Record evidence, including testing, shows that each Accused Product includes a
buffering agent,

which has a pKa from about 3.5 to 5.5. See, e.g. CX-

0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 386–94; JX-0118C ( PubChem,
(showing that

has a pKa of

) at 8

); JX-0207C (

OPTIPLANE) at 11382; JX-0227C (OP2300 & OP2600 Formulations) (listing
component of Optiplane 2300); JX-0173C (Developmental Gate
Presentation: OPTIPLANE 2602) at 3875 (indicating that the
serves as

); JX-0204C (2019 DuPont document) at 7974 (“

); JX-0205C (
opinion that

in Optiplane 2300 also

) at 8297

”). Dr. Raghavan’s

does not function as a buffer (RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at

Q/A 181), is refuted by respondents’ own description of its buffer capacity. See Resps.
Br. at 61-62; JX-0409C (Respondents’ Response to Request for Admission) at 106, 107,
111, 112, 116, 117 (admitting
”); JX-0249C (Benchmark analysis) at 01 Slurry Properties tab
(comparing

between OP2300, OP2600, and competitor’s slurry); CX-

0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 390. Accordingly, all Accused Products infringe claim 3.
ii.

Claim 4: The composition of claim 1,
wherein the colloidal silica abrasive
particles have a mean particle size in a
range from about 30 to about 70 nm.
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Respondents’ specifications for mean particle size and measured mean particle
size values for the Accused Products show that claim 4 is met. See, e.g. CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 395–406; JX-0185C (ILD Slurries) at 11 (listing mean particle
size of

for Optiplane 2300); JX-0175C (OPTIPLANE 2600 Acidic CMP Slurry) at

5 (depicting CPS particle size distribution of Optiplane 2300 and 2600 of
); JX-0187C (OPTIPLANE 2300/2600 Series
) at 4 (listing mean particle size of

for Optiplane 2300); JX-0225C

(D9228 Benchmark Analysis) (showing that, as measured by DLS, the mean particle size
for OP2300 is

and for OP2600 is

particle size of

particles

). Dr. Dauskardt also determined the mean

falls within the claimed range. See CX-0006C

(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 402–04; JX-0201C (Certificate of Analysis) (reporting the
secondary particle size of

particles of

JX-0202C (Certificate of Analysis)

(same); JX-0203C (Certificate of Analysis) (reporting secondary particle size of
particles of
Dr. Raghavan opines that Dr. Dauskardt ignored the primary particle size. See
Resps. Br. at 62. As explained by Dr. Dauskardt, primary particle size “corresponds to a
sub-portion of an aggregated particle, not a mean particle size.” See CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 405; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 195. Accordingly, all
Accused Products infringe claim 4.
iii.

Claim 6: The composition of claim 1,
comprising from about 0.5 to about 4
weight percent of the colloidal silica
abrasive particles.
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The Accused Products are designed to be and are provided to customers and used
by respondents and their customers at

of colloidal silica abrasive

particles or less, squarely within the claim. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 407–
12; JX-0189C (Optiplane 2300 / 2600 Series

); JX-0191C

(Dynamic Pot- Life and Handling Evaluation of Optiplane 2300 Slurry) at 6356 (showing
test results of

Optiplane 2300); JX-0187C (OPTIPLANE 2300/2600 Series
) (listing Abrasive

for Optiplane 2300

JX-0188C (Optiplane document) (listing Abrasive
2300 at

JX-0258C (

for Optiplane

Document) at 20618 (showing

abrasive of OP2300). Respondents also make Optiplane 2601 at
colloidal silica abrasive particles. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 413–
15.
Respondents argue that dilution impacts slurry “properties.” See Resps. Br. at 6263. This is not relevant to whether claim 6 is met, and is not relevant to any other claim,
because, as discussed above, CMC tested and showed the properties of the Accused
Products at both

and at

for OP2601 and

for other products). See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 316–85. Therefore, all
Accused Products
made at

infringe claim 6, and Optiplane 2601 also infringes claim 6 as

concentration.
iv.

Claim 10: The composition of claim 1,
wherein the chemical species is not
ammonium.

The chemical species identified in the colloidal silica abrasive particles in each
Accused Product is

which is not ammonium. See CX109

0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 417–19; JX-0409C (Respondents’ Response to Request
for Admission) at 135. Respondents argue that CMC has not proven an absence of
ammonium in the particles and point to

as a potential source of

ammonium. See Resps. Br. at 63.

do not contain ammonium (as discussed

in the context of invalidity), and respondents cite no testing, documents or other
evidence. Accordingly, all the Accused Products infringe claim 10.
v.

Claim 11: The composition of claim 1,
wherein the chemical species comprises a
primary amine, a secondary amine, a
tertiary amine, or a quaternary amine
compound.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. As discussed, the chemical
species identified in the Accused Products is

), which is a

amine. See Resps. Br. at 63; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 420–21; JX0409C (Respondents’ Response to Request for Admission) at No. 136. Accordingly, all
Accused Products infringe claim 11.
vi.

Claim 13: The composition of claim 1,
wherein the chemical species comprises
from 1 to 6 carbon atoms.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. As discussed, the
identified chemical species is

which comprises

carbon

atoms. See Resps. Br. at 63; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 422–423; JX-0409C
(Respondents’ Response to Request for Admission) at No. 137. Accordingly, all
Accused Products infringe claim 13.
vii.

Claim 14: The composition of claim 13,
wherein the chemical species comprises
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ethyloxypropylamine, tetramethyl
ammonium hydroxide, or
ethylenediamine.
Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. As discussed, the chemical
species is

, which is also known as

.

See Resps. Br. at 63; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 424–25. Accordingly, all
Accused Products infringe claim 14.
viii.

Claim 17: The composition of claim 1,
having an electrical conductivity of less
than about 300 μS/cm.

Testing conducted by Dr. Dauskardt and numerous documents produced by
respondents show that the Accused Products at

have an electrical

conductivity less than about 300 μS/cm. See, e.g., CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A
427–31; JX-0189C (Optiplane 2300 / 2600 Series
0187C (listing Optiplane 2300

) at 10; JX-

” conductivity as

) at 4; JX-0188C (DuPont Advanced Acidic ILD Slurries Optiplane
2300 and 2600 CMP Slurries, May 2019) at 5 (same); JX-0258C (Troubleshooting Issues
of OPTIPLANE 2300 Slurry) at 2 (showing conductivity testing data of

Optiplane

2300); JX-0409C (Respondents’ Response to Request for Admission) at Nos. 164–67
(

); CX-0024C (DTI Analysis Report) at 11; CX-

0026C (PTL Analysis Report II) at 3–5.
Respondents argue that claim 17 is limited to high concentration slurries. See
Resps. Br. at 63-64 (arguing

slurries at

are somehow an “unclaimed, diluted

form”). The inventors measured conductivity of slurries at 2 wt%,
. See JX-0001 at 24:15–60 (measuring conductivity in Table 6B of
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compositions at 2 wt% in Table 6A). Accordingly, all Accused Products infringe claim
17.
ix.

Claim 18: The composition of claim 1,
wherein the colloidal silica has a density
of greater than 1.90 g/cm3.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 63. Dr.
Dauskardt’s testing shows the true density—the appropriate measure, CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 434—of colloidal silica abrasive particles in the Accused
Products is

for the Optiplane 2300A products and

for

Optiplane 2602 products, both within the claimed range. CX-0025C (PTL Analysis
Report I) at 6; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 432–36.
x.

Claim 19: The composition of claim 1,
wherein the colloidal silica abrasive
particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV; the composition
has a pH in a range from about 3.5 to
about 6; the colloidal silica abrasive
particles have a mean particle size in a
range from about 30 to about 70 nm; and
the composition includes from about 0.5
to about 4 weight percent of the colloidal
silica abrasive particles.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 64. For
the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1, 4, and 6, all of the Accused
Products

infringe claim 19. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 437–42.
xi.

Claim 20: The composition of claim 1,
wherein the colloidal silica abrasive
particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV; the composition
further includes a buffering agent having
a pKa in a range from about 3.5 to about
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5.5; the composition includes from about
0.5 to about 4 weight percent of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles; the
colloidal silica has a density of greater
than 1.90 g/cm3; and the chemical species
comprises from 1 to 6 carbon atoms.
Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 64. For
the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1, 3, 6, 13, and 18, all Accused
Products

also infringe claim 20. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 443–49.
xii.

Claim 24: The composition of claim 1,
further comprising a silicon nitrogen
polishing accelerator including a
polycarboxylic acid, a poly phosphonic
acid, or a mixture thereof.

The Accused Products include a

. See, e.g.,

CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 450-53; JX-0227C (OP2300 & OP2600
Formulations) (listing

as a component of Optiplane 2300 and Optiplane

2600 products); JX-0221C (OP2600 Formulation); JX-0263C (OP2300 Technical Team
Meeting) at 11. Moreover, the ‘721 patent expressly discloses

as a silicon

nitrogen polishing accelerator. JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 12:56–64. Respondents provide
no support for their arguments that

is not present in a large enough amount

to be a polishing accelerator beyond conclusory statements. See Resps. Br. at 64.
Accordingly, all Accused Products infringe claim 24.
c.

Independent Claim 26

Claim 26: A chemical mechanical polishing composition comprising: a water
based liquid carrier; colloidal silica abrasive particles dispersed in the
liquid carrier; a chemical species incorporated in the colloidal silica
abrasive particles internal to an outer surface thereof, wherein the
chemical species is a nitrogen containing compound or a phosphorus
containing compound; a pH in a range from about 1.5 to about 7;
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wherein the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 13 mV; and wherein an aminosilane compound is
bonded with the outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles.
For the reasons discussed above with respect to claim 1, the Accused Products
meet each limitation [1pre], [a], [b], [c], [d], and [e] in claim 26. See CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 454–61. There is no dispute the additional “bonded” limitation is
also met under any party’s proposed construction. See Tr. 235-238; CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 462–69; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 242–45 (conceding
). Respondents’ documents and witnesses describe
the colloidal silica abrasive particles in the Accused Products, which
. See JX-0213C (Development of
Next- Gen Low Abrasive ILD Slurry); JX-0181C (Development of Advanced LowAbrasive Dielectric CMP slurry) at 10; JX-0178C (Technical Review - Development of
Advanced Acidic ILD Slurry); JX-0207C (

OPTIPLANE 2300 -

Advanced Acidic ILD Slurry); Tr. 295-296; CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.) at 78, 179; CX0012C (Jacobs Dep. Tr.) at 81; CX-0014C (Mosley Dep. Tr.) at 242-243. Dr.
Dauskardt’s testing also shows that
the colloidal abrasive particles at an equivalent concentration of

in the

Accused Products. CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 466. Accordingly, all Accused
Products infringe claim 26.
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d.

Dependent Claims
i.

Claim 27: The composition of claim 26,
having a pH in a range from about 3.5 to
about 6.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 66. For
the reasons discussed for claims 1 and 26, all Accused Products infringe claim 27. See
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 470.
ii.

Claim 28: The composition of claim 26,
wherein the colloidal silica abrasive
particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 66. For
the reasons discussed for claims 1 and 26, all Accused Products infringe claim 28. See
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 471.
iii.

Claim 29: The composition of claim 26,
wherein the colloidal silica abrasive
particles have a mean particle size in a
range from about 30 to about 70 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 66. For
the reasons discussed for claims 1, 4, and 26, all Accused Products infringe claim 29. See
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 472.
iv.

Claim 31: The composition of claim 26,
comprising less than [a]bout 3 weight
percent of the colloidal silica abrasive
particles

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 66. For
the reasons discussed for claims 1, 6, and 26, all Accused Products
31. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 473.
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infringe claim

v.

Claim 35: The composition of claim 26,
wherein the chemical species comprises
from 1 to 6 carbon atoms

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 66. For
the reasons discussed for claims 1, 13, and 26, all Accused Products infringe claim 35.
See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 474.
vi.

Claim 36: The composition of claim 35,
wherein the chemical species comprises
ethyloxypropylamine, tetramethyl
ammonium hydroxide, or
ethylenediamine.

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 66. For
the reasons discussed for claims 1, 14, 26, 35, all Accused Products infringe claim 36.
See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 475.
vii.

Claim 37: The composition of claim 26,
wherein the aminosilane compound is
bonded with less than 4% of silanol
groups on the outer surface of the
colloidal silica particles.

Dr. Dauskardt’s testing shows that the aminosilane compound in the Accused
Products is bonded with

of silanol groups on the outer surface of the

colloidal silica particles, as measured by the procedure set forth in the ‘721 patent. See
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 476–78; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 32:61–65; CX0023C (EAG Analysis Report) at 28, 34, 51, 57; CX-0025C (PTL Analysis Report I) at 3;
JX-0267C (CoA for Optiplane 2300A); JX-0268C (CoA for Optiplane 2602); see also
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 478.
Respondents have performed no testing relevant to this claim. Respondents
nonetheless argue the claim is not infringed because
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colloidal silica abrasive

particles in the Accused Products should be treated

for purposes of

determining surface area and
. See Resps. Br. at 66-67.
These arguments are not relevant in view of the guidance in the specification on how to
calculate the aminosilane loading. The patent directs a POSA to use a silanol density of
all particles of 4.5 SiOH/nm2and calculate the amount of APTMS as a percentage of the
resulting number of silanols. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 32:61–65 (“The amount of
APTMS was calculated as a percentage of the number of silanols on the surface . . . of the
precursor particle . . . assuming 4.5 SiOH/nm2”). None of respondents’ arguments are
relevant under this procedure. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 478. Dr.
Dauskardt followed this method, which is what a POSA would have used to determine
infringement of the claims. Accordingly, all Accused Products infringe claim 37.
viii.

Claim 39: A method of chemical
mechanical polishing a substrate
including a silicon oxygen containing
material, the method comprising (a)
contacting the substrate with the chemical
mechanical polishing composition of
claim 1; (b) moving the polishing
composition relative to the substrate; and
(c) abrading the substrate to remove a
portion of the silicon oxygen containing
material from the substrate and thereby
polish the substrate.

This claim requires a specific use of the composition of claim 1. Respondents do
not dispute the limitations of claim 39 are met. See Resps. Br. at 64. Indeed, the
evidence shows that the

use of the Accused Products, including by

respondents in their testing of the Accused Products, infringes claim 39. See CX-0006C
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(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 479–81. The claimed method, including all of the contacting,
moving, and abrading steps, recites

for the Accused Products for CMP

processing of silicon oxygen materials, and therefore this claim is infringed every time
respondents, their agents, or any of their customers use the Accused Products for
polishing silicon oxygen containing material in the United States. See, e.g., JX-0010
(Dow Announcement) at 2 (DuPont advertising the Accused Products as “Most
Advanced Slurries for Dielectric [CMP] Applications”); JX-0185C (Dow Advanced ILD
Slurries - OPTIPLANE 2300/2600) at 2 (illustrating the mechanism of oxide CMP with
the Accused Products following

.

Further, the evidence shows that respondents test with the Accused Products on

. See, e.g., CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 54-55 (Q: “[I]s it
the case that the

, for example, has performed

experiments using Optiplane 2300?” A: “Yes, yeah, they have performed those
experiments …. most likely, all of them have been tested in

); CX-0010C

(Guo Dep. Tr.) at 188-190 (discussing generating testing results
), 194, 148-149 (discussing JX-0249C
(Summary of Competitive Analysis)).
Moreover, respondents’ internal documents show that respondents frequently test
their products using the claimed method and that the Accused Products achieve high
removal rates for silicon oxygen containing material, a key feature of the products. See,
e.g., JX-0174C (OPTIPLANE 2300) at 9, 11, 12 (showing a
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,

Optiplane 2300 slurry
JX-0185C (OPTIPLANE 2300/2600) at 20 (showing a
Optiplane 2600 slurry

JX-

0208C (Research Update on ILD CMP Slurry Program) at 15 (showing a
Optiplane 2300 slurry
JX-0175C (OPTIPLANE 2600 Acidic CMP Slurry) at 13 (showing
Optiplane 2300 and Optiplane 2600 slurries
JX-0177C (OPTIPLANE 2600 DuPont Advanced Acidic ILD Slurry) at 17 (showing a
h Optiplane 2600 slurry at
); JX-0219C (Slurry chemistries) at 5 (showing
of Optiplane 2600 slurries); JX-0173C (OPTIPLANE 2300
(OPTIPLANE 2602)) at 3 (describing

” as a characteristic of

OP2602).
Respondents’ documents further show that the Accused Products are also
frequently

by customers using the claim method. See, e.g., JX-0179C

(

) at 8; JX-0332C

CMP) at 1 (Testing conducted by

removal rate and selectivity); JX-0341C (Oxide Slurry Proposal for
(presenting “
OP2600 at

on

) at 7
for OP2300 and

.

Accordingly, each element of method claim 39 is practiced by the use of the
Accused Products.
ix.

Claim 40: The method of claim 39,
wherein: the polishing composition
comprises less than 4 percent by weight of
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the colloidal silica abrasive particles; and
an average removal rate of the silicon
oxygen material in (c) is greater than
3000 Å/min at a downforce of 5 psi or less.
Respondents do not dispute the limitations of claim 40 are met. See Resps. Br. at
64-65. This claim is infringed for the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1,
6, and 39. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 482–84. The Accused Products
achieve an average removal rate of silicon oxygen material greater than 3000 Angstroms
per minute at a downforce of less than 5 psi. See, e.g., JX-0174C (Optiplane 2300) at 12
(showing

Optiplane 2300 slurry

data with a

); JX-0173C

(OPTIPLANE 2300

(OPTIPLANE 2602)) at 3 (describing

as a characteristic of OP2602); JX-0341C (Oxide Slurry Proposal for
at 7 (showing

of OP2300,

and OP2600,

respectively,

).

Respondents argue that the average removal rate is ambiguous and there may be
circumstances where this method is not used. See Resps. Br. at 64-65. However,
respondents do not dispute that the claimed method is

of

the Accused Products, and that the Accused Products
. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 483–484; Bell Commc’ns
Research, Inc. v. Vitalink Commc’ns Corp., 55 F.3d 615, 622–23 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (“[A]n
accused product that sometimes, but not always, embodies a claimed method nonetheless
infringes.”).
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Accordingly, each element of method claim 40 is practiced by the use of the
Accused Products.
x.

Claim 41: The method of claim 39,
wherein: the polishing composition
comprises less than 2 percent by weight of
the colloidal silica abrasive particles; and
an average removal rate of the silicon
oxygen material in (c) is greater than
3000 Å/min at a downforce of 5 psi or less.

Respondents do not dispute the limitations of claim 41 are met. See Resps. Br. at
64-65. This claim is infringed for the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1,
6, 39, and 40. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 485–86. Thus, each element of
method claim 41 is practiced by the use of the Accused Products.
xi.

Claim 42: The method of claim 39,
wherein: the polishing composition
comprises less than 3 percent by weight of
the colloidal silica abrasive particles; and
an average removal rate of the silicon
oxygen material in (c) is greater than
2000 Å/min at a downforce of 4 psi or less.

Respondents do not dispute the limitations of claim 41 are met. See Resps. Br. at
64-65. This claim is infringed for the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1, 6,
39, 40 and 41. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 487–88. The Accused Products
achieve an average removal rate of silicon oxygen material greater than 2000 Angstroms
per minute at a downforce of 4 psi or less. See, e.g., JX-0174C (Optiplane 2300) at 12
(showing

Optiplane 2300 slurry

data

). Thus, each

element of method claim 42 is practiced by the use of the Accused Products.
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xii.

Claim 43: The method of claim 39,
wherein: the polishing composition
comprises less than 2.0 percent by weight
of the colloidal silica abrasive particles;
and an average removal rate of the silicon
oxygen material in (c) is greater than
2000 Å/min at a downforce of 4 psi or less.

Respondents do not dispute the limitations of claim 41 are met. See Resps. Br. at
64-65. This claim is infringed for the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1,
6, 39, 40 41, and 42. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 489–90. Thus, each
element of method claim 43 is practiced by the use of the Accused Products.
xiii.

Claim 44: The method of claim 39,
wherein: the polishing composition
comprises less than 2.5 percent by weight
of the colloidal silica abrasive particles;
and a removal rate of the silicon oxygen
material in (c) is greater than 2000 Å/min
at a downforce of 4 psi or less and a
removal rate of a silicon nitride material
is less than 300 Å/min at a downforce of 3
psi or less.

Respondents do not dispute the limitations of claim 41 are met. See Resps. Br. at
64-65. This claim is infringed for the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1,
6, 39, 40 41, 42, and 43. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 491–93. Further, the
Accused Products meet the limitation reciting “removal rate of a silicon nitride material
is less than 300 Å/min at a downforce of 3 psi or less.” In particular,
achieves an TEOS removal rate of

Optiplane 2300
and the removal

rate of silicon nitride is

. Optiplane 2600 products behave

substantially the same as the Optiplane 2300 products. See, e.g., JX-0185C (Dow
Advanced ILD Slurries - OPTIPLANE 2300/2600); JX-0332C (
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CMP) at 1 (Testing

conducted by

on removal rate and selectivity); JX-0175C (OPTIPLANE 2600 Acidic

CMP Slurry - High purity Next-Gen ILD Platform with Enhanced and Tunable
Performance) at 1, 9; JX-0188C (DuPont Advanced Acidic ILD Slurries Optiplane 2300
and 2600 CMP Slurries) at 22; JX-0190C (Optiplane 2300) at 39; JX-0174C
(OPTIPLANE 2300) at 15.
Accordingly, each element of method claim 44 is practiced by the use of the
Accused Products.
xiv.

Claim 46: The method of claim 39,
wherein the polishing composition
further comprises a silicon nitrogen
polishing inhibitor and a TEOS:SiN
polishing rate selectivity is greater than
about 25:1.

This claim is infringed for the reasons discussed above with respect to claims 1, 6,
39, 40 41, 42, 43, and 44. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 494–97. The Accused
Products also include a silicon nitrogen polishing inhibitor (

and a TEOS:SiN

polishing rate selectivity is greater than about 25:1. Id.. Optiplane 2300 at
achieves an TEOS removal rate of
removal rate of silicon nitride is
selectivity of

and the
. This leads to a TEOS:SiN

, meeting the claim limitation. See JX-0185C (Dow Advanced ILD

Slurries - OPTIPLANE 2300/2600) at 22; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 496; See
also JX-0340C (Optiplane) at 12 (showing a
Respondents argue that

).

is not used in an amount sufficient to act as a

silicon nitrogen polishing inhibitor. See Resps. Br. at 65. However, the evidence shows
that the very reason that

also makes it a SiN
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suppressor. JX-0207C (

Optiplane 2300) at 2 (describing
”). As Dr. Dauskardt explains, silicon nitride is

charged positively even in acidic environments, and the positive charges introduced by
lead to repulsive force between the positively charged particles and the
positively charged silicon nitride, thus inhibiting its polishing rate. CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 497.
Accordingly, each element of method claim 46 is practiced by the use of the
Accused Products.
4.

Indirect Infringement

For the reasons discussed below, each of the Accused Products,

, infringe

claims 6, 17, 19–20, 31, and when used by respondents, their agents, or their customers,
infringe claim 39–44 and 46.
a.

Direct Infringement

Respondents, their customers, and certain third-party laboratories make, use, and
sell the Accused Products and components thereof in the United States that infringe the
asserted claims. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 505–06.
i.

Direct Infringement by Making

Making a patented invention in the United States without authorization infringes a
patent and is actionable under section 337. 19 U.S.C. §1337(a)(1)(B)(i); 35 U.S.C. §
271(a). Respondents infringe the asserted claims by using imported

particles to

make the Accused Products in the United States. Respondents’ domestic manufacture of
these products was confirmed by multiple witnesses. See, e.g., Tr. 294, 295 (Mr. Jacobs
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testifying: “Q. And DuPont imports the
do.” and “Q. And then the

particles from

, right? A. Yes, we

particles,

, right? A. Yes, they are.”); CX-0012C (Jacobs Dep. Tr.) at 25-26,
102; CX-0015C (McDavitt Dep. Tr.) at 75.
Respondents admit that at least respondent Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials
CMP, LLC (formerly known as Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials CMP, Inc.) is
involved in
of the Accused Products in the United
States after they are either imported or manufactured from imported components. See
JX-0405C (Respondents’ Response to CMC’s Interrogatory Nos. 12, 13, 18); see also
JX-0007 (Respondents’ Website); JX-0008 (Respondent’s Website); JX-0344C
(Revenues in 2017). Specifically, Respondents admit to manufacturing both Optiplane
2300 and Optiplane 2600 in

” facility with the imported

colloidal silica abrasive particles. See JX-0406C (Respondents’ Oct. 16, 2020
Supp. Response to Interrogatory No. 58) at 30, 32.
ii.

Direct Infringement by Use

Use of a patented apparatus or composition by a respondent in the United States
after importation without authorization is a type of direct infringement and is a violation
of section 337. Certain Beverage Dispensing Systems & Components Thereof, Inv. No.
337-TA-1130 (“Beverage Dispensing Systems”), Comm’n Op. at 16 (Mar. 26, 2020)
(“The Commission finds a violation of section 337 based on ABI’s direct
infringement…as explained above, ABI has itself used the NOVA systems in the United
States, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), when its employees dispensed beer from a
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NOVA system assembled from the imported components.”). Courts have interpreted the
term “use” in 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) broadly to include testing. See, e.g., Roche Prods., Inc.
v. Bolar Pharm. Co., 733 F.2d 858, 863 (Fed. Cir. 1984). The Commission does not
recognize any exception from liability for infringing use for R&D testing. Certain
Microfluidic Systems, Inv. No. 337-TA-1100, Comm’n Op. at 87–88 (Mar. 24, 2020).
Likewise, respondents directly infringe a patented method in violation of section 337
when they perform the method. Certain Blood Cholesterol Testing Strips & Associated
Systems Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA- 1116 (“Testing Strips”), Comm’n Op. at
29 n.22 (May 1, 2020) (“Congress did not preclude section 337 from covering the
ordinary case of post-importation use without post-importation sale.”) (citing Suprema,
Inc. v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 796 F.3d 1338, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (en banc) and
Certain Apparatus for the Production of Copper Rod, Inv. No. 337-TA-52, USITC Pub.
1017, Comm’n Op. at 18 (Nov. 23, 1979)).
As discussed below, respondents, their customers of the Accused Products, and
third-party laboratories all directly infringe when they use and test the Accused Products
in the United States.
iii.

Direct Infringement by Respondents’ Use

Respondents perform application testing of the Accused Products that involves
conducting polishing experiments in the United States. See CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.)
at 155. More specifically, respondents have an “
that does

” using the Accused Products to generate
” for the Accused Products. See CX-0007C (Auger Dep.

Tr.) at 44-45, 54-55; see also CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 57. These
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polishing tests are performed by respondents
.” CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 37. Records of respondents’ internal
polishing tests provide many details regarding respondents’ testing and experiments, such
as: (a) identification of the Accused Product; (b) physical properties of the Accused
Product such as

See, e.g., JX-0324C (OP2300 Internal Testing Results); JX0328C (Testing Results); JX-0336C (Testing Results).
Respondents also
facilities in
respondents’

of the Accused Products

in their

. See CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 109. Records of
also provide many details regarding respondents’ testing

and experiments, such as: (a) identification of the Accused Product;

. See
JX-0258C (Troubleshooting Optiplane 2300). The evidence shows direct infringement
by respondents.
iv.

Direct Infringement by Customers’ Use

Respondents have numerous customers that use the Accused Products in the
United States as a “chemical mechanical composition.” Users of the Accused Products
that deploy and make routine use of the Accused Products directly infringe the asserted
claims. Indeed, respondents witnesses confirmed that at least
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, and

have sampled and tested one of the Accused Products. See, e.g.,

Tr. 229-230; CX-0015C (McDavitt Dep. Tr.) at 84, 87-88. For example,
started using and testing OP2300 and recently started using OP2602 in the United States;
is using OP2602 in the United, and

is testing and running low-

volume early production using OP2300A in the United States. See, e.g., Tr. 300 (Mr.
Jacobs testifying: “Q. And one of those customers is
correct. Q. And

? A. That is

is a customer in the United States, right? A. Yes,

they are.”); see also CX-0015C (McDavitt Dep. Tr.) at 20-21, 23, 35, 42, 105-106.
Respondents argue that it does not know how customers are using the Accused
Products and that the Accused Products could allegedly be modified so they are no longer
infringing. However, as further described below regarding inducement, this argument
disregards the evidence that respondents’ customers use the Accused Products as
. Moreover, there
is no dispute that customers are looking to achieve specific parameters and
the Accused Products to meet those specific parameters,
which are squarely within the scope of the claims. Indeed, respondents have sales and
field service engineering teams that
s for the Accused Products. See CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 60.
v.

Direct Infringement by Third-Party
Lab’s Use

There is no dispute that respondents have hired a third-party lab,
to conduct tests and polishing experiments
using the Accused Products. See Resps. Br. at 70; CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 103;
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JX-0286 (ILD Slurry Plan); JX-0219C (Design of Slurry Chemistries). Contrary to
respondents’ argument, the polishing tests done by

on respondents’ behalf included

measuring and collecting data such as
. These activities are also direct infringement of the
‘721 patent.
vi.

Direct Infringement by Domestic Sale

The sale of a product that practices a U.S. patent without permission is another act
of direct infringement that is actionable under section 337. See 19 U.S.C. §
1337(a)(1)(B)(i), 35 U.S.C. § 271(a). Respondents also infringe the ‘721 patent through
its domestic sale of the Accused Products. Respondents admit that after using the
imported particles to make and use the Accused Products, respondents sell samples of the
Accused Products to customers and others in the United States. See Tr. 300 (Mr. Jacobs
testifying: “Q. And one of those customers is

? A. That is correct.”);

CX-0015C (McDavitt Dep. Tr.) at 84, 87-88; JX-0272C (Sales & StdMargin – Adhoc
Financial Analysis); JX-0211C (Optiplane 2300 Acidic CMP Slurry for

CX-

0045C (Respondents’ Response to CMC’s Interrogatory No. 67) (admitting Accused
Product have been
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Within the CMP slurries into which they are incorporated, these colloidal silica
particles are the component that “

. See CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 86; Tr. 697; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
1:50–53 (“Polishing of the substrate is generally aided by the chemical activity of the
polishing composition (e.g., by a chemical accelerator) and/or the mechanical activity of
an abrasive suspended in the polishing composition.”); JX-0176C (CMP Slurry Update)
at 4 (describing

particles as a “

”); JX-0207C (

OPTIPLANE 2300 - Advanced Acidic ILD Slurry, dated March 1, 2017) at 2 (describing
particles as

”). In other words,

colloidal

silica particles are a material and necessary component of the Accused Products, without
which the intended purpose of the claimed invention could not be achieved.
The importance of the imported

particles to the claimed invention also is

evident when viewed “in light of the limitations of the asserted claims.” Testing Strips,
Comm’n Op. at 33, n.26. To be sure, claims 1 and 26 expressly recite “colloidal silica
abrasive particles” that include a “chemical species” with “permanent positive charge”
and, as discussed above, the
particles

particles represent the

of the colloidal silica

) in the Accused Products. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at

39:66–67, 40:1–4, 40:6–9, 41:52–57.
The facts here also support a finding of direct infringement under the second
Testing Strips factor — “what additional activity occurs in the United States, including
any combinations or modifications that are made with respect to the imported articles
after importation.” Testing Strips, Comm’n Op. at 33 n.26. More specifically,
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independent claims 1 and 26 of the ‘721 patent recite that the claimed colloidal silica
abrasive particles are “dispersed in [a] liquid carrier.” See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
39:66–67, 41:52–53. Independent claim 26 further recites that “an aminosilane
compound is bonded with the outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles.” Id.
at 41:61–62. These recitations correspond to the additional activity that occurs in the
United States with respect to the imported

particles.

The third factor raised in Testing Strips also is satisfied, as set forth in
respondents’ statements, “the

particles are imported into the U.S. and then

combined with other non- accused components in the U.S. to make the final, saleable
slurry product.” See JX-0406C (Respondents’ 6th Suppl Objs. and Rsps. to 3rd Set of
ROGs) at 32. This includes mixing the

particles
, as recited in claim

26. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 466; Tr. 295–296 (Mr. Jacobs testifying: “Q.
Now, you testified that
A. Correct.”); CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.) at 179; CX-0012C
(Jacobs Dep. Tr.) at 81; CX-0014C (Mosley Dep. Tr.) at 242–243.
DuPont employee Kevin Jacobs states that the

particles are

See RX-1398C (Jacobs RWS) at Q/A 24–25. Yet, as DuPont employee Dr.
Yi Guo explained, the first “use” of the

particles after importation is

. See CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.) at 231;
Tr. 294–295. This

step is the first step of the manufacturing process for the

Accused Products. See id. Thus, to the extent that
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particles is considered a

of the

particles, that

, as Mr. Jacobs suggests.
Moreover, the manufacturing process for the Accused Products leaves the
relevant “as imported” characteristics of the

particles intact.

. In fact, respondents deliberately
particles for the Accused Products so they would already
have these characteristics “as imported” by DuPont. 33 See e.g., CX-0007C (Auger Dep.
Tr.) at 89; JX-0231C (Update on New

Particle) at 2; JX-0212C (Optiplane 2300

Poster Presentation); JX-0176C (CMP Slurry Update) at 4. Thus, importation of the
particles supplied to respondents to directly infringe the ‘721 patent is, independently, a
violation of section 337. See Testing Strips, Comm’n Op. at 32 n.25 (citing Suprema,
796 F.3d at 1352-1353); see also 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B)(i).
b.

Induced and Contributory Infringement
i.

Knowledge

Both inducement and contributory infringement require that the respondents knew
or at least were willfully blind to fact that their actions would induce or contribute to the
direct infringement of the ‘721 patent. Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 563

33

As Mr. Jacobs confirmed, the
particles have
This is consistent with Dr. Klein and Dr. Raghavan who
each opine the importance of the positive charge being internal to the claimed colloidal
silica particles. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 88, 93; RX-1076C (Raghavan
WS) at Q/A 866.
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U.S. 754, 768-769 (2011). As discussed above, there is no dispute that respondents have
known of the ‘721 patent since
. See JX-0405C (Respondents’
Discovery Responses) at 63; CX-0008C (Chu Dep. Tr.) at 205–206; CX-0010C (Guo
Dep. Tr.) at 93–94; CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 78; Tr. 228–229. Respondents also
have had direct knowledge of their infringement of the ‘721 patent since at least April 13,
2020, when CMC sent a claim chart detailing infringement. See CX-0048C (Ltr from
CMC to respondent). Respondents’ knowledge of the ‘721 patent as of institution of this
investigation is further proof.
Further, the evidence shows that respondents knew, or were willfully blind to the
fact, that the Accused Products may infringe the ‘721 patent. First, it was routine for
respondents to

products during development. See, e.g., JX-

0249C (Summary of
Second, the timeline of events shows that respondents were well-aware of the ‘721 patent
during their development of the Accused Products. In fact, as discussed above, soon after
learning of the ‘721 patent, including its description of a

particle and a “high purity

particle from Fuso,”
See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 501; JX-0178C (DuPont
Technical Review); JX-0212C (Optiplane 2300 Poster Presentation). It appears
respondents followed CMC’s invention even though they had identified
. See
JX-181C (DuPont Presentation); CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 503.
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ii.

Inducement

“Whoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be liable as an
infringer.” Certain Biometric Scanning Devices, Components Thereof, Associated
Software, & Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA- 720, Comm’n Op. at 5
(Nov. 10, 2011) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 271(b)). To be liable for inducement, a respondent
must have acted with specific intent to encourage direct infringement by another, which
may be shown with circumstantial evidence. See Commil USA LLC v. Cisco Systems,
Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1920, 1926 (2015); Eli Lilly & Co. v. Teva Parenteral Meds., Inc., 845
F.3d 1357, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2017).
As discussed below, the record evidence shows that respondents induced the
direct infringement of the ‘721 patent by multiple third parties, including respondents’
own subsidiaries, respondents’ customers, and third-party labs.
Inducement of Respondents’ Subsidiaries
Certain respondents, including DuPont de Nemours, Inc. and Rohm and Haas
Electronic Materials K.K., actively induce other respondent subsidiaries, including at
least Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials CMP in Delaware to infringe the ‘721 patent.
See Testing Strips, Comm’n Op. at 32 n.25. Specifically, employees of DuPont de
Nemours, Inc. and subsidiary Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials K.K. of Japan

with the intention that they will be used in the United States by Rohm and
Haas Electronic Materials CMP LLC to manufacture infringing CMP slurries, which are
then used in an infringing manner in the United States by both Rohm and Haas Electronic
Materials CMP LLC and its customers. See JX-0349C (
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Importations); see also CX-

0011C (Hutchinson Dep. Tr.) at 171–172, 175–176, 181, 182, 183; JX-0054 (Shipment
Details/Rohm/US Imports, Panjiva, Apr. 2020); Tr. 293–294.
Indeed, the imported
a

colloidal silica particles that respondents import is both

” of the Accused Products and also comprises a
of the CMP infringing slurries. See JX-0207C (2017 Optiplane 2300

Presentation) at 2; JX-0176C (CMP Slurry Update) at 4; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at
Q/A 334–35. The importation of this

component of the Accused Products induces

infringement and, therefore, violates section 337. See, e.g., Testing Strips, Comm’n Op.
at 32 n.25; see also Suprema, 796 F.3d at 1349, 1352–1353 (“[A]rticles that infringe”
include “goods that were used by an importer to directly infringe post-importation as a
result of the seller’s inducement.”). Therefore, DuPont de Nemours, Inc. and Rohm and
Haas Electronic Materials K.K. induce the direct infringement of the ‘721 patent in the
United States through their actions, and also contribute to such infringement by supplying
a component that respondents control for purposes of making the Accused Products.
Inducement of Customers
There is evidence that respondents induce infringement by respondents’ United
States customers. See Beverage Dispensing Systems, Comm’n Op. at 13 (“[E]vidence of
customer direct infringement” can be “circumstantial,” “based upon [Respondents’]
undisputed sales…, instructions…, and lack of any non-infringing combinations….”).
Respondents supply their customers with the Accused Products and
the Accused Products in a manner that infringes both the asserted composition and
method claims. The record evidence shows that respondents are
with their customers’ CMP slurry requirements, and
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to their customers specifically on how to use the Accused Products in an
infringing manner. See, e.g., JX-0187C (Optiplane 2300/2600
JX-0248C (Optiplane 2300/2600
Presentation for

);

); JX-0211C (Optiplane
); 34 Tr. 300.

); JX-0257C (Optiplane 2300

First, respondents market, distribute, and/or sell the Accused Products to
customers with

the Accused Products, which results in

infringement. For example, respondents provide

to their customers

with
See, e.g., JX-0187C (Optiplane 2300/2600 Handling Instructions) at 8; JX-0189C
(Slurry Dilution and Mixing

) at 9–18; JX-0337C (OP2300
); JX-0248C

(OP2300/2600

). These

also recommend

that a customer may try. See CX-0019C (Van der
Velden Dep. Tr.) at 111, 112.
Further, it is a common practice for respondents to test the Accused Products
extensively to generate examples of
. See JX-0225C (Benchmark Analysis);
CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 33, 34, 37, 38, 44; CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.)
at 234, 235. Respondents also frequently
experiments (e.g., the

from their own
described above) as

34

Respondents also advertise and promote use of their products in an infringing manner.
JX-0007 (respondents’ Website); JX-0008 (respondents’ Website); JX-0212C, (Optiplane
2300 Poster Presentation).
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See CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 22, 23. Thus,
respondents are familiar with how their customers use the Accused Products.
Second, respondents are familiar with the properties of the CMP slurries used by
their customers. Indeed, respondents
with the Accused Products through presentations, telephone calls, technical
review meetings, or

. See JX-0317C (Log of biweekly call with

; JX-0318C (Log from

call); CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 244–

246, 248; CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 145–146. Multiple respondent
witnesses confirmed that typical

. See CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 45–46; CX0015C (McDavitt Dep. Tr.) at 33–34, 36–38. Respondents also admit to having a product
quality engineering team located in
regarding the infringing slurries. See CX-0019C (Van der Velden
Dep. Tr.) at 56.
Respondents argue that “customers themselves may choose how to dilute and use
the Accused Products.” See Resps. Br. at 71. It is undisputed that respondents
to customers that bring the products squarely within the claim
scope. This was confirmed by numerous respondent witnesses, including Mr. Kevin
Jacobs, global product scale up manager, who testified that respondents
to customers, and that he was not aware of
, which brings the Accused Products within the claim scope.
See CX-0012C (Jacobs Dep. Tr.) at 52; 233; Tr. 300.
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The evidence in this case is far from the “hypothetical infringement” discussed in
Dynacore Holdings Corp. v. U.S. Philips Corp., 363 F.3d 1263, 1274 (2004) as
respondents suggest. As discussed above, there is direct infringement by respondents’
customers and respondents induce this infringement by supplying them with the Accused
Products and

the Accused Products in a manner that infringes the

claims. In light of the above, respondents knowingly induced infringement of the ‘721
patent with specific intent to do so, including by providing components in the United
States to assemble and/or make infringing products, selling these products to United
States customers for use in the United States and otherwise intentionally causing direct
infringement.
Inducement of Third Party Testing Labs
Respondents also actively induced a third-party laboratory to use and test the
Accused Products. Multiple respondent witnesses testified that respondents told

to

test the Accused Products in the United States
. See CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 102, 103, 256, 257, 258; CX-0010C (Guo
Dep. Tr.) at 143; JX-0286C (ILD Slurry Plan) at 10; JX-0219C (Design of Slurry
Chemistries). Specifically, the evidence shows that respondents told

. Thus, the evidence shows that respondents also actively induced a third-party
testing laboratory

to use an Accused Product in the United States, and thus infringe

the ‘721 patent.
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iii.

Contributory Infringement

The evidence shows that respondents have also contributed to the infringement of
the ‘721 patent. Contributory infringement under section 337 can be shown if “(1) there
is an act of direct infringement in violation of Section 337; (2) the accused device has no
substantial non-infringing uses; and (3) the accused infringer imported, sold for
importation, or sold after importation within the United States, the accused components
that contributed to another’s direct infringement.” Spansion, Inc. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n,
629 F.3d 1331, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2010); 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B).
As discussed above, certain respondents, including DuPont de Nemours, Inc. and
subsidiaries Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials CMP LLC and Rohm and Haas
Electronic Materials K.K. of Japan, cause to be imported into the United States from
the

particle component of the Accused Products. Rohm and Haas

Electronic Materials CMP LLC combines the

particle with other components of the

Accused Products. Direct infringement in the United States is established when (1)
Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials CMP LLC makes, uses, sells, and tests the Accused
Products; (2) respondents’ customers use and test the Accused Products; and (3)

a

third-party laboratory, uses and tests the Accused Products in the United States. See, e.g.,
Testing Strips, Comm’n Op. at 32 n.25 (finding that “the foreign respondent …
contributed to the infringement of the asserted claims by supplying the Accused Products
to [the domestic respondent] for its use in directly infringing … after importation into the
United States”).
The evidence shows that respondents satisfy each of the factors of contributory
infringement, the first of which (an act of direct infringement) was already addressed.
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Indeed, respondents have identified no other use for the

particles than to be

made into the Accused Products, and the Accused Products in turn have no use other than
to be used for CMP as described in the ‘721 patent. See CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at
218–219. For at least these reasons the

particles are especially made for

infringement of the ‘721 patent and are not a staple article. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt
WS) at Q/A 175–190, 513–514.
Respondents argue that
Fujimi, and thus, the

particles are also provided to Sumitomo and

particles are not especially made for an infringing use. See

Resps. Br. at 73, 75. However, respondents have not shown that any

particle is

actually used or implemented in a non-infringing manner. Indeed, the evidence shows
the contrary—that DuPont specifically
Optiplane slurries, and the

particle for use in its

particles that DuPont receives were

made for

DuPont. See CX-0012C (Jacobs Dep. Tr.) at 133 (“Q:…[O]nce somebody at
DuPont…comes up with the
; is that right? A: Correct”). Further,
respondents argue that respondents have no “control” over

manufacturing process.

This argument disregards the substantial evidence discussed above showing respondents’
regarding the parameters of
the

particles.
Finally, importation of the accused BS-3 particles is not disputed. See CX-0006C

(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 191–92, 512; CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 88. Thus,
respondents satisfy the factors for contributory infringement. As discussed above, each
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of the respondents knew that the combination of the BS-3 particles with other ingredients
was patented, and each of the respondents knew of the ‘721 patent.
In sum, the evidence has shown that respondents, including Rohm and Haas
Electronic Materials K.K. in Japan, contribute to the infringement of the United States
respondents, and all respondents contribute to the infringement of respondents’ United
States customers and the third-party laboratory that performs testing in the United States,
through their importation of components such as the

particles, and the Accused

Products themselves, into the United States. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 511.
iv.

Whether the

Precludes Infringement

Respondents argue that
precludes CMC from enforcing the ‘721 patent against Fuso
silica particles falling outside the scope of
Respondents argue that “the

. See Resps. Br. at 76.

bars CMC from alleging infringement of the ’721

patent based on

Id.

Respondents argue that the

allegedly “bars CMC from alleging

infringement” of

and

are allegedly identified as

Id. Respondents concede

that BS-3 particles did not exist at the time of

and were not even introduced until

2015. See RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 39. Moreover,
” are expressly defined to mean
. See JX-0111C
The

at §7.3(a), 7.4(a).

does not limit CMC’s ability to allege infringement of CMC’s slurry IP. To the

contrary, the
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.” Id. at §17.2.
C.

Domestic Industry (Technical Prong)

As discussed above, with respect to domestic industry, CMC asserts claims 1, 3–
11, 13–21, 23, 26–29, 31–36, and 38–44. See Compl. Br. at xix, 92-93.
As discussed below, the DI Products practice claims 1, 3–5, 7–11, 13–16, 18, 23,
26–29, 32–36, and 38. Moreover, each of the DI Products, at its POU concentration,
practices claims 6, 17, 19–21, and 31, and when used by CMC, or its customers, practices
claims 39–44.
1.

Applicable Law

A violation of section 337(a)(1)(B), (C), (D), or (E) can be found “only if an
industry in the United States, with respect to the articles protected by the patent,
copyright, trademark, mask work, or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being
established.” 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2). Section 337(a) further provides:
(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States
shall be considered to exist if there is in the United States, with
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark,
mask work, or design concerned—
(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;
(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or
(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including
engineering, research and development, or licensing.
19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).
These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires
certain activities) and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the
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intellectual property being protected). Stringed Musical Instruments, Comm’n Op. at 13.
The burden is on the complainant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the
domestic industry requirement is satisfied. Navigation Devices, Comm’n Op. at 5.
“To determine the relationship between a domestic industry and protected articles
(the ‘technical prong’ of the domestic industry requirement), the Commission determines
whether the industry produces articles covered by the asserted claims.” Crocs, Inc., 598
F.3d at 1306-07.
The test for the technical prong of the industry requirement “is essentially the
same as that for infringement, i.e., a comparison of domestic products to the asserted
claims.” Alloc, 342 F.3d at 1375. “In other words, the technical prong requires proof that
the patent claims cover the articles of manufacture that establish the domestic industry.
Put simply, the complainant must practice its own patent.” Crocs, Inc., 598 F.3d at 1307.
It is sufficient to show that the domestic industry practices any claim of the
patent, not necessarily an asserted claim. Microsphere Adhesives, Comm’n Op. at 7-16.
2.

Domestic Industry Products

There is no dispute that CMC’s DI Products include the D922x family products,
including D9228, D9222, D9225, D9228 7.5 X,

and developments

and improvements thereof. See Compl. Br. at 9; Resps. Br. at 14-15; Staff Br. at 15; CX0001C (Woodland DWS) at Q/A 8. All of these products include

colloidal

silica abrasive particles. See CX-0002C (Grumbine DWS) at Q/A 30.
CMC’s iDIEL™ D922X family products, including iDIEL™ D9228, D9222,
D9225, D9228 7.5 X,

demonstrate CMC’s domestic industry in the

‘721 patent and practice the DI Claims, 1, 3–11, 13–21, 23, 26–29, 31–36, and 38–44.
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See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 517–19. As Dr. Dauskardt explained, and
respondents do not dispute, all of these products include

colloidal silica abrasive

particles, and D9228 is representative with respect to the DI Claims. See Resps. Br. at
14-15; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 519–25.
The specific formulation of each DI Product is summarized at CDX-0006C.00121
(CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 518; JX-0093C (
JX-0099C

); JX-

0098C (

); JX-0069C
)). As seen with the

Products often are made at

, the DI

of colloidal silica particles to reduce the cost of

transportation and shipping to customer sites and then made and used at around

of

colloidal silica particles, the POU. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 519–21.
3.

Independent Claim 1
a.

A chemical mechanical polishing composition
comprising

Respondents do not dispute that the preamble is met by the DI Products. See
Resps. Br. at 80-81; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 309–318. Evidence shows that
the DI Products are chemical mechanical polishing compositions. See CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 526–530; JX-0020 (iDIEL D9228 CMP Slurry); JX-0100C
(iDIEL™ D9228 ILD CMP Polishing Slurry); JX-0093C
at 3; JX-0070C

) at 1.
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b.

a water based liquid carrier

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 80-8.
The DI Products comprise a water based liquid carrier. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS)
at Q/A 531; JX-0021 (Safety Data Sheet of iDIEL D9228) at 3; JX-0099C (
) at 4; JX-0023C (D9228 Production Formula) at 2 (DI
Products are made using “DI water.”).
c.

colloidal silica abrasive particles dispersed in the liquid
carrier

None of respondents’ experts disputes this limitation is met by the DI Products
under any party’s proposed constructions. See RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 309–
18; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 533–36. The DI Products each includes colloidal
silica abrasive particles, specifically

particles, dispersed in water. See, e.g., JX-

0021 (Safety Data Sheet of iDIEL D9228) at 3; JX-0020 (iDIEL D9228 CMP Slurry);
JX-0099C (

) at 4; JX-0104C (

) at 1; JX-0101C (

) at 5; CX-0073C (
) at 1; JX-0069C (

) at

4; CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 33. Even under respondents’ product-by-process
construction of “colloid silica abrasive particles,” this limitation is satisfied because
are made using a wet process. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 535;
JX-0062C (

) at 4.
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d.

a chemical species incorporated in the colloidal silica
abrasive particles internal to an outer surface thereof,
wherein the chemical species is a nitrogen containing
compound or a phosphorus containing compound

This limitation is met by the DI Products under any party’s proposed
constructions. Respondents do not dispute this. See Resps. Br. at 80-81; RX-1402C
(Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 309–318; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 537–544. The
colloidal silica abrasive particles are “positively-charged particles.” See CDX0006C.00124 (CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 537; JX-0022 (D9228 website)). The
colloidal silica abrasive particles include multiple chemical species, including
, which is a nitrogen containing
compound incorporated internal to the outer surface of the
0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 538. The

particles. See CX-

particles are made under such

conditions that

. See, e.g.,

JX-0062C (

) at 4; JX-0418C (Colloidal Silica Particles) at

3; JX-0059C (D9228 spreadsheet); JX-0060C (D9228 DOE) and JX-0084C (Particle
Data). Moreover, Dr. Dauskardt’s testing shows that

is incorporated internal to

the outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles. See CX-0023C (EAG Analysis
Report) at 80; CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 236–37, 542.
e.

a pH in a range from about 3.5 to about 6;

Respondents do not dispute that this limitation is met. See Resps. Br. at 80-81;
RX-1402C (Raghavan RWD) at Q/A 309–318. The documents and Dr. Dauskardt’s
testing show the DI Products comprise a pH in a range from about 3.5–6. See, e.g., CX0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 545–547; CX-0024C (DTI Analysis Report) at 11; CX-
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0026C (PTL Analysis Report II) at 3–5; JX-0021 (D9228 Safety Data Sheet) at 4
(describing a pH of between 4.0 and 5.0 for the D9228 products); JX-0024C (Product
Specification iDIELTM D9228) (showing a pH in a range of

); JX-

0120C (Certificate of Analysis for iDIEL D9228); JX-0091C (D9228 Spreadsheet); JX0035C (D9228 Manufacturing Data). The same pH range applies for all the DI Products.
See JX-0103C (D9225/D9222 Product Specification); JX-0121C (D9225 Certificate of
Analysis); JX-0101C (

JX-0090C (D9225 Quality

Control data); CX-0073C (Product Specification) (describing a pH
at 1; JX-0097C (Product Specification) at 1 (describing a pH of
for

). The DI Products practice this limitation at POU and as

concentrated. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 546; JX-0102C (D9225 study) at
6; JX-0038C (D9228 Study); JX-0048C
f.

study); JX-0072C (

study).

wherein the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a
permanent positive charge of at least 15 mV; and

This limitation is met by each of the DI Products under any party’s proposed
constructions. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 548–561. Dr. Dauskardt’s testing
confirms that the DI Products have a permanent positive charge of the

particles

greater than 15 mV. Tr. 750–751 (Dr. Dauskardt testifying: “Q. And did you oversee
zeta potential measurements of the accused products and domestic industry products? A.
Yeah, I spent hours on zoom overseeing measurements of two different instruments. . . .
[W]e measured, I think there were three samples from the accused products and two from
domestic industry, and we made multiple measurements [on] those.”); see also CX0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 548–550; CX-0024C (DTI Analysis Report) at 11; CX149

0026C (PTL Analysis Report II) at 3–5. As Dr. Dauskardt explains, the triple filtration
test he used also shows that “positive charge of at least 15 mV that is not readily
reversible, for example, via flushing, dilution, filtration, and the like,” under respondents’
construction of “permanent positive charge.” CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 554.
Respondents’ allegation that this testing was not reliable or accurate (Resps. Br. at 82) is
not supported and fails for the reasons explained above in the context of infringement.
By contrast, respondents did not perform any testing of the DI Products. See, e.g., Tr.
392 (Dr. Miller testifying: “Q. You didn’t -- you did not instruct any lab to perform any
zeta potential testing on the accused products or the DI products, right? A. Correct.”).
Respondents argue that this limitation is not met under respondents’ construction
of “wherein the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent positive charge of at
least 15 mV,” which incorrectly requires the only source of permanent positive charge to
be internal charge, rather than charge on the surface of the particle.

particles

have an internal nitrogen chemical species, and the permanent positive charge results at
least from that, as Dr. Dauskardt measured. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 559.
In any event, this limitation is at least practiced under the doctrine of equivalents. For
example, the differences, if any relevant differences exist, between this element as
claimed in the ‘721 patent, on the one hand, and DI Products, on the other, are
insubstantial. The patent describes a particle with internal nitrogen and covalently
bonded aminosilane with the surface, as in the DI Products, and both practice the same
function (CMP polishing) in substantially the same way (colloidal silica abrasive
particles with an amount of internal nitrogen containing species and surface bonded
aminosilane that leads to a requisite amount of permanent positive charge, to achieve the
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same result (targeted removal rates). See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 561. In
fact,
. CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at
Q/A 30.
g.

wherein the chemical species is not an aminosilane or a
phosphonium silane.

In the DI Products, the chemical species is

which is

not an aminosilane or a phosphonium silane. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A
562. Respondents argue that this limitation is not met by the DI Products under their
proposed construction, which is based on respondents’ reading of this limitation as
requiring that the colloidal silica abrasive particles—as opposed to the recited chemical
species—contain no aminosilane and phosphonium silane. See Resps. Br. at 83. For the
reasons described in the Claim Construction section above, respondents’ position is
incorrect.
For at least the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 1.
4.

Dependent Claim 3: The composition of claim 1, further
comprising a buffering agent having a pKa in a range from
about 3.5 to about 5.5.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87; see also RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 301–48. The DI
Products have a weak acid that functions as a buffering agent having a pKa in a range
from about 3.5 to about 5.5. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 563–565; JX-0115C
at 12; JX-0023C (iDIEL D9228 Document) at 2;
JX-0099C (D9228 7.5x Production Formula) at 4; JX-0104C (D9225 Control Plan) at 1;
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JX-0101C (Product Specification for D9225) at 4–5; CX-0073C (Product Specification
for D9228 – 7.5X); JX-0069C (

) at 4. For at least

the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 3.
5.

Dependent Claim 4: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a mean particle size in a
range from about 30 to about 70 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87; see also RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 301–48. The
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a mean particle size in a range from about 30 to
about 70 nm. See, e.g., CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 566–568; JX-0033C
) (showing a secondary particle size of
using Dynamic Light Scattering); JX-0136C (

); JX-

0109C (Certificate of Analysis Data); JX-0024C (D9228 Product Specification) at 2; JX0091C (

); JX-0035C (D9228 Manufacturing data); JX-0120C

(Certificate of Analysis for iDIEL D9228). For at least the above reasons, all of the DI
Products practice claim 4.
6.

Dependent Claim 5: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a mean particle size in a
range from about 40 to about 60 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87; see also RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 301–48. As
discussed in claim 4, the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a mean particle size in a
range from about 40 to about 60 nm. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 569–70.
For at least the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 5.
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7.

Dependent Claim 6: The composition of claim 1, comprising
from about 0.5 to about 4 weight percent of the colloidal silica
abrasive particles.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87; see also RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 301–48. The DI
Products include about 0.5 to about 4 weight percent of the colloidal silica abrasive
particles at POU. CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 571–574. Further, an advantage of
the DI Products is their capability of being used at low solid content, typically containing
about 2 wt% of colloidal silica abrasive particles.

CMP Slurry

Products include about 2 weight percent of the colloidal silica abrasive particles as made.
See, e.g., CX-0073C (

); JX-0107C (

.
For all of the other DI Products, CMC uses and tests the products at about 2
weight percent and also instructs customers to use the DI Products at a POU of about 2
weight percent. For example, JX-0020 (CMC’s website) identifies a 2% Point-of-Use for
D9228. See JX-0100C (D9228 Document)(describing dilution ratios
; JX-0099C

); CX-0074C (iDIEL™ D9225 ILD CMP

Polishing Slurry); JX-0070C (iDIEL™

ILD CMP Polishing Slurry); JX-0101C

) at 9–10; JX-0069C (
0102C (
Spreadsheet); JX-0048C

) at 8–9; JX) at 6; JX-0038C (D9228

Testing); JX-0072C (

least these reasons, all DI Products at POU practice claim 6.
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Testing) at 3. For at

8.

Dependent Claim 7: The composition of claim 1, wherein 30
percent or more of the colloidal silica abrasive particles include
three or more aggregated primary particles.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87; see also RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 301–48. As
described above, each DI Product includes

colloidal silica abrasive particles.

establishes that 30 percent or more of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles include three or more aggregated primary particles.
See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 575–576; JX-0077C
) at 7; JX-0062C

) at 30. For at least the above

reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 7.
9.

Dependent Claim 8: The composition of claim 1, wherein 50
percent or more of the colloidal silica abrasive particles include
three or more aggregated primary particles and 20 percent or
more of the colloidal silica abrasive particles are monomers or
dimers.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 301–48. As described
above, each DI Product includes

colloidal silica abrasive particles.
shows 50 percent or more of the colloidal silica

abrasive particles include three or more aggregated primary particles and 20 percent or
more of the colloidal silica abrasive particles are monomers or dimers. See CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 577; JX-0077C
(

) at 7; JX-0062C

at 30. For at least the above reasons, all of the DI Products

practice claim 8.
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10.

Dependent Claim 9: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles include primary particles and
95 percent or more of the primary particles have a primary
particle size in a range from 15 to 35 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87; see also RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 301–48. As
described above, each DI Product includes

colloidal silica abrasive particles.
shows 95 percent or more of the primary

particles have a primary particle size in a range from 15 to 35 nm. See CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 578–79; JX-0077C
19; JX-0062C (

es) at 15–16,

) at 30. For at least the above reasons, all of

the DI Products practice claim 9.
11.

Dependent Claim 10: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
chemical species is not ammonium.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above,
the chemical species

particles incorporate

), which is not ammonium. See CX-

0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 580–82. For at least the above reasons, all of the DI
Products practice claim 10.
12.

Dependent Claim 11: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
chemical species comprises a primary amine, a secondary
amine, a tertiary amine, or a quaternary amine compound.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. As described above,
species

particles incorporate the chemical

which is a primary amine. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 583.

For at least the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 11.
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13.

Dependent Claim 13: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
chemical species comprises from 1 to 6 carbon atoms.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87. As described above,
species

particles incorporate the chemical
. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A

584. For at least the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 13.
14.

Dependent Claim 14: The composition of claim 13, wherein the
chemical species comprises ethyloxypropylamine, tetramethyl
ammonium hydroxide, or ethylenediamine.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. As described above,

particles incorporate the chemical

species

. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt

WS) at Q/A 585. For at least the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 14.
15.

Dependent Claim 15: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a core-shell structure in
which an outer shell is disposed over an inner core, the
chemical species being incorporated in the outer shell.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. As described above, each DI Product includes the
silica abrasive particles.

colloidal

have a core-shell structure in which an outer shell is

disposed over an inner core, the chemical species being incorporated in the outer shell.
See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 586–588; JX-0062C
at 4; JX-0418C (Colloidal Silica Particles) at 3; JX-0134C (Understanding Key
Parameters of High Oxide Rate Colloidal Silica Particles) at 3; JX-0147C (2016 CMC
Email). Accordingly, all of the DI Products practice claim 15.
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16.

Dependent Claim 16: The composition of claim 15, wherein the
outer shell has a thickness of at least 1 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. The outer shell of

particles has a thickness of at least 1 nm.

See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 589. Accordingly, all of the DI Products practice
claim 16.
17.

Dependent Claim 17: The composition of claim 1, having an
electrical conductivity of less than about 300 μS/cm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. As discussed above, an advantage of the DI Products is that they are
used at low solid content, typically containing about 2 wt% of colloidal silica abrasive
particles. Inasmuch as charge attraction between the positively charge colloidal silica
abrasive particles and the negatively charged oxide surfaces is important for the polishing
performance,

. See CX-

0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 591. The DI Products practice this claim at POU. Id. at
Q/A 592–594; CX-0074C (D9225 polishing slurry); JX-0070C (
(

) at 9–10; JX-0069C (

0038C (D9228 data); JX-0048C (

); JX-0101C
) at 8–9; JX-

); JX-0072C (

); JX-0102C (

) at 6; CX-0024C

(DTI Analysis Report) at 11. Accordingly, all DI Products at POU practice claim 17.
18.

Dependent Claim 18: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
colloidal silica has a density of greater than 1.90 g/cm3.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. Testing and CMC documents shows that the density of
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particles is greater than 2. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 595–596; JX-0039C
(testing data) (showing the density of the

particles is above 2); JX-0135C

(Particle Density Results); CX-0025C (PTL Analysis Report I) at 6 (showing density of
Accordingly, all DI Products practice claim 18.
19.

Dependent Claim 19: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV; the composition has a pH in a range
from about 3.5 to about 6; the colloidal silica abrasive particles
have a mean particle size in a range from about 30 to about 70
nm; and the composition includes from about 0.5 to about 4
weight percent of the colloidal silica abrasive particles.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For at least the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 4,
and 6, all DI Products at POU practice claim 19. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A
597.
20.

Dependent Claim 20: The composition of claim 1, wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV; the composition further includes a
buffering agent having a pKa in a range from about 3.5 to
about 5.5; the composition includes from about 0.5 to about 4
weight percent of the colloidal silica abrasive particles; the
colloidal silica has a density of greater than 1.90 g/cm3; and the
chemical species comprises from 1 to 6 carbon atoms.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 3, 6, 13,
and 18, all DI Products at POU practice claim 20. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at
Q/A 598.
21.

Dependent Claim 21: The composition of claim 1, wherein: the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV; the composition further includes a
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buffering agent having a pKa in a range from about 3.5 to
about 5.5; the composition includes from about 0.5 to about 4
weight percent of the colloidal silica abrasive particles; 30
percent or more of the colloidal silica abrasive particles include
three or more aggregated primary particles; and the chemical
species comprises from 1 to 6 carbon atoms.
Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this claim limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 3, 6, 7,
and 13, all DI Products at POU practice claim 21. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at
Q/A 599.
22.

Dependent Claim 23: The composition of claim 1, wherein: the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a mean particle size in a
range from about 30 to about 70 nm; 30 percent or more of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles include three or more
aggregated primary particles; and the colloidal silica abrasive
particles include primary particles and 95 percent or more of
the primary particles have a primary particle size in a range
from 15 to 35 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 4, 7, and
9, all DI Products practice claim 23. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 600.
23.

Independent Claim 26
a.

A chemical mechanical polishing composition
comprising: a water based liquid carrier; colloidal silica
abrasive particles dispersed in the liquid carrier; a
chemical species incorporated in the colloidal silica
abrasive particles internal to an outer surface thereof,
wherein the chemical species is a nitrogen containing
compound or a phosphorus containing compound; a pH
in a range from about 1.5 to about 7; wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent
positive charge of at least 13 mV; and
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For the reasons explained above with respect to claim 1, all DI Products practice
these limitations of claim 26. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 601–08. As for
claim 1, respondents argue that the DI products do not meet respondents’ proposed
construction for the term “wherein the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent
positive charge of at least 13 mV.” See Resps. Br. at 84. Respondents are incorrect for
the reasons discussed for claim 1.
b.

wherein an aminosilane compound is bonded with the
outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles.

This limitation is met by each of the DI Products under any party’s proposed
constructions. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 609–614. As discussed above in
the context of claim 1, each of the DI Products includes

colloidal silica abrasive

particles. An aminosilane compound,
bonded with the outer surface of the

is
colloidal silica abrasive particles. For

example,

describes a

processes of

preparing a core-shell structure, where
, which
causes aminosilane to be incorporated throughout the shell and to bond with the outer
surface of the

colloidal silica abrasive particles. See, e.g., CX-0006C

(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 610; JX-0062C (

) at 4; JX-0142C

(Particle Strategy Overview) at 4; JX-0134C (Internal CMC Document) at 3; CX-0002C
(Grumbine WS) at Q/A 33–39. The externally bonded aminosilane is depicted in CMC’s
technical documents, as shown in the excerpt below from JX-0142C at 4. The lower left
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portion of the graphic shows

Respondents dispute that the

particles included externally bonded

aminosilane. See Resps. Br. at 84-85. However, CMC’s preexisting technical
documents, like JX-0142C (excerpted above), show this limitation is met. Further, Dr.
Dauskardt’s testing of D9228 slurries, which include

particles, showed that
See CX-0006C

(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 611; CX-0023C (EAG Analysis Report) at 64. Given the
of colloidal silica particles, at least some
molecules are bonded with the outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive
particles. CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 611; see also CX-0010C (Guo Dep.) at 78
(“Q. So, is it fair to say that aminosilane has a strong tendency to form a covalent bond
with a silica particle surface? A. If you mange direction, condition correctly, yes, most
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organosilane can form a strong covalent bond.”). Furthermore, after complete removal of
that may be
adsorbed on

particle surface, the NMR analysis of

particles (after digestion by NaOH) clearly detected
. At least a portion of the
the

are bonded with the outer surface of

particles, given the known synthesis process. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt

WS) at Q/A 611; CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 33–39.
As discussed in the Claim Construction section above, respondents’ proposed
construction of this limitation requires a specific method of bonding (post-treatment).
Even under this construction, this limitation is practiced under the doctrine of
equivalents. The differences, if any relevant differences exist, between the process used
to make

, on the one hand, and an aminosilane post-treatment process, on the

other, are insubstantial. Both resulting particles can practice the same function (CMP
polishing) in substantially the same way (with an amount of covalently bound
aminosilane surface treatment that prevents shielding the particle surface) to achieve the
same result (targeted removal rates). See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 615.
For at least the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 26.
24.

Claim 27: The composition claim 26, having a pH in a range
from about 3.5 to about 6.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1 and 26, all
DI Products practice claim 27. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 615.
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25.

Claim 28: The composition of claim 26, wherein the colloidal
silica abrasive particles have a permanent positive charge of at
least 15 mV.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1 and 26, all
DI Products practice claim 28. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 616.
26.

Claim 29: The composition of claim 26, wherein the colloidal
silica abrasive particles have a mean particle size in a range
from about 30 to about 70 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 4 and 26,
all DI Products practice claim 29. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 617.
27.

Claim 31: The composition of claim 26, comprising less than
[a]bout 3 weight percent of the colloidal silica abrasive
particles.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 6, and 26,
all DI Products practice claim 31. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 618.
28.

Claim 32: The composition of claim 26, wherein 30 percent or
more of the colloidal silica abrasive particles include three or
more aggregated primary particles.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 7, and 26,
all DI Products practice claim 32. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 619.
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29.

Claim 33: The composition of claim 26, wherein 50 percent or
more of the colloidal silica abrasive particles include three or
more aggregated primary particles and 20 percent or more of
the colloidal silica abrasive particles are monomers or dimers.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 8 and 26,
all DI Products practice claim 33. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 620.
30.

Claim 34: The composition of claim 26, wherein the colloidal
silica abrasive particles include primary particles and 95
percent or more of the primary particles have a primary
particle size in a range from 15 to 35 nm.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 9, and 26,
all DI Products practice claim 34. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 621.
31.
Claim 35: The composition of claim 26, wherein the chemical
species comprises from 1 to 6 carbon atoms.
Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 13, and
26, all DI Products practice claim 35. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 622.
32.

Claim 36: The composition of claim 35, wherein the chemical
species comprises ethyloxypropylamine, tetramethyl
ammonium hydroxide, or ethylenediamine.

Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 14, and
26, all DI Products practice claim 36. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 623.
33.

Claim 38: The polishing composition of claim 26, wherein the
colloidal silica abrasive particles have a permanent positive
charge of at least 15 mV; the chemical species comprises from
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1 to 6 carbon atoms; 30 percent or more of the colloidal silica
abrasive particles include three or more aggregated primary
particles; and the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a
mean particle size in a range from about 30 to about 70 nm.
Respondents do not dispute that the DI Products practice this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 80-87. For the reasons explained above with respect to claims 1, 4, 7, 13,
and 26, all DI Products practice claim 38. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 624.
34.

Claim 39: A method of chemical mechanical polishing a
substrate including a silicon oxygen containing material, the
method comprising (a) contacting the substrate with the
chemical mechanical polishing composition of claim 1; (b)
moving the polishing composition relative to the substrate; and
(c) abrading the substrate to remove a portion of the silicon
oxygen containing material from the substrate and thereby
polish the substrate.

Respondents do not dispute that these method steps are met. See Resps. Br. at 8087. These contacting, moving, and abrading steps are a routine and intended use of the
DI Products for CMP of silicon oxygen materials. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at
Q/A 626; JX-0138C (“What is Chemical Mechanical Planarization (CMP)?”); JX-0117C
(Fundamentals of CMP & Slurry). The DI Products are designed to be used to polish a
substrate including a silicon oxygen containing material using the claimed steps. JX0020 (CMC Website) (advertising use with “bulk oxide applications”). Therefore, claim
39 is practiced when CMC or any of its customers uses any of the DI Products for
polishing silicon oxygen materials in the United States. CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at
Q/A 625.
For example, CMC frequently tests its products using the claimed method and
achieve high removal rates. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 626; JX-0079C
at 23; JX-0137C (D9228 Introduction) at 8; CX165

0072C (Dielectric Product Introduction) at 7; JX-0132C (Dielectrics iDIEL D9228); JX0131C (The New Standard of Advanced Dielectrics CMP Solution) at 15; JX-0065C
at 16; JX-0133C (

at 14. CMC’s customers also use

the DI Products for polishing silicon oxygen containing material. See CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 626; JX-0082C

) at 10
JX-0063C

For all of the above reasons, all of the DI Products practice claim 39.
35.

Claim 40: The method of claim 39, wherein: the polishing
composition comprises less than 4 percent by weight of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles; and an average removal rate
of the silicon oxygen material in (c) is greater than 3000 Å/min
at a downforce of 5 psi or less.

For the reasons explained for claims 6 and 39, the DI Products at POU include
less than 4 weight percent of colloidal silica abrasive particles and are used for chemical
mechanical polishing. The DI Products also achieve an average removal rate of silicon
oxygen material greater than 3000 Angstroms per minute at a downforce of 5 psi. See
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 630–633; JX-0137C (D9228 Introduction) at 8
(showing that the DI Products achieve a removal rate of

Angstroms per

minute at a downforce of

JX-0082C
) at 10; JX-0081C (D9225 Preliminary Data Package)

at 10
); JX-0063C
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JX0133C

) at 14.
Respondents do not dispute this evidence but argue that the term “removal rate” is

indefinite and there may be circumstances where this method is not used. See Resps. Br.
at 87. As further explained in Section IV.D.2.c (Indefiniteness), infra, “removal rate” is
not indefinite, as it is a standard industry measurement which is routinely used. See CX0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 633; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 864–70.
Further, it is immaterial whether there are circumstances where the claim method is not
practiced. Bell Commc’ns Research, 55 F.3d at 622–23 (“[A]n accused product that
sometimes, but not always, embodies a claimed method nonetheless infringes.”). For all
of the above reasons, all DI Products at POU practice claim 40.
36.

Claim 41: The method of claim 39, wherein: the polishing
composition comprises less than 2 percent by weight of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles; and an average removal rate
of the silicon oxygen material in (c) is greater than 3000 Å/min
at a downforce of 5 psi or less.

This claim is practiced when CMC or its customers use the DI Products in the
United States. Specifically, all DI Products at POU meet each limitation of claim 41 for
the reasons described with respect to claims 6, 39, and 40. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt
WS) at Q/A 634–35.
37.

Claim 42: The method of claim 39, wherein: the polishing
composition comprises less than 3 percent by weight of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles; and an average removal rate
of the silicon oxygen material in (c) is greater than 2000 Å/min
at a downforce of 4 psi or less.
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This claim is practiced when CMC or its customers use the DI Products in the
United States. Specifically, all DI Products at POU meet each limitation of claim 42 for
the reasons described with respect to claims 6, 39, 40, and 41. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt
WS) at Q/A 636–37.
38.

Claim 43: The method of claim 39, wherein: the polishing
composition comprises less than 2.0 percent by weight of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles; and an average removal rate
of the silicon oxygen material in (c) is greater than 2000 Å/min
at a downforce of 4 psi or less.

This claim is practiced when CMC or its customers use the DI Products in the
United States. Specifically, all DI Products at POU meet each limitation of claim 43 for
the reasons described for claims 6, 39, 40, 41, and 42. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at
Q/A 638–39.
39.

Claim 44: The method of claim 39, wherein: the polishing
composition comprises less than 2.5 percent by weight of the
colloidal silica abrasive particles; and a removal rate of the
silicon oxygen material in (c) is greater than 2000 Å/min at a
downforce of 4 psi or less and a removal rate of a silicon
nitride material is less than 300 Å/min at a downforce of 3 psi
or less.

This claim is practiced when CMC or its customers use the DI Products in the
United States. Specifically, regarding the removal rate for silicon oxygen material, the
DI Products at POU meet each limitation of claim 44 for the reasons described with
respect to claims 6, 39, 40, 41, 42, and 43. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 640.
Further, the DI Products at POU are used to achieve a removal rate of a silicon
nitride material less than 300 Å/min at a downforce of 3 psi or less. See, e.g., CX-0006C
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(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 641–42; JX-0079C
).
Accordingly, all DI Products at POU practice claim 44.
D.

Validity of the ‘721 Patent

Respondents argue that (1) all of the asserted and DI claims are invalid under 35
U.S.C. § 112(a) for lack of enablement and written description; (2) all of the asserted and
DI claims are indefinite under 35 U.S.C. § 112(b); (3) independent claims 1 and 26 lack
written description and enablement support in the ‘100 Provisional Application; (4) the
asserted claims and DI claims are invalid over the prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 103; (5) the
‘721 patent is invalid for improper inventorship; and (6) the ‘721 patent is unenforceable
due to a pattern of active concealment and affirmative misrepresentations. See Resps. Br.
at 87-114, 114-33, 133-47, 147-215, 215-26, 226-34.
The Staff argues that all of the asserted and DI claims are invalid under 35 U.S.C.
§ 112(a) for lack of enablement and written description. See Staff Br. at 96-132. The
Staff disagrees with respondents with respect to the remaining invalidity arguments. See
Staff Br. at 88-95, 133-44, 145-52, 153-54.
CMC disagrees with respondents with respect to all invalidity issues. See Compl.
Br. at 112-49, 149-59, 163-190, 212-18, 218-23, 223-28. CMC disagrees with the Staff
with respect to enablement and written description issues. See Compl. Br. at 190-211.
One cannot be held liable for practicing an invalid patent claim. See Pandrol
USA, LP v. AirBoss Railway Prods., Inc., 320 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003).
Nevertheless, each claim of a patent is presumed to be valid, even if it depends from a
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claim found to be invalid. 35 U.S.C. § 282; DMI Inc. v. Deere & Co., 802 F.2d 421 (Fed.
Cir. 1986).
A party that has raised patent invalidity as an affirmative defense must overcome
the presumption by “clear and convincing” evidence of invalidity. Checkpoint Systems,
Inc. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 54 F.3d 756, 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995).
For the reasons set forth below, it has not been shown by clear and convincing
evidence that the asserted and DI claims of the ‘721 patent are invalid.
1.

Obviousness

Respondents argue that the asserted claims and DI claims are invalid over the
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 103. See Resps. Br. at 147-215. CMC and the Staff disagree.
See Compl. Br. at 112-49; Staff Br. at 88-95.
Under section 103 of the Patent Act, a patent claim is invalid “if the differences
between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject
matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a
person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.” 36 35 U.S.C.
§ 103. While the ultimate determination of whether an invention would have been
obvious is a legal conclusion, it is based on “underlying factual inquiries including: (1)
the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level of ordinary skill in the art; (3) the
differences between the claimed invention and the prior art; and (4) objective evidence of
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The standard for determining whether a patent or publication is prior art under section
103 is the same as under 35 U.S.C. § 102, which is a legal question. Panduit Corp. v.
Dennison Mfg. Co., 810 F.2d 1561, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
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nonobviousness.” Eli Lilly and Co. v. Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc., 619 F.3d 1329
(Fed. Cir. 2010).
The objective evidence, also known as “secondary considerations,” includes
commercial success, long felt need, and failure of others. Graham v. John Deere Co.,
383 U.S. 1, 13-17 (1966); Dystar Textilfarben GmbH v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356,
1361 (Fed. Cir. 2006). “[E]vidence arising out of the so-called ‘secondary
considerations’ must always when present be considered en route to a determination of
obviousness.” Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., 713 F.2d 1530, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will not always dislodge a
determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art. See KSR Int’l Co. v.
Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion of
obviousness).
“One of the ways in which a patent’s subject matter can be proved obvious is by
noting that there existed at the time of invention a known problem for which there was an
obvious solution encompassed by the patent’s claims.” KSR, 550 U.S. at 419-20. “[A]ny
need or problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by
the patent can provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed.” Id.
Specific teachings, suggestions, or motivations to combine prior art may provide
helpful insights into the state of the art at the time of the alleged invention. Id. at 420.
Nevertheless, “an obviousness analysis cannot be confined by a formalistic conception of
the words teaching, suggestion, and motivation, or by overemphasis on the importance of
published articles and the explicit content of issued patents. The diversity of inventive
pursuits and of modern technology counsels against limiting the analysis in this way.” Id.
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“Under the correct analysis, any need or problem known in the field of endeavor at the
time of invention and addressed by the patent can provide a reason for combining the
elements in the manner claimed.” Id. A “person of ordinary skill is also a person of
ordinary creativity.” Id. at 421.
Nevertheless, “the burden falls on the patent challenger to show by clear and
convincing evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to
attempt to make the composition or device, or carry out the claimed process, and would
have had a reasonable expectation of success in doing so.” PharmaStem Therapeutics,
Inc. v. ViaCell, Inc., 491 F.3d 1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007); see KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (a
combination of elements must do more than yield a predictable result; combining
elements that work together in an unexpected and fruitful manner would not have been
obvious). 37
For the reasons discussed below, respondents have not shown by clear and
convincing evidence that the asserted claims and DI claims are invalid over the prior art
under 35 U.S.C. § 103.
a.

Scope and Content of the Alleged Prior Art

As an initial matter, respondents’ obviousness arguments rely extensively on
documents not within the scope and content of the prior art. For example, respondents
cite confidential CMC internal documents reflecting the inventors’ own work to support
their argument that the particles described in the ‘073 publication contain internal
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Further, “when the prior art teaches away from combining certain known elements,
discovery of a successful means of combining them is more likely to be nonobvious.”
KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (citing United States v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39, 52 (1966)).
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nitrogen. See e.g., RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 178–181, 188–191, 218–44, 578
(citing confidential CMC internal documents). None of these confidential and “internal”
documents are part of the “scope and content of the prior art” upon which the
obviousness analysis must be based at least because they were not available to the public.
See 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).
The specific prior art cited by respondents is discussed below.
i.

RX-0230 (WO 2009/042073) (the “‘073
Publication”)

Respondents argue, inter alia:
Claims 1, 3-9, 15-19, 23-24, 26-29, 31-33, 34, 37, 39-44, and 46 of
the ‘721 patent would have been obvious to a POSA based on the
teachings of the ‘073 Publication (RX-0230), alone and in combination
with each of Fuso colloidal silica abrasive particles BS-2H, HL-2, PL-2L,
PL-3C, and
, and the knowledge of a POSA. Also, the ‘073
Publication in combination with each of Fuso colloidal silica abrasive
particles BS-2H and HL-2, and the knowledge of a POSA, render obvious
claims 10-11, 13-14, 20, 21, 35, 36, and 38. A POSA would have been
motivated with a reasonable expectation of success to combine the
teachings of ‘073 Publication with these Fuso colloidal silica particles.
RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at QA 574. Indeed, “[i]f a property of a
composition is in fact inherent, there is no question of a reasonable
expectation of success in achieving it.” Hospira, 946 F.3d at 1332.
Resps. Br. at 159.
The ‘073 publication, a CMC patent with named inventors Dr. Grumbine, Dr.
Dysard, and others, was considered by the PTO during prosecution of the ‘721 patent
through CMC’s disclosure of its nearly identical U.S. counterpart, RX-0228 (U.S. Pub.
2009/0081927). Moreover, respondents cite several portions of the ‘073 publication that
also appear in RX-0025 (U.S. 7,994,057) (the “‘057 patent”), a patent that was cited,
discussed in detail, and distinguished in the ‘721 patent. JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 5:3–
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10. Respondents, thus, bear a heavy burden to prove invalidity in view the ‘073
publication. Sciele Pharma Inc. v. Lupin Ltd., 684 F.3d 1253, 1260–61 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
As the ‘721 patent inventors described, references like the ‘073 publication
disclose CMP slurries in which “positive charge on the silica particles was achieved via
treating an external surface of the particles” (JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 5:3–10), and not
by incorporating an internal positively charged chemical species, as recited in each claim
of the ‘721 patent. Respondents discredit this deficiency, as well as several others set
forth below.
[1c] and [26c] - “a chemical species incorporated in the colloidal silica
abrasive particles internal to an outer surface thereof, wherein the chemical
species is a nitrogen containing compound or a phosphorus containing
compound” and [1f] “wherein the chemical species is not an aminosilane or a
phosphonium silane”
Under any party’s construction, the ‘073 publication does not disclose any
internal charge in the silica particles. Indeed, the reference states that “[i]f the abrasive is
silica, before the abrasive is treated with the aminosilane compound, it has a zeta
potential of zero at a pH of 2 to 3”—i.e., no internal charge exists before external charge
is added. RX-0230 (‘073 Publication) at [0023]; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
114. As respondents’ expert Dr. Raghavan admits, the ‘721 patent’s description of
“internal charge” is a “new thing” (Tr. 537, 536 (“a new statement in the patent”)) that is
not expressly disclosed in the ‘073 publication (Tr. 505 (“[T]he patent does not expressly
state that…”).
Respondents argue this limitation is disclosed by: (1) the description in the ‘073
publication that silica particles “can be prepared” via a Stober process ((RX-0230 (‘073
Publication) at [0015]; see RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 284)); and (2) the ‘073
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publication’s listing of a broad array of commercially available products, including Fuso
PL-1, PL-2, PL-3, and PL-3H particles as well as BINDZIL and Nalco particles ((RX0230 (‘073 Publication) at [0015], see RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 282, 285)).
See Resps. Br. at 161-62. Dr. Raghavan opines that a POSA would “expect” one of those
particles—Fuso PL particles made with the Stober process—to incorporate some amount
of the nitrogen containing catalyst. Raghavan Tr. 506.
These arguments are unpersuasive for several reasons. First, Dr. Raghavan
concedes that he cannot know with 100 percent certainty that there is internal nitrogen in
a Stober particle without testing. See Raghavan Tr. 508 (“I would need to test that
particle.”), 642 (Stober process can be run in many ways), 507–508 (Fuso does not
publish the specific manufacturing process it uses), 532–533 (he has “not read papers
specifically saying the nitrogen content particles [are] made by the Stober process”). Dr.
Raghavan did no such testing (Tr. 510), and his expectation that internal nitrogen is likely
to be present does not establish the existence of this limitation. Trintec Indus., Inc. v.
Top–U.S.Q/A Corp., 295 F.3d 1292, 1295 (Fed. Cir. 2002); see Southwire Co. v. Cerro
Wire LLC, 870 F.3d 1306, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (“[T]he use of inherency in the context
of obviousness must be carefully circumscribed.”).
Second, CMC’s unrefuted internal “

” testing proves that Fuso

have no measurable nitrogen. See Dauskardt Tr. 753, 754; CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 40; CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 15; CX-0230C (CMC
internal spreadsheet indicating
As Dr. Grumbine explained,
in the particles.” Grumbine Tr. 138, 139. Dr. Dauskardt further
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explained that a POSA would not have expected ammonia to be inside the PL particles.
See Dauskardt Tr. 755.
Dr. Raghavan discredits these results, and points instead to early, confidential
“Kjeldahl” testing performed by CMC that he says show

with internal

nitrogen. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 241 (discussing RX-0024C), 542
(same). However, for

, this “Kjeldahl” testing was determined at the time to

be (and expressly labeled as)

.” See RX-0024C (Internal

spreadsheet); see also CDX-0008C (CX-0008C (Grumbine RWS); RX-0024C); RX0064C (CMC internal presentation) at 11; CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at 15; CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 143; Tr. 751 (Dauskardt explaining Kjeldahl tests are
unreliable). Kjeldahl testing also does not distinguish internal nitrogen from nitrogen
bonded to the surface of the particle. See Tr. 513–514, 203; CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 149–152. At bottom, Dr. Raghavan cannot rely on confidential,
inconclusive test results to prove this limitation is disclosed, especially when he admits
that upon reviewing those results he recognized that something went wrong or was not
measured properly. Raghavan Tr. 518–519, 517–518.
Third, even under respondents’ theory that Fuso or Stober particles have internal
nitrogen, respondents have not shown inherency because the ‘073 publication provides
numerous options other than Fuso or Stober silica, including BINDZIL and Nalco
particles (neither of which Dr. Raghavan opines have internal nitrogen species). The
express option in the ‘073 publication to use other particles that Dr. Raghavan has not
opined have internal nitrogen demonstrates that the ‘073 publication does not
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“necessarily include” the limitation. See Transclean Corp. v. Bridgewood Servs., Inc.,
290 F.3d 1364, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
Specific elements of the asserted and DI claims are discussed below.
[1e] and [26e] and [28] “the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a
permanent positive charge of at least [15 or 13] mV”
It is undisputed that the ‘073 publication does not expressly disclose this
limitation under any party’s construction. It does not describe any permanent positive
charge values at all, including as measured in accordance with the three-step procedure at
column 11 of the ‘721 patent. See Raghavan Tr. 539. Respondents’ expert Dr. Raghavan
concedes that “permanent positive charge” is a concept that is described extensively in
the ‘721 patent and, indeed, that he had “never seen the [term] permanent positive charge
anywhere else. The ‘721 Patent is the first time I saw the [term] permanent positive
charge, and it defines that.” See Raghavan Tr. 537–538, 540.
Lacking any express disclosure, respondents argue this limitation is inherently
disclosed because the ‘073 publication discloses the particles are “preferably” treated
with aminosilane and have a positive zeta potential. See Resps. Br. at 168; See RX1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 289. Although aminosilane may bond to the external
surface of colloidal silica abrasive particles, it does not necessarily do so in all
circumstances. Specifically, aminosilane can covalently bond or electrostatically
associate with a silica particle surface, and the extent of covalent bonding depends on the
reaction conditions. See, e.g., CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.) at 74, 75; CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 159; Raghavan Tr. 544 (Dr. Raghavan admitting covalent
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bonding is not “inevitable or inherent” because it “depends on the assumption that the
bonding is done properly”).
In the ‘073 publication, there is no description of the conditions of surface
treatment or the bonding mechanism and no showing of how much of the measured zeta
potential reflects a permanent positive charge versus a non-permanent positive charge.
CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 156–57; CX-0228C (Dysard RWS) at Q/A 18–20.
In these circumstances, Dr. Raghavan’s “hop[e]” of how the surface treatment was done
in the ‘073 publication does not establish inherency. Raghavan Tr. 544–545; Continental
Can Co. USA v. Monsanto Co., 948 F.2d 1264, 1269 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“Inherency,
however, may not be established by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a
certain thing may result from a given set of circumstances is not sufficient.”).
Dr. Raghavan also cites extrinsic references regarding aminosilane bonding,
including a third-party brochure and a third-party paper. RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at
Q/A 292–93 (citing RX-0194 (Shin Etsu 2012 brochure) and RX-0193 (Jankiewicz
2011)). These references also provide no guidance as to what percentage of aminosilane
is covalently bonded versus electrostatically associated with the particle surface in the
‘073 publication. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 166.
Dependent claims 3–5, 6, 9, 17, 19, 24, 29, 31, 34, 37, 39–44
The ‘073 publication does not disclose any dependent claims for the reasons
discussed above for independent claims 1 and 26. Several dependent claims are also not
separately disclosed.
Claim 3 – buffering agent having a pKa from about 3.5 to about 5.5.
Respondents cite disclosure of a buffering agent with a “pKa within 1 unit of the pH of
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the polishing composition,” but this does not disclose a pKa in a range of about 3.5 to
about 5.5 as required by claim 3. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 179.
Claims 4, 5, 9, 19, 29, 34 – particle size. Claims 4, 5, 19, and 29 recite specific
ranges of particle size from “about 30 to about 70” or from “about 40 to about 60,” and
claims 9 and 34 require “primary particles”—i.e., particles that are aggregated with other
primary particles—with a size range from “15 to 35 nm.” The ‘721 patent discloses that
particle aggregation and the specific claimed size ranges for primary and aggregate
particles are important for achieving high removal rates for the silicon oxide applications
the patent targets. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 23:1–8, Table 4; CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 185. Respondents argue these claims are disclosed by a single generic
disclosure in the ‘073 publication of “average particle size of 10 nm to 150 nm” and
extrinsic knowledge of the size of PL-1, PL-2, and PL-3 particles. See Resps. Br. at 174,
176, 179; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 302, 305, 312. Such a generic description
is insufficient to disclose the specific size limitations. Atofina v. Great Lakes Chem.
Corp., 441 F.3d 991, 999–1000 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (holding that “the disclosure of a range .
. . does not constitute a specific disclosure of the endpoints of that range” with sufficient
specificity to anticipate). Moreover, respondents do not cite to any disclosure related to
particle aggregation. Indeed, the ‘073 publication distinguishes aggregated particles and
expressly states that the colloidal silica particles of the patent are typically “nonaggregated, individually discrete particles.” RX-0230 (‘073 Publication) at [0014]; CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 557.
Claims 6 and 31 – weight percent of silica. These claims recite a weight percent
of colloidal silica of between 0.5 and 4 weight percent or less than about 3 weight
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percent—a critical feature of the ‘721 patent. See, e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 15:9–
49, 21:27–29 (“high TEOS removal rates can be achieved using polishing compositions
having 3 weight percent colloidal silica abrasive particles”). Respondents argue these
claims are disclosed by a general disclosure of weight percent in a wide range between
0.01 and 20. See Resps. Br. at 177, 194; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 308. This
generic description does not disclose the claimed range.
Claims 17 – conductivity. Respondents argue that this claim, which recites a
conductivity of “less than about 300 μS/cm,” is disclosed by a wide range of
conductivities from 30 μS/cm to 1500 μS/cm. See Resps. Br. at 182-83; RX-1076C
(Raghavan WS) at Q/A 315. Respondents cannot prove invalidity based on such a wideranging disclosure. The ‘721 patent describes the importance of the conductivity range to
enabling a low pH, low concentration slurry at the required performance levels 7. See
e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at Table 3, Table 6A, Table 6B; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS)
at Q/A 186.
Claim 24 – silicon nitrogen polishing accelerator. Respondents do not identify
any disclosure in the ‘073 publication describing a silicon nitrogen polishing accelerator.
See Resps. Br. at 187; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 321–323; CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 188.
Claim 37 – bonded with silanol group. Respondents argue that this claim, which
requires an aminosilane compound to be bonded with “less than 4%” of silanol groups on
the outer surface of the particles, is disclosed by a wide range of “surface coverage” from
“2% to 50%” and a specific disclosure of surface coverage of 5%. See Resps. Br. at 19798; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 346. Neither discloses the claim. The ‘721 patent
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describes the importance of “very low surface treatment levels” to avoid “masking” the
surface of the particle. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 7:56–62; CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 643–644. The ‘073 publication discloses the opposite, implying that a
surface coverage of at least 5% is necessary for performance. See RX-0230 (‘073
Publication) at [0085]; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 532.
Claims 40–44 – method claims. These claims recite removing “silicon oxygen
containing material” at removal rates above a certain level (greater than at least 2000
Å/min) and, in claim 44, removing silicon nitride material below a certain level (less than
300 Å/min) at a certain weight percent and downforce—key features of the ‘721 patent.
See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 204–16; CX-0228C (Dysard RWS) at Q/A 7;
see also, e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 2:15–18. The ‘073 publication, on the other hand,
generally discloses lower removal rates of silicon oxygen material at the required weight
percent and downforce. See e.g., RX-0230 (‘073 Publication) at Table 3 (removal rate of
1180 Angstroms/minute at 1 weight percent); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 205.
Disregarding these disclosures, for claims 40 and 41 and 44, respondents instead
cite to generic portions of the ‘073 publication describing removal rates of “200 Å/min to
5000 Å/min” for silicon oxide, removal rates of “100 Å/min to 3000 Å/min” for silicon
nitride, and a separate disclosure of a downforce of 4 psi. See Resps. Br. at 201, 205;
RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 360–61, 374. For claims 42, 43, 44, respondents cite
examples 1 and 7, but these examples do not disclose the elements arranged as required
by the claim, for at least the reason that Example 1 of the ‘073 publication does not
specify the zeta potential of the compositions. Neither Example 1 nor Example 7
disclose the permanent positive charge of the compositions or the composition of claim 1,
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and there is no disclosure of a “downforce of 3 psi or less” as required by claim 44. See
CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 215.
ii.

Whether the Silica Particles Are Prior
Art

Respondents rely on different silica particles—BS-2H, PL-2L, PL-3C,
and HL-2 38—as secondary references which they argue were on sale or in public use
before the effective filing date based solely on CMC’s purported use and purchase of
those particles. See Resps. Br. at 154-55; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 161, 214.
To be prior art, respondents must show by clear and convincing evidence that
each of these particles was “subject of a commercial offer for sale” (e.g., “commercially
exploited,” that these particles were not experimental uses; and that the particles were
“ready for patenting.”). See, e.g., Pfaff v. Wells Elecs., Inc., 525 U.S. 55, 67 (1998)
(holding that the on-sale bar applies only when “the product [was] the subject of a
commercial offer for sale” and “the invention [was] ready for patenting”); Quest Integrity
USA, LLC v. Cokebusters USA Inc., 924 F.3d 1220, 1227 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (“The on-sale
bar seeks to prevent [a]ny attempt to use [the claimed invention] for a profit, and not by
way of experiment, for more than one year before filing for a patent application.”)
(internal citation omitted). Samples that were “sold for testing and evaluation purposes
only, were subject to confidentiality agreements, and could not be resold to third parties”
do not qualify as prior art. Certain Magnetic Data Storage Tapes and Cartridges

38

CMC states that “[r]espondents notified CMC the night before this post-hearing brief
was due that it no longer intends to pursue obviousness arguments involving HL-3 or
” Compl. Br. at 121 n.31.
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Containing the Same, No. 337-TA-1076, Comm’n Op. at 50 (June 20, 2019). Under this
standard, none of the BS-2H, PL-3C,

and HL-2 particles are prior art.

First, as set forth below on a particle-by-particle basis, each of the BS-2H, PL3C,

, and HL-2 particles was
. There is no evidence to

the contrary. The single “brochure” respondents cite (RX-0231) has no known origin, no
confirmed date of distribution, nor any indication of pricing or other indicia of a
commercial sale. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 381–388; Grp. One, Ltd. v.
Hallmark Cards, Inc., 254 F.3d 1041, 1047 (Fed. Cir. 2001); see also Pfaff, 525 U.S. at
64.
Second, CMC’s

was subject to strict

confidentiality requirements at all times. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 397;
CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 54; CX-0268C (Confidentiality Agreement between
Cabot and

); see also JX-111C

confidentiality obligations for
Agreement between Cabot and

) (defining

); CX-0249C (First Amended and Restated Supply
) (defining confidentiality obligations for

supply agreement). Such confidentiality supports the samples’
See, e.g., Barry, 914
F.3d at 1327 (“[A]n accessibility determination may be rejected where the evidence
establishes a sufficient obligation of confidentiality.”). Accordingly, even if some
, respondents have not shown that the
BS-2H, PL-3C,

, or HL-2 particles are prior art.
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BS-2H particles. BS-2H particles were
at all times before June 25, 2014. Fuso’s confidential

” See JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13,
2015) at 20281; see also CX-0218C (Fuso Presentation dated May 25, 2012) at 92053.
BS-2H
. See CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 21; CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 410; CX-0257C (Email from Craig Zedwick to Colin
Aschmidt) (CMC reporting to Fuso that
); CX-0257C (Email from Craig Zedwick to
Colin Aschmidt) (Fuso asking CMC to
CX-0254C (Particle Size Study and Factory Comparison) (evaluation
. Consistent with the strict confidentiality discussed above, all materials were
confidential. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 419.
Contrary to respondents’ arguments, neither the
establish any commercial sale. See JX-0111C
(
); RX-0110C (Agreement) (describing
); CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 21
Any

did not reflect commercial marketing or commercial value. Rather, the

amount of

. See CX-0229C

(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 398, 410.; CX-0013C (Kozhukh Dep. Tr.) at 42–43. Moreover,
the

respondents point to as an alleged sale was subject to
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. See RX-0032C (spreadsheet) (Respondents cite

); CX-

0257C (Email from Craig Zedwick to Colin Aschmid) (describing
.
PL-3C particles. PL-3C particles were
at all times before June 25, 2014. Fuso’s

” See JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13, 2015) at 20281; see also CX-0218C (Fuso
Presentation dated May 25, 2012) at 92063 (PL-3C

. PL-3C

also
See CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 18; CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 434–435; JX-0130C (May 31, 2013, J. Dysard email) at 11–12
(describing CMC feedback). After
the PL-3C particle in any

. See CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A

19; RX-0677C (Dysard Dep. Tr.) at 215–216. Consistent with the strict confidentiality
discussed above, all materials were confidential. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at
Q/A 439.
Contrary to respondents’ arguments, no provision of the
established any commercial sale. See JX-0111C
) at 3–4. Nor does the citation of “PL-3C” in a non-prior
art patent reflect commercialization, as Dr. Raghavan opines. See RX-1076C (Raghavan
WS) at Q/A 211. Any

did not reflect commercial marketing or commercial

value. Rather, the amount of the
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. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 434, 439; CX-0013C
(Kozhukh Dep. Tr.) at 42–43.
particles.

particles were experimental and provided solely for

testing and evaluation at all times before June 25, 2014. Fuso’s

See JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13, 2015) at 20281; see also CX-0218C (Fuso
Presentation dated May 25, 2012) at 92063 (does not even include

.

also evolved significantly over the course of
. CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 18; CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 449, 454; RX-0677C (Dysard Dep. Tr.) at 215–216 (CMC was
CX-0269C (Email from Glenn Whitener to
Toyosaki Kazuyuki) (Fuso requests “

”);

CX-0253C (Email from Tamara Vincer to Justin Stewart) (testing); CX-0252C (Email
from Kazuyuki Toyosaki to Seto Takahiro) (testing); CX-0250C (New Particle
Performance Update) at 2. Consistent with the strict confidentiality discussed above, all
materials were kept confidential. CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 450, 457.
Contrary to respondents’ arguments, neither the
establish any commercial sale of these
particles. See JX-0111C

) at 3–4; RX-0110C

(Agreement) (describing

); RX-0677C (Dysard Dep. Tr.) at 249–250;

CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 18
. Any

by CMC did not reflect commercial marketing or commercial
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value. The amount of

. See CX-

0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 450; CX-0013C (Kozhukh Dep. Tr.) at 42–43.
Moreover, the

respondents point to as an alleged sale was subject to
. RX-0032C (spreadsheet) (Respondents cite

lot). Indeed,

was produced by
See CX-0270C (Email from Kiminobu

Akatsuka to Craig Zedwick). Contrary to respondents’ arguments, before June 25, 2014,
CMC used the

consistent

with standard industry practices and not for any commercial purpose. See CX-0227C
(Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 18; RX-0059C (Confidential email) (describing testing of “
); CX-0271C (
); CX-0013C (Kozhukh Dep. Tr.) at 101, 103.
HL-2 particles. HL-2 particles were
at all times before June 25, 2014. Fuso’s
See JX0080C (Fuso, dated May 13, 2015) at 20281; see also CX-0218C (Fuso Presentation
dated May 25, 2012) at 92053; CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 23. HL-2 also
. See CX-0227C
(Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 23; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 476. After
in any commercial product. See
JX-0130C (Dysard Ex. 6) at 29

Consistent with

the strict confidentiality agreement, all materials were confidential. See CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 475.
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As discussed, contrary to respondents’ arguments, the
does not establish any commercial sale. See JX0111C

) at 3–4. Any

did not reflect commercial

marketing or commercial value. Rather, the amount of the
. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 472; CX-0013C
(Kozhukh Dep. Tr.) at 42–43. Respondents also do not establish that any HL particles
are prior art

. Indeed,

confirms the

further
and shows that
See CX-0019C (Van

der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 26-27

; JX-0339C (Additive investigation, dated September 30, 2014)

b.

Motivation to Combine the ‘073 Publication with
the Silica Particle Secondary References

Respondents make at least five different obviousness combinations, combining
CMC prior patent reference (‘073 publication) with any of at least five different asserted
silica particles (BS-2H, HL-2, PL-2L, PL-3C, and

. For the alleged motivation to

combine for each of these combinations, respondents rely on the same generic analysis—
alleging, for example, that there would have been a reason to combine the ‘073
publication with any member of the group of silica particles because the silica particles
are all “suitable for CMP applications.” See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 568, Q/A
571. Simply alleging that the ‘073 publication could have been combined with any of the
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silica particles because they “were directed to the same art or same techniques” does not
“articulate a sufficient motivation to combine.” See, e.g., Microsoft Corp. v. Enfish, LLC,
662 F. App’x 981, 990 (Fed. Cir. 2016). See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 483–
549. “Such short-cut logic would lead to the conclusion that any and all combinations of
elements known in this broad field would automatically be obvious, without the need for
any further analysis.” Securus Techs., Inc. v. Glob. Tel*Link Corp., 701 F. App’x 971,
977 (Fed. Cir. 2017).
i.

The ‘073 Publication and the Particles

Respondents’ argument is unpersuasive in view of the disparate nature of the
particles and ‘073 publication reference. For example, there is no dispute that the five
silica particles are non-analogous to the particles disclosed in the ‘073 publication or each
other and have very different features—varying in size, shape, morphology, zeta
potential, and isoelectric point, among other things. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at
Q/A 21, 557; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 572. Respondents’ position based on
swapping out the particles disclosed in ‘073 publication with any of the five disparate
particles—without any teaching of whether or how it would work—is far from routine, as
Dr. Raghavan opines. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 483–549.
This is particularly true inasmuch as four of the five particles relied on by
respondents (BS-2H, HL-2, PL-3C, and

) are identified as
See JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13,

2015) at 20281; see also CX-0218C (Fuso Presentation dated May 25, 2012) at 92063
(does not even include

); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A

333–36, 391–93, 409–10, 433, 448–49, 454–56, 471–72. These
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particles

had unique and unknown characteristics and features. As Fuso disclosed, at that time,
HL-2 and BS-2H had

” and the PL-3C and

-

See JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13, 2015) at
20281.
. See JX-0339C (Testing data spreadsheet) (investigating
CX-0010C
(Guo Dep. Tr.) at 133–135; see also JX-0040C (Fuso Advanced Abrasive Testing Status)
at 3843 (asking “

In January 2013, CMC similarly

asks “
” See JX-0083C (Slurry Technology Development Highlights) at 2.
There were several drawbacks with these particles, including that they had
diminished performance in the very conditions disclosed in the ‘073 publication. See
CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 555–58. For example, for HL particles,

See RX-0189C (Slurry
Quarterly Update Presentation) at RX-0189C.000015; JX-0040C (Fuso Advanced
Abrasive Testing Status) at 3843 (
3845; CX0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 23

Regarding PL-3C and

particles, they had a

the opposite of what ‘073 publication was trying to accomplish. See RX-0066C
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(Synthesis and Characterizations Presentation) at CMC00017450; CX-0227C (Grumbine
RWS) at Q/A 18

JX-0419C (Shen Dep. Tr.) at 256

Similarly, for BS-2H particles, CMC found that it could

See JX-0040C (Fuso Advanced Abrasive Testing Status) at 3845; JX-0067C
(iDIEL Colloidal ILD Project Part 1) at 17462–64; CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A
21

Yet, rather than analyzing the specifics of the slurry of the ‘073 publication and
whether it would work with the disparate characteristics of the five particles, Dr.
Raghavan provides no analysis as to why there would be a reasonable expectation of
success in making any of these combinations. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 566–
73; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at 563. As discussed below in more detail, this is not
sufficient. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 612; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS)
at Q/A 483–549.
ii.

Respondents’ Specific Arguments

First, respondents argue that a POSA would combine any of the five silica
particles with the ‘073 publication because each particle is “consistent with the type of
particles” in the ‘073 publication. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 567. That
disregards the disclosures of the documents and the characteristics of the particles. The
particles identified in the ‘073 publication are “typically are non-aggregated individually
discrete particles, which generally are spherical or nearly spherical in shape . . . .” See
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RX-0230 (‘073 Publication) at [0014]. The BS-2H, PL-3C,
on the other hand, are

, and HL- 2 particles,

. JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13,

2015) at 20282. Particle size and morphology are “
. Id. at 20291. A POSA would not have been
motivated to try to use an

with a composition that

was intended to be used with non-aggregated particles, or expect it to succeed. See CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 557.
More fundamentally, respondents do not explain why a POSA would have used
any of the BS-2H, HL-2, PL-2L, PL-3C, and

particles in the specific CMP slurry

of the ‘073 publication when the ‘073 publication already identifies other commercially
available, appropriate silica particles (PL-1, PL-2, PL-3, Nalco, and BINDZIL particles).
See RX-0230 (‘073 Publication) at [0014]. Respondents have not even established that a
POSA would have even known about the five other particles. See e.g., CX-0268C
(
JX-0353C, -0354C, -0355C, -0356C, -345C (Agreements)
The only nonconfidential document regarding some of particles cited by respondents is a purported
brochure with no known origin or date of distribution and only limited description of the
particles. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 570–71.
Second, respondents argue that a POSA “would have been further motivated with
a reasonable expectation of success…to use colloidal silica particles containing a
nitrogen containing compound internal to an outer surface thereof.” RX-1076C
(Raghavan WS) Q/A 569. No one—not even Fuso—
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. See Section
IV.D.5 (Inventorship), infra; see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 505–11. Fuso
was

. Fuso “

” Tr. 120. Indeed, Dr.
Raghavan concedes that he has “not read papers specifically saying the nitrogen content
[of] particles made by the Stober process” and that he is not sure “whether anybody
bothered” to measure it because “there are many other applications for colloidal silica
and a little bit of nitrogen in the particle may not bother them.” Raghavan Tr. 532–533.
Indeed,
. See JX-0339C (Additive
Investigation in

Slurry) at 4 (“

Nor do respondents attempt to show, through testing or otherwise, the existence of
an internal chemical species in any of the BS-2H, HL-2, PL- 3C,
particles

, or PL-2L

, or that the versions of the particles

existing before the ‘721 patent included such a species. Raghavan Tr. 510 (Dr. Raghavan
saying “I did not do any … testing to prove that” any of these 5 Fuso particles actually
contained internal nitrogen). Rather, Dr. Raghavan appears to opine that such an internal
chemical species would be inherent. “[T]he use of inherency in the context of
obviousness must be carefully circumscribed.” Southwire, 870 F.3d at 1310 (internal
citations omitted). Dr. Raghavan’s opinion, that “[t]o [his] knowledge, the art did not
teach any routine methods for avoiding the incorporation of some residual nitrogen
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catalyst,” is ineffective. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 542; see also Honeywell
Int’l Inc. v. Mexichem Amanco Holding S.A. DE C.V., 865 F.3d 1348, 1356 (Fed. Cir.
2017) (finding analogous “reverse reasoning” to be insufficient to sustain the PTAB’s
rejection of a claim).
In any event, the ‘073 publication expressly teaches away from using particles
with internal charge. As discussed above, the colloidal silica particles of the ‘073
publication “have a zeta potential of zero” before surface treatment. See RX-0230 (‘073
Publication) at [0023]. The ‘073 publication discloses that increasing external surface
treatment is desirable and effective at increasing removal rates. See RX-0230 (‘073
Publication) at [0085]; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 532. There would be no
reason that a POSA would turn to any mechanism other than surface charge in
implementing the slurries of these references. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
534; see also id. at Q/A 484–495, 512–513, 541–544; JX-0252C (Slurry Research
Summary). Indeed, respondents’ expert Dr. Raghavan conceded that “if the surface
coverage is high,” as it is in the ‘073 publication, then “the internal nitrogen should not
make a big difference.” Raghavan Tr. 533, 535 (“So you really do not need to worry
about, at that point, role played by internal nitrogen, because we are dealing with surface
groups.”).
Further, despite arguing that a POSA would have known about and would have
been motivated to use, silica particles containing internal nitrogen in general, Dr.
Raghavan also admitted that during his decades of academic experience, industry
experience, research, and teaching directly on the issues presented in this investigation,
he has “never” talked about internal charge of silica particles with anyone or mentioned
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internal charge in any of his 183 published papers. See Raghavan Tr. 493–494, 494–495,
525, 526–527 (“[I]n my years of teaching in colloid chemistry, I have never talked about
internal charge.”), Raghavan Tr. 529.
Third, respondents argue that a POSA “would therefore have been motivated with
a reasonable expectation of success to use such surface modified silica particles with a
more positive zeta potential.” See Resps. Br. at 168-69; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A
570, 587. The ‘073 publication already discloses zeta potentials of over 40 mV, and
respondents provide no reason why a POSA would consider a higher zeta potential to be
desirable with the asserted silica particles, which had unique morphologies and features
that would have been unfamiliar to a POSA. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
553. Moreover, at least PL-3C and

particles had preexisting aminosilane on their

external surface, and respondents do not address whether a POSA would have had an
expectation of success that adding more surface treatment to these particles, as disclosed
in the ‘073 publication, would have even worked. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at
Q/A 570; see also id. at Q/A 496–504 (no general motivation to increase zeta potential).
Nothing else in the state of the art or other generic motivations to combine that
respondents raise change this analysis. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 359–74;
483–549. Indeed, respondents’ identification of the “state of the art” is a list of
references that provide no additional guidance, including (1) references from disparate
technical fields that do not relate to CMP and would not have been considered for CMP
((e.g., RX-0201 (Wu), RX-0198 (Blaaderen), RX-0209 (Xiao), and RX-0223 (‘136
publication) (alkaline solution with negative zeta potential and reduced colloidal stability
in a substrate wafer polisher not CMP), RX-0211 (Ottenbrite); see also CX-0229C
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(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 361–74, 511)); and (2) references relating to known ineffective
surface treatment ((e.g., RX-0214 (Soto-Cantu), RX-0194 (Shin Etsu), RX-0209 (Xiao),
RX-0216 (‘974 Patent); see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 375–80, 496–504,
514–23)).
c.

Combination of ‘073 Publication with any one of
the PL-2L, PL-3C,
, BS-2H, and HL-2
Particles

The ‘073 publication does not render the asserted or DI claims obvious alone, for
the same reasons discussed above. As discussed below, each resulting combination of
the ‘073 publication with any one of the PL-2L, PL-3C,

, BS-2H, and HL-2

particles, does not disclose the limitations missing from the ‘073 publication.
i.

‘073 Publication and PL-2L

As discussed below, respondents have not shown that there would have been a
motivation to combine PL-2L and the ‘073 publication. PL-2L particles in combination
with the ‘073 publication do not render claims 1, 4–9, 15–19, 24, 26–29, 31, 32–34, 37,
39–44, and 46 obvious. PL-2L particles do not disclose numerous claim limitations.
[1c], [26c] – Particle Species Limitations
Respondents do not meet their burden to show that the particles have a nitrogen or
phosphorous containing compound “internal to an outer surface” of the particle. As
discussed above, no PL particles (including PL-2L, PL-3C, or

) satisfy this

limitation; nor does the ‘073 publication. See Tr. 753, 754; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS)
at Q/A 40; CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 15; CX-0230C (CMC internal
spreadsheet indicating “
. Respondents provide no basis for why this limitation would have been obvious.
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[1d] and [27] - “a pH in a range from about 3.5 to about 6”
The identified particles do not disclose this limitation because each are provided
at a pH of

. See JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13, 2015) at 20282. Contrary

to respondents’ arguments, it would not have been a matter of routine optimization to
arrive at the claimed pH. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 524–29, 628, 638.
[1e] and [26e] and [28] “the colloidal silica abrasive particles have a
permanent positive charge of at least [15 or 13] mV”
None of the asserted particles satisfy this limitation. It is undisputed that the
particles as provided by Fuso have a pH of
permanent positive charge of

and, correspondingly, a
. See JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13,

2015) at 20282, 20296; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 631. Nor does Dr.
Raghavan show that the combination of the ‘073 publication with any of the listed
particles—or even modifying the pH of the particles—would have disclosed this
limitation. Respondents’ experts have not tested permanent positive charge for any
particles. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 633–35.
Claims 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 29, 32, 33, 34 – particle size, aggregation
Dr. Raghavan does not provide evidence that at least BS-2H, HL-2, and PL-2L
satisfy claim 4, or that BS-2H, HL-2, PL-2L, and PL-3C satisfy claim 5, or that any of the
particles satisfy claim 7, 8, or 9. See Resps. Br. at 175, 179; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS)
Q/A 601–07; 617–19; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 637. Moreover, Dr.
Raghavan does not provide any explanation why a POSA would have selected a
particular particle size or aggregation. Instead, respondents just seem to argue that any
particle size or aggregation would have been obvious because it was known that particle
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size or aggregation could have changed. Modifying particle size and aggregation would
not have been “routine optimization.” See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 536–37,
645.
Claims 3, 6, 17, 24, and 31
Regarding claim 3 (buffering agent), claims 6 and 31 (weight percent), claim 17
(conductivity), and claim 24 (silicon nitrogen polishing accelerator), Dr. Raghavan’s
opinion that a POSA would simply have been motivated to arrive at these claims based
on the knowledge of the art is not supported. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
538–40, 602. Indeed, respondents’ R&D documents indicate
See CX-0261C (Development of a TEOS Removal Rate Model) at 15071

Claim 18 – “particle density”
Respondents evidence of particle density is not prior art and appears conflicting.
Compare JX-0080C (Fuso, dated May 13, 2015) at 20284 (2015 document describing
approximate densities) with 20285 (different density results). This is consistent with
. Modifying a fundamental property such as density,
without guidance, would also entail more than “routine optimization” as respondents
argue. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 646; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
607.
Claims 15 and 16 – core shell particle structure
Regarding claims 15 and 16, respondents do not argue that any of the BS-2H, HL2, or PL-2L particles have a core shell structure. See Resps. Br. at 181-82. Dr. Raghavan
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instead opines that the limitations of claims 15 and 16 would be within the knowledge of
a POSA “generally.” See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 633–37. Dr. Raghavan cites a
series of non-CMP references and does not explain why such references are “generally”
related to the knowledge of a POSA. For example, Nakajo is not relevant to the
disclosures of the ‘073 publication because it relates to polishing a semiconductor wafer,
not chemical mechanical polishing applications. Moreover, Dr. Raghavan cites
disclosures in other non-CMP material relating to surface treatment of silica. Id. (citing
Soto- Cantu, RX-0198 (van Blaaderen), Graf, RX-0204 (Kalele)). These references do
not disclose the limitations of claims 15 and 16, and a POSA would not have been
motivated to combine such disclosures with the ‘073 publication. See CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 603.
Claim 19
Claim 19 recites a combination of limitations in other claims. For the reasons
discussed with respect to those limitations, claims 19 would not have been obvious.
Claim 37 – bonded silanol groups
Regarding claim 37, respondents argue that it would have been routine
optimization to arrive at this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 197-98. By arguing that larger
zeta potential is always a motivator, respondents appear to argue that a POSA would have
increased the amount of aminosilane—not decreased it. See Resps. Br. at 197-98; CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 530–35, 610. The ‘073 publication implies that a
surface coverage of at least 5% is necessary for performance. See RX-0230 (‘073
Publication) at [0085]; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 532.
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Respondents also point to confidential

to support his

opinion that it would have been obvious to modify any of the give particles to bond
aminosilane to less than 4% of particle surface silanol groups. See Resps. Br. at 198;
RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 698. Dr. Raghavan’s conclusion is based on an

. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 609; JX-0419C (Shen
Dep. Tr.) at 215 (“This is just our conjection [sic]. So this is our – just our guess.”).
Claim 39–44, and 46 – method claims
Respondents do not argue that the asserted particles fill the gaps on the ‘073
publication related to these claims. See Resps. Br. at 201. Instead, Dr. Raghavan opines
that the limitations would have been obvious because of routine optimization. See RX1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 709. There is no evidence, however, demonstrating that
achieving the recited removal rate of either silicon oxygen or silicon nitride material at
the recited particle level would have been obvious or a POSA would have had a
reasonable expectation of success. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 358, 545–
49.
Regarding claim 46, Dr. Raghavan opines that use of a silicon nitride polishing
inhibitor to achieve the claimed polishing rate selectivity would have been obvious from
the disclosure of an “amino acid” in the ‘073 publication. See RX-1076C (Raghavan
WS) Q/A 728. Dr. Raghavan did not provide an explanation of why the specific rate
selectivity would have been obvious to achieve using the claimed polishing composition
or that achieving this selectivity in the field of CMP would have been a matter of routine
optimization. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 614.
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ii.

‘073 Publication and PL-3C

Respondents have not shown that there would have been a motivation to combine
PL-3C and the ‘073 publication for the reasons discussed above. For the same reasons
discussed above for PL-2L, PL-3C in combination with the ‘073 publication does not
render claims 1, 3–8, 17, 19, 24, 26–29, 31, 32, 37, 39–44, and 46 obvious, and PL-3C
particles do not disclose numerous claim limitations. Moreover, as discussed above, the
evidence indicates that PL-3C was

and not prior art, and respondents have

not proven the structure or features of the particles at that time. See Section IV.D.1.a.ii
(Whether the Silica Particles Are Prior Art), supra.
iii.

‘073 Publication and

Respondents have not shown that there would have been a motivation to combine
and the ‘073 publication for the reasons discussed above. For the same reasons
discussed above for PL-2L,

in combination with the ‘073 publication does not

render claims 1, 3–8, 17, 19, 24, 26–29, 31, 32, 37, 39–44, and 46 obvious, and PL-3C
particles do not disclose numerous claim limitations. Moreover, as discussed above, the
evidence indicates that

and not prior art, and respondents have

not proven the structure or features of the particles at that time. See Section IV.D.1.a.ii,
supra.
iv.

‘073 Publication and BS-2H

Respondents have not shown that there would have been a motivation to combine
BS-2H and the ‘073 publication for the reasons discussed above. For the same reasons
discussed above for PL-2L, BS-2H in combination with the ‘073 publication does not
render claims 1, 3–9, 10–11, 13–21, 24, 26–29, 31, 32, 33–44, and 46 obvious, and BS201

2H particles do not disclose numerous claim limitations. Moreover, as discussed above,
the evidence indicates that BS-2H was

and not prior art, and respondents

have not proven the structure or features of the particles at that time. See CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 575, 585; Section IV.D.1.a.ii, supra.
For example, for the particle species limitations, regarding BS-2H or HL-2
particles, Dr. Raghavan appears to rely solely on theoretical speculation regarding the
Stober process and the same

. At least for HL particles, Dr. Raghavan

could not confirm these were Stober process particles. See Raghavan Tr. 510. Moreover,
as discussed above, respondents have not shown the confidential CMC

See CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at 15; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
143; Tr. 751 (Dauskardt explaining Kjeldahl tests are unreliable); CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 149–52. For the same reasons, respondents have not shown that the recited
particles disclose claim 10, 11, 13, 14, 35, 36. Claim 20 recites a combination of
limitations in other claims. Claim 20 is not obvious for reasons discussed with respect to
those limitations. Claim 38 recites a combination of limitations in other claims. The
combination in claim 38 is also not obvious for the reasons discussed with respect to
those limitations.
v.

‘073 Publication and HL-2

Respondents have not shown that there would have been a motivation to combine
HL-2 and the ‘073 publication for the reasons discussed above. For the same reasons
discussed above for PL-2L and BS-2H, HL-2 in combination with the ‘073 publication
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does not render claims 1, 3–9, 10–11, 13–21, 24, 26–29, 31, 32, 33–44, and 46 obvious,
and HL-2 particles do not disclose numerous claim limitations. Moreover, as discussed
above, the evidence indicates that HL-2 was

and not prior art, and

respondents have not proven the structure or features of the particles at that time. See
CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 575, 585.
d.

Secondary Considerations

The objective evidence, also known as “secondary considerations,” includes
commercial success, long felt need, and failure of others. Graham v. John Deere Co.,
383 U.S. 1, 13-17 (1966); Dystar Textilfarben GmbH v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356,
1361 (Fed. Cir. 2006). “[E]vidence arising out of the so-called ‘secondary
considerations’ must always when present be considered en route to a determination of
obviousness.” Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., 713 F.2d 1530, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will not always dislodge a
determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art. See KSR Int’l Co. v.
Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion of
obviousness).
As discussed in detail above, respondents have not established a prima facie case
of obviousness. Even if such a case existed, however, for the reasons discussed below,
objective evidence weighs against a finding of obviousness. Indeed, these objective
indicia “can be the most probative evidence … to avert the trap of hindsight.” Crocs, Inc.
v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 598 F.3d 1294, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
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i.

Nexus Between the ‘721 Patent and the DI
Products

Respondents argue CMC has failed to establish that the undeniable objective
indicia are “commensurate in scope with the claims.” See Resps. Br. at 209-10. The
evidence, including internal and external documents as well as corroborated testimony,
shows the contrary. First, as discussed above, CMC’s DI Products are covered by the DI
claims. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 516–671. The claimed features of the
‘721 patent—an acidic slurry with silica particles having a positively charged internal
chemical species—provide the DI Products with benefits, such as better cost and
defectivity. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 516–671, 643–71; CX-0002C
(Grumbine WS) at Q/A 28–33.
Second, CMC’s witnesses provided uncontested testimony that the DI Products
are coextensive with the patented invention. For example, Dr. Woodland’s confirmed
that the success of D922x was the “direct result” of the inventors “innovating a solution
to a long-standing problem in the industry.” See CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A 28,
48; JX-0067C (Internal CMC Presentation) at 4; Tr. 85–87. Indeed, the D922x products
were able to meet an industry need of using a “fundamentally different removal
mechanism,” and had a “specifically designed positively charged particle” in an acidic
CMP slurry which resulted in “increased particle use efficiency” and a “much lower
concentration of colloidal silica abrasive particles. See CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at
Q/A 31. Similarly, Dr. Grumbine testified that the D922x slurries are “acidic CMP
slurries with silica particles having a positively charged internal chemical species” that
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“embody” and “use” the invention for the ‘721 patent. See CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at
Q/A 28; Tr. 129–140.
Third, respondents argue that any purported objective indicia are not tied to the
claimed “permanent positive charge” because CMC allegedly does not market permanent
positive charge. See Resps. Br. at 211. Yet, substantial evidence shows that the D922x
products were marketed to customers as having a “proprietary, ultra-pure colloidal silica
particle with precisely engineered surface chemistry” and a “positive charge” which
“enable efficient use of particle.” See e.g., JX-0028C (D922x marketing material)
(“Switch to D922x and see the positive difference”); JX-0029C (D9228 marketing
material) (“ultra-pure colloidal silica particles with precisely engineered surface
chemistry”); JX-0030C (D9228 marketing material) (“Positive charge enables efficient
use of particle”).
Lastly, respondents’ reliance on Fox Factory, Inc. v. Sram, LLC, 944 F.3d 1366
(Fed. Cir. 2019) is misplaced. See Resps. Br. at 211. Respondents argue that the DI
Products are not afforded a presumption of nexus to the objective indicia because CMC’s
DI Products allegedly embody the claims of other CMC patents. However, here, unlike
in Fox Factory, CMC does not argue that other CMC patents share the same objective
indicia as the ‘721 patent. Indeed, the evidence shows that CMC’s objective indicia are
attributable to the claimed features of the ‘721 patent, including the acidic, cationic
colloidal silica- based slurries that allow customers to achieve desired removal rates at
low silica concentrations— not just the aminosilane compound being internally
incorporated in the colloidal silica particles as respondents argue. Accordingly, a nexus
exists where the product is coextensive with the patent. Fox Factory, 944 F.3d at 1375.
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ii.

Long Felt Need and Failure of Others

As discussed, there was a long felt need in the industry for the invention of the
‘721 patent. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 1:65–2:11; CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A
30; CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 53; CX-0004C (Dysard WS) at Q/A 19–20; CX0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 646. “[L]ongfelt need is closely related to the failure of
others” as it demonstrates a demand and a failure to satisfy that demand. In re
Cyclobenzaprine Hydrochloride, 676 F.3d at 1082–1083.
Respondents argue that there was no long-felt need in the industry because the
prior art “‘057 patent and ‘073 Publication” allegedly taught acidic slurries with “reduced
silica concentrations.” See Resps. Br. at 212. However, the ‘057 patent and ‘073
publication, as discussed above, were failed attempts at cationic surface treatments. See
CX-0228C (Dysard RWS) at Q/A 5–6; JX-0083C (CMC Internal Presentation) at 21864
(Technology LRM); CX-0004C (Dysard WS) at Q/A 20. As Dr. Dysard testified, the
‘057 patent was not effective and had the “exact opposite” intent as the ‘721 Patent.” See
CX-0228C (Dysard RWS) at Q/A 8–10.
Dr. Dysard’s testimony is corroborated by documents from that time indicating
that attaching a positive charge to the external surface of a particle did not work because
the external cationic chemistry “acts as glue” and “increases scratch[es].” See e.g., JX0083C (CMC Internal Presentation) at 21864. Thus, these earlier attempts did not solve
the need in the industry for a “low solids” CMP slurry with positively charged particles
for dielectric applications “with better cost and defectivity.” See JX-0067C (CMC
Presentation) at 4; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 1:65–2:11; CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at
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Q/A 30; CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 53; CX-0004C (Dysard WS) at Q/A 19–20;
CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 646.
Further, CMC’s competitors,

, also failed in this regard. See

CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A 30; JX-0067C (CMC Presentation) at 4; CX-0002C
(Grumbine WS) at Q/A 53; CX-0004C (Dysard WS) at Q/A 19–20; CX-0006C
(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 646. Respondents do not dispute that
. See Resps. Br. at 213; RX-1402C (Dauskardt RWS)
at Q/A 368; JX-0252C (Slurry research) at 17; JX-0210C (Status Review); JX-0170C

. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 28; CX-0010C (Guo Dep) at 29, 30,
32, 33. The long-felt need, coupled with the failure of others further illustrates the nonobviousness of the asserted claims. See In re Piasecki, 745 F.2d 1468, 1475 (Fed. Cir.
1984).
iii.

Unexpected Results, Skepticism, Industry
Praise

The inventors’ testimony, which is corroborated by internal and external CMC
documents, shows that they unexpectedly realized that “positively charged colloidal silica
abrasive particles for dielectric applications may alternatively be obtained via
incorporating certain positively charged chemical species into the abrasive particles (i.e.,
incorporating the chemical species sub-surface in the interior of the particles).” JX-0001
(‘721 Patent) at 5:21–26. Indeed, prior to the ‘721 patent, no one in the industry was
considering using an internal charge. See CX-0004C (Dysard WS) at Q/A 20; CX-0006C
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(Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 654. It was Dr. Dysard’s experience in a different industry that
led him to realize imparting internal charge was the solution. See CX-0004C (Dysard
WS) at Q/A 25; see, e.g., JX-0036C (CMC Presentation).
Given the previous failures to achieve these results, initial skepticism was tied to
the invention of the ‘721 patent. Dr. Woodland testified that customers such as
had “appropriate skepticism about whether this product would actually work.”
See CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A 35; JX-0143C (Internal CMC Document).
Specifically, JX-0143C shows the significant number of tests that

required before

considering using the DI Products. See JX-0143C (Internal CMC Document); JX-0145C
(CMC Email Regarding

Testing).

This skepticism led to praise when customers realized what CMC had invented.
For example, Hynix considered this slurry to be ground-breaking and to revolutionize the
market. See CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A 32. Hynix performed extensive tests and
found very positive results, including “excellent” performance reducing scratch defects—
a key issue for advanced node semiconductors. See CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A
40–44; JX-0148C (Semicon Presentation). Dr. Grumbine also describes that the
announcement of the DI Products and their superior performance was met with intense
interest. See CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 43.
iv.

Commercial Success

The DI Products have been commercially successful. See, e.g., JX-0052C (Global
D922x Revenue & Volume); CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A 46, 48; JX-0076C
(Project Coyote, Progress Update and Lessons Learned) at CMC00018736; JX-0112C
(Dielectrics Overview, FY19); JX-0113C (Dielectrics Overview, FY18); CX-0005C
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(Vander Veen WS) at Q/A 128; CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 185.
Respondents argue that CMC failed to consider “
, or cannibalization.” 39 See Resps. Br. at 213-14.
The DI Products enjoy commercial success because they embody the innovative
features of the ‘721 patent, including being acidic, cationic colloidal silica-based slurries
that allow customers to achieve desired removal rates at low silica concentrations. As
discussed above, there was a need for dielectric slurries that could outperform traditional
offerings and achieve the same removal rates and planarization performance, and much
lower solids. See CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A 48. The DI Products, practicing the
features of the asserted claims, met this need and as a result disrupted the market. See id.
As Dr. Grumbine testified, if the D922x family did not use a silica particle
including internal nitrogen-containing chemical species, it would not be able to achieve
the performance levels that it does. See CX-0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 44. The
internal nitrogen- containing chemical species allows the particle to maintain a high
charge without saturating the surface of the silica with external treatments. See CX0002C (Grumbine WS) at Q/A 44. Thus, the success of the D922x family has been a
direct result of CMC’s invention. See id. at Q/A 28–29.
v.

Copying

Respondents argue that “evidence of copying requires more than identifying a
competing product.” See Resps. Br. at 215.
39

Regardless of whether Dr. Vander Veen analyzed advertising data (Tr. 269–271), the
sales numbers of the D922x products (which embody the ‘721 patent) show the
commercial success of these products. See, e.g., JX-0052C (Global D922x Revenue);
CX-0001C (Woodland WS) at Q/A 46; CX-0019C (Van der Velden Dep. Tr.) at 185.
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patent, a patent application filed by Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials CMP Holdings,
Inc. included similar language as paragraphs from the application that led to the ‘721
patent. Compare JX-0417 (US 10,557,060) 7:26–36 with JX-0001 (721 Patent) at 11:4–
3; see also CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 154; CDX- 0006C.007 (citing same); CX0050 (Comparison of CMC and DuPont Patents).
Respondents argue that they had already developed “acidic cationic CMP slurries
for silicon oxide removal before DuPont became aware of the ‘721 patent.” See Resps.
Br. at 215; RX-1402C (Raghavan RWS) at Q/A 415. However, the evidence shows that
any development that respondents had prior to the ‘721 patent did not work and was
abandoned. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/a 668-70; JX-0339C (Additive
Investigation). See CX-0008C (Chu Dep. Tr.) at 191; CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at
130–131, 132, 136; JX-0170C

Additionally, the

evidence shows that respondents’ internal documents discussed the
created by CMC’s patents. See JX181C (DuPont Presentation); CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 503.
Nonetheless, while there is some circumstantial evidence that suggests the
possibility of copying, the administrative law judge is not persuaded that the record
evidence establishes copying by respondents.
*

*

*

Accordingly, for the reasons discussed above, objective evidence weighs against a
finding of obviousness.
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2.

Indefiniteness

Respondents argue that all of the asserted and DI claims are indefinite under 35
U.S.C. § 112(b). See Resps. Br. at 114-33.
CMC and the Staff disagree. See Compl. Br. at 149-59; Staff Br. at 133-44.
The definiteness requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112 ensures that the patent claims
particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter that the patentee regards to
be the invention. See 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 2; Metabolite Labs., Inc. v. Lab. Corp. of Am.
Holdings, 370 F.3d 1354, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2004). If a claim’s legal scope is not clear
enough so that a person of ordinary skill in the art could determine whether or not a
particular product infringes, the claim is indefinite, and is, therefore, invalid. Geneva
Pharm., Inc. v. GlaxoSmithKline PLC, 349 F.3d 1373, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2003). 40
Thus, it has been found that:
When a proposed construction requires that an artisan make a
separate infringement determination for every set of circumstances
in which the composition may be used, and when such
determinations are likely to result in differing outcomes
(sometimes infringing and sometimes not), that construction is
likely to be indefinite.
Halliburton Energy Servs. v. M-I LLC, 514 F.3d 1244, 1255 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
The Supreme Court addressed the issue of indefiniteness, and stated that a finding
of indefiniteness should not be found if the claims, “viewed in light of the specification
and prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the invention
with reasonable certainty.” Nautilus, 572 U.S. at 910.
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Indefiniteness is a question of law. IGT v. Bally Gaming Int’l, Inc., 659 F.3d 1109
(Fed. Cir. 2011).
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The burden is on the accused infringer to come forward with clear and convincing
evidence to prove invalidity. See Young, 492 F.3d at 1344 (“A determination that a
patent claim is invalid for failing to meet the definiteness requirement in 35 U.S.C. § 112,
¶ 2 is a legal question reviewed de novo.”).
For the reasons discussed below, respondents have not shown by clear and
convincing evidence that all of the asserted and DI claims are indefinite under 35 U.S.C.
§ 112(b).
a.

“A permanent positive charge of at least [13 or
15] mV”

Respondents argue that the term “a permanent positive charge of at least [13 or
15] mV” is indefinite based on the testimony of their expert Dr. Miller that the permanent
positive charge depends on zeta potential measurements and “measured zeta potential . . .
depends on how the measurement is conducted and can vary substantially.” See RX1075C (Miller WS) at Q/A 25. The evidence does not support this conclusion. The
procedures outlined in the specification and the knowledge of a POSA provide reasonable
certainty regarding the scope of the claims.
First, a claim requiring a measurement satisfies the Nautilus standard when the
patent “identifies the applicable methods of measurement and demonstrates their
application via examples.” Guangdong Alison Hi-Tech Co. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 936
F.3d 1353, 1362–63 (Fed. Cir. 2019). This is true even in the case where “there was no
industry standard.” Presidio Components, Inc. v. Am. Tech. Ceramics Corp., 875 F.3d
1369, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (citing Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. v. Covidien, Inc., 796
F.3d 1312, 1316 (Fed. Cir. 2015)).
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The inventors of the ‘721 patent provide the very guidance the Federal Circuit has
deemed sufficient. The patent provides specific and detailed guidance for measuring
permanent positive charge, which Dr. Miller neither describes nor challenges in his
witness statement. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 11:14–31 (describing detailed protocols
for measuring permanent positive charge), 11:32–61 (explaining the underlying scientific
principles for the permanent positive measurement), Example 10 (demonstrating the
measurement and meaning of permanent positive charge through a working example);
see also RX-1075C (Miller WS) at Q/A 27–29.
The ‘721 patent also gives explicit guidance on the commercially-available
instrument to use to make the zeta potential measurements, and uses such an instrument
in each of the patent examples. Id. at 10:54-58 (“The zeta potential of a dispersion such
as a polishing composition may be obtained using the Model DT-1202 Acoustic and
Electro-acoustic spectrometer available from Dispersion Technologies, Inc. (Bedford
Hills, N.Y.)”), 19:31–38 (“In these examples, reported zeta potentials values were
measured using the Model DT-1202 Acoustic and Electro-acoustic spectrometer
(available from Dispersion Technologies)…”); Tr. 377–379 (Dr. Miller admitting these
points and conceding that the DT-102 instrument is a reasonable choice for measuring
zeta potential). This explicit guidance alone defeats respondents’ arguments.
Guangdong, 936 F.3d at 1362–63; see also Ethicon Endo-Surgery, 796 F.3d at 1316.
Second, even if that guidance were not given, “[u]nder [the Federal Circuit’s]
post-Nautilus cases, a claim is not indefinite if a person of skill in the art would know
how to utilize a standard measurement method . . . to make the necessary measurement.”
Presidio Components, 875 F.3d at 1376. The evidence establishes that zeta potential is a
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standard parameter frequently measured in the CMP industry. For example, one of
respondents’ experts has described zeta potential as an “an easily measured property of a
nanomaterial, and has been proposed as an essential nanomaterial property for reporting
in scientific publications and regulatory registration of new nanomaterials.” See RX1024 (Lowry publication) at 1; see also, Tr. 372 (Dr. Miller admits that a POSA would
understand what zeta potential means), 372 (Dr. Miller admitting that in 2014, zeta
potential was a common parameter measured across several industries, including the
CMP industry); RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q81–82, 101, 103, 106, 153 (relying
numerous references that disclose zeta potential measurement data).
Similarly, numerous current and former employees of respondents specifically
testified that
.” CX-0012C (Jacobs Dep. Tr.) at 30–31;
see also CX-0016C (Penta Dep. Tr.) at 73 (testifying that he
CX-0007C (Auger Dep. Tr.) at 26

CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.) at 151 (clarifying
.
The inventor of the DT-1202 instrument, Dr. Dukhin, testified similarly, as did
CMC’s expert, Dr. Dauskardt. See JX-0420C (Dukhin Dep. Tr.) at 234–236 (“Q: Is zeta
potential a well- known parameter in colloidal science? A: It’s known for about 150
years. Q: Can zeta potential be accurately measured by standard instruments? A: Yes.”);
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CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 813 (“zeta potential is such a well-established
parameter that a [POSA] would have no trouble understanding the term with reasonable
certainty.”). Former employee and inventor Dr. Shen testified that he personally
analyzed the embodiment examples using the DT-1202 instrument, JX-0419C (Shen Dep.
Tr.) at 37-38, and confirmed “[DT-1202] is a very standard measurement equipment for
zeta potential” and “everybody pretty much can operate on this instrument and get very
repeatable results at CMC.” Id. at 39. 41
Measuring zeta potential is a well-known and well-documented procedure and
respondents’ arguments that permanent positive charge is indefinite are incorrect.
i.

“reasonable certainty”

The Supreme Court has recognized that “absolute precision is unattainable” in
patent disclosure and as a result “the certainty which the law requires in patents is not
greater than is reasonable, having regard to their subject-matter.” Nautilus, 572 U.S. at
910 (citation omitted). To support respondents’ indefiniteness position, Dr. Miller
characterizes the standard zeta potential parameter as “not directly measurable” and
limits its use to only qualitative applications. Dr. Miller (respondents’ expert with
respect to zeta potential (RX-1075C (Miller WS) at Q/A 8-10)) testified that it is “not []
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Indeed, many of respondents’ patents include claims that recite zeta potential ranges.
See, e.g., CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 826–832; CDX-0007C.024 (RX-0902
(U.S. Patent No. 10,037,889); CX-0241 (U.S. Patent No. 10,119,048); CX-0266 (U.S.
Patent Publication No. 20190185713); CX-0243 (U.S. Patent Publication No.
2018/0094166); JX-0016 (U.S. Patent No. 10,508,221); CX-0262 (U.S. Patent No.
10,584,265); JX-0119 (U.S. Patent No. 10,464,188)); see also CX-0010C (Guo Dep. Tr.)
at 59 (confirming use of zeta potential in their patent applications). Measuring zeta
potential is a well-known and well-documented procedure and respondents’ arguments
that permanent positive charge is indefinite are incorrect.
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in all practicality” possible to obtain a reliable quantitative value for zeta potential, Miller
Tr. 403–404, and “any patent claim in a CMP patent that recites a zeta potential range is
necessarily invalid.” Miller Tr. 385. Dr. Miller’s opinion directly contradicts the
testimony of other experts in this investigation, his own reliance on zeta potential data
where it suits his positions, and the standard practice in the CMP industry. See, e.g., CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 813-20; Tr. 354–355 (Dr. Lowry agrees that it is
possible to obtain a reliable quantitative value for zeta potential); RX-1076C (Raghavan
WS) at Q/A 81–82, 101, 103, 106, 153 (relying on zeta potential values for comparison);
RX-1401 (Miller RWS) at Q/A 75–77, 218–19 (relying on zeta potential values from
various documents for comparison with the zeta potential values measured by Dr.
Dauskardt); Miller Tr. 373 (Dr. Miller admits that he “didn’t investigate standard
practices in the CMP industry regarding zeta potential”); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at
Q/A 821–32 (testifying on the standard practices of the use of zeta potential in the CMP
industry).
Respondents’ and Dr. Miller’s insistence on absolute certainty is not supported by
law and cannot render a standard parameter such as zeta potential indefinite. See, e.g.,
Sonix Tech. Co. v. Publ’ns Int’l, Ltd., 844 F.3d 1370, 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (“a patentee
need not define his invention with mathematical precision in order to comply with the
definiteness requirement.”); Koninklijke Philips N.V. v. Zoll Med. Corp., 656 F. App’x
504, 526 (Fed. Cir. 2016).
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ii.

Existence of different zeta potential
measurement instruments

Disregarding the clear guidance of the specification regarding use of the DT-1202
instrument for measuring zeta potential, Dr. Miller opines that “it was well known that
measured zeta potential values can vary significantly from instrument to instrument.”
See RX-1075C (Miller WS) at Q/A 27. Dr. Miller has not provided evidence of such
variability. Dr. Dauskardt 42 directed rigorous testing of the Accused Products by two
independent labs with two different instruments including the DT-1202 instrument
disclosed in the ‘721 patent as well as the alternative Malvern instrument that Dr. Miller
testified is more appropriate. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 257–304; RX1401C (Miller RWS) at Q/A 131. Those measurements show excellent agreement
between the two instruments. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 843; CDX0006C.0031 (CX-0026C (PTL Analysis Report II) at 3–5; CX-0024C (DTI Analysis
Report) at 11).
Dr. Miller, by contrast, relies on select data outliers of different types of samples
under analysis conditions not pertinent to the claims at issue—and measurements taken
on products other than the Accused Products and DI Products at issue in this
investigation. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 840; see also Tr. 681–682. Dr.
Miller also relies upon zeta potential data that was admittedly inaccurate. See RX-1075C
(Miller WS) at Q/A 143–46; CX-229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 840–42; Tr. 347 (Dr.
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Dr. Dauskardt has used “zeta potential extensively,” is very familiar with CMP
technology, oversaw zeta potential testing in this investigation, provided his own
independent assessment regarding the indefiniteness of the permanent positive charge
term in both his expert report and his witness statement, and testified extensively on this
matter in deposition and at the evidentiary hearing. See, e.g., Tr. 658, 665, 749–751.
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Lowry testified that the purpose of his protocol “was not to measure zeta potential
accurately”), 315–317 (Dr. Lowry concedes that he is not familiar with the instrument
and did not oversee the testing), 317–319 (Dr. Lowry admits that the conductivity
measurement discrepancies “had variance of—of almost an order of magnitude” and he
did not know “the accuracy of any of the zeta potential values”), 320 (Dr. Lowry
concedes that “the calculation would be affected by [the assumed density] value”), 374–
375 (Dr. Miller concedes that he provided no input to the testing).
In short, respondents at best demonstrate a mere “possibility” of different results.
That is insufficient to render a claim indefinite. See Takeda Pharm. Co. Ltd. v. Zydus
Pharm. USA, Inc., 743 F.3d 1359 at 1366–67 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“[W]e do not believe that
the mere possibility of different results from different measurement techniques renders
claim [] indefinite.”); see also Osram GmbH v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 505 F.3d 1351, 1357
(Fed. Cir. 2007) (“When there is more than one method of measurement and the patent
does not explicitly discuss the methods, persons experienced in the field are reasonably
deemed to select the method that better measures the parameters relevant to the
invention.”).
iii.

Alleged ambiguity regarding the
calculation method for zeta potential of a
CMP slurry

Dr. Miller also opines that zeta potential renders the permanent positive charge
term indefinite because “the ‘721 Patent does not indicate what calculation theory should
be used to calculate the zeta potential”—a classical (“Smoluchowski-type”) theory or an
“advanced” theory. See RX-1075C (Miller WS) at Q/A 111, 178. Dr. Miller’s opinion is
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hypothetical and unsupported by the facts. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
845–50.
While Dr. Miller acknowledges “an elementary [Smoluchowski] theory would be
appropriate in many of the situations,” he opines “[f]or the CMP slurries described by the
‘721 Patent, it is unclear if an elementary theory or an advanced theory would be the
most appropriate.” See RX-1075C (Miller WS) at Q/A 165–69. Even as Dr. Miller
conceded that he had never “had any prior experience at all with CMP,” Miller Tr. 370–
371, Dr. Miller did not investigate and disregarded the standard practice of the CMP
industry. See Tr. 373, see also Tr. 658 (Dr. Dauskardt testifying that “measuring the zeta
potential with the normal well-accepted quantitative methods that are widely, widely used
in industry would be the quantitative metric that should be used.”).
Furthermore, Dr. Dukhin, the inventor of and recognized expert of the DT-1202
instrument, testified that
” and he
JX-0420C (Dukhin Dep. Tr.) at 237–238, 141–142 (Dr. Dukhin
confirming that Smoluchowski zeta potential is the default option for all DT instruments).
CMC’s corporate witness on this topic, Dr. Grumbine,
, RX-0678C
(Grumbine Dep. Tr.) at 245, which is further supported by the
See RX-0877C

); CX-

0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 848.
Respondents’ own expert Dr. Lowry conceded that Smoluchowski approximation
is the most commonly used method for determining zeta potential. See Tr. 314, 345.
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According to Dr. Lowry, “the Smoluchowski approximation is most often used for
nanoparticles in aqueous media, even though the smallest nanoparticles, e.g. <20 nm
diameter, may not have κa ≫ 1 necessary to justify application of the Smoluchowski

approximation.” RX-1024 (Lowry publication) at 4. In fact, the evidence shows that the
commercial labs that provide zeta potential measurement services have never used any
theory other than than the Smoluchowski theory for calculating the zeta potential of an
aqueous dispersion, including a CMP slurry. See CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) Q/A 303.
Dr. Miller is therefore not correct that “a POSA would not be able to determine”
if “an elementary theory or an advanced theory would be the most appropriate.” See RX1075C (Miller WS) at Q/A 169. The record shows that the Smoluchowski theory is the
only theory that a POSA would have reasonably used. Indeed, respondents have not
identified a single use of any other theory for calculating zeta potential in the CMP
industry. 43
Accordingly, there is no ambiguity as to the theoretical model for calculating the
zeta potential of a CMP slurry sample and the claim term is not indefinite. See Presidio
Components, 875 F.3d at 1376 (“A patent need not explicitly include information that is
already well known in the art.”).
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Respondents’ own patents that claim zeta potential do not specify the theory for
calculating it. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 827–832, 849; Liqwd, Inc. v.
L’Oreal USA, Inc., 720 F. App’x 623, 631 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (holding that “evidence of a
challenger’s own ability to apply a term without unreasonable uncertainty counts against
an indefiniteness contention”). Moreover, none of the references cited by Dr. Miller to
support his noninfringement arguments discloses the theoretical model used to calculate
the zeta potential. See, e.g., Tr. 397; RX-1401C (Miller RWS) at Q/A 76; RX-1425C
(1598 Derivatization); RX-1426C (Modeling and Positive Silica Update); RX-1427C
(DE011048 Results Discussion); RX-0547 (Japanese Patent Application No. 2007273910).
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Ultimately, Dr. Miller admitted under cross examination that “no amount of
information in the patent would be enough” to resolve his conclusion regarding
indefiniteness (Tr. 384) and further that any CMP patent that claims zeta potential
values—including the Asserted Patent, and also numerous DuPont patents discussed at
the hearing—is necessarily invalid. See Tr. 387–389. Dr. Miller’s opinions are not
persuasive given the great weight of evidence regarding the CMP industry, all of which
suggests zeta potential is a well-understood parameter commonly used and relied on in
this industry, both for purposes of doing business, and for regular inclusion as
quantitative ranges in patent claims.
b.

“an internal nitrogen or phosphorous containing
chemical species”

Respondents argue that “CMC’s new construction ‘wherein the colloidal silica
abrasive particles have a permanent positive charge of at least 15 mV’ would render the
term indefinite.” See Resps. Br. at 130-31. However, respondents did not identify
CMC’s new claim construction. Respondents appear to raise for the first time a new
indefiniteness argument that the term “an internal nitrogen or phosphorous containing
chemical species,” is indefinite. See id.; Joint Reply Outline at 4-5; Resps. Reply Br. at
33-37.
In any event, respondents did not provide any support for their positions beyond
conclusory statements and unsupported expert testimony. See id. By contrast, Dr.
Dauskardt testified that the internal chemical species limitation plainly requires “a
measurable amount,” and the specification provides detailed directions and examples
regarding exactly how to measure the internal chemical species. See JX-0001 (‘721
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Patent) at 20:48–50 (describing measurement procedures for internal chemical species
with ion chromatography); CX-0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 70, 73; Tr. 739. The mere
fact that a claim limitation requires measurements does not render a claim indefinite. See
Guangdong, 936 F.3d at 1362–63.
c.

Removal Rate Terms

Claims 40-44 claim specific removal rates which, respondents argue are indefinite
because “[r]emoval rate in CMP applications depends on numerous conditions and
factors in addition to the claimed particle weight percent and downforce.” See Resps. Br.
at 131-33; RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 356.
However, it is not material whether there are other factors that can impact
removal rate. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 868. Dr. Raghavan did not
opine, nor did he cite to any evidence, that the removal rate can vary for a given CMP
process under defined conditions, or that a POSA would not know how to determine the
remove rate. See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) Q/A 356–59. In fact, Dr. Raghavan was
well aware of the term “removal rate,” Tr. 576, and cited to various references that
demonstrate the definiteness of the term “removal rate.” See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS)
Q/A 357-60. Moreover, evidence cited by Dr. Dauskardt establishes that a POSA would
be able to determine “removal rate” of a given CMP process with reasonable certainty
using routine procedures. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 864–70. The mere
possibility that the Accused Products may be used under different conditions that may
lead to a different, but quantifiable and defined removal rates does not create clear and
convincing evidence that the claims are indefinite. At best this issue would impact
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questions of infringement, and not patent validity. See Ethicon Endo-Surgery, 796 F.3d
at 1319; Bell Commc’ns Research, 55 F.3d at 622–623.
3.

Written Description and Enablement

Respondents and the Staff argue that all of the asserted and DI claims are invalid
under 35 U.S.C. § 112(a) for lack of enablement and written description. See Resps. Br.
at 87-114; Staff Br. at 96-132.
CMC disagrees. See Compl. Br. at 163-190, 190-211.
For the reasons discussed below, respondents and the Staff have not shown by
clear and convincing evidence that all of the asserted and DI claims are invalid under 35
U.S.C. § 112(a) for lack of enablement and written description.
a.

Applicable Law

The Patent Act requires that “[t]he full scope of the claimed invention . . . be
enabled.” Sitrick v. Dreamworks, LLC, 516 F.3d 993, 999 (Fed. Cir. 2008); see also
Northpoint Tech. Ltd. v. MDS America Inc., 413 F.3d 1301, 1308-10 (Fed. Cir. 2005)
(affirming a finding of invalidity for lack of enablement due to the patent’s failure to
disclose an embodiment with an antenna that met the “directional reception range”
limitation of each claim). Namely, “[a] patentee who chooses broad claim language must
make sure the broad claims are fully enabled. ‘The scope of the claims must be less than
or equal to the scope of enablement’ to ‘ensure[] that the public knowledge is enriched by
the patent specification to a degree at least commensurate with the scope of the claims.’”
Sitrick, 516 F.3d at 999 (quoting National Recovery Techs., Inc. v. Magnetic Separation
Sys., Inc., 166 F.3d 1190, 1195-96 (Fed. Cir. 1999)). The enablement requirement is
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satisfied when one skilled in the art, after reading the specification, could practice the
claimed invention without undue experimentation. AK Steel Corp. v. Sollac & Ugine,
344 F.3d 1234, 1244 (Fed. Cir. 2003), citing In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731, 737 (Fed. Cir.
1988).
The question of undue experimentation is a matter of degree, and
what is required is that the amount of experimentation not be “unduly
extensive.” Chiron Corp. v. Genentech, Inc., 363 F.3d 1247, 1253 (Fed.
Cir. 2004) (quoting PPG Indus., Inc. v. Guardian Indus., Corp., 75 F.3d
1558, 1564 (Fed. Cir. 1996)). For example, the fact that a clinician’s
involvement may be necessary to determine effective amounts of the
single compound effervescent agent and its corresponding soluble acid
source does not itself constitute undue experimentation. See Ortho–
McNeil Pharm., Inc. v. Mylan Labs., Inc., 520 F.3d 1358, 1365–66 (Fed.
Cir. 2008) (“[E]ven if clinical trials informed the anticonvulsively
effective amount, this record does not show that extensive or ‘undue’ tests
would be required to practice the invention.”). In addition, extensive
experimentation does not necessarily render the experiments unduly
extensive where the experiments involve repetition of known or
commonly used techniques. See Johns Hopkins Univ. v. CellPro, Inc.,
152 F.3d 1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (finding that the difficulty in
producing certain antibodies could not be attributed to the shortcomings in
the disclosure of the patent at issue, but rather, the difficulty was attributed
to the technique commonly used during experimentation that generally
required repetition). Thus, the focus “is not merely quantitative, since a
considerable amount of experimentation is permissible, if it is merely
routine, or if the specification in question provides a reasonable amount of
guidance . . . .” PPG Indus., Inc., 75 F.3d at 1564 (citation and quotation
omitted).
Cephalon, Inc. v. Watson Pharms., Inc., 70 F.3d 1330, 1338-39 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
Enablement is determined from the viewpoint of persons of ordinary skill in the
field of the invention at the time the patent application was filed. Ajinomoto Co., Inc. v.
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 228 F.3d 1338, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2000). Thus, a claim in an
issued patent can be rendered invalid due to lack of enablement if its scope is not fully
enabled. Id.
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The issue of whether a patent is invalid for failure to meet the written description
requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 1 is a question of fact. Bard Peripheral Vascular, Inc.
v. W.L. Gore & Assocs., Inc., 670 F.3d 1171, 1188 (Fed. Cir. 2012). A patent’s written
description must clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in the art to recognize that the
inventor invented what is claimed. The test for sufficiency of a written description is
“whether the disclosure of the application relied upon reasonable conveys to those skilled
in the art that the inventor had possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing
date.” Id. (quoting Ariad Pharm., Inc. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir.
2010) (en banc)).
Enablement is a separate inquiry from written description, although the two “often
rise and fall together.” Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1352. To be enabling, “the specification of a
patent must teach those skilled in the art how to make and use the full scope of the
claimed invention without undue experimentation.” See Union Carbide Chemicals &
Plastics Tech. Corp. v. Shell Oil Co., 308 F.3d 1167, 1186 (Fed. Cir. 2002). Importantly,
“a considerable amount of experimentation is permissible, if it is merely routine, or if the
specification in question provides a reasonable amount of guidance with respect to the
direction in which the experimentation should proceed.” PPG Indus., Inc. v. Guardian
Indus. Corp., 75 F.3d 1558, 1564 (Fed. Cir. 1996). In evaluating whether
experimentation rises to the level of undue, courts often consider the factors articulated in
In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731, 737 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
Additionally, “Section 112 requires enablement of only the claimed invention, not
matter outside the claims.” McRO, Inc. v. Bandai Namco Games Am. Inc., 959 F.3d
1091, 1100 (Fed. Cir. 2020). When the claims at issue do not recite a particular method
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of making a claimed composition, “the enablement requirement is met if the description
enables any mode of making and using the invention.” Invitrogen, 429 F.3d at 1071.
Similarly, Section 112 “does not require that a patent disclosure enable one of ordinary
skill in the art to make and use a perfected, commercially viable embodiment.”
Vasudevan Software, Inc. v. MicroStrategy, Inc., 782 F.3d 671, 684 (Fed. Cir. 2015).
Further, there is no requirement that the specification include working examples, or set
forth “how or why the invention works.” Alcon Research Ltd. v. Barr Labs., Inc., 745
F.3d 1180, 1189–90 (Fed. Cir. 2014). As with written description, the burden is with the
challenger to show by clear and convincing evidence that the specification in its entirety
is not enabling. Id.
b.

Respondents’ argument regarding “permanent
positive charge”

The asserted and DI claims recite CMP compositions having “permanent positive
charge of at least [15 or 13] mV.” Respondents argue this range is invalid because it is
“open-ended.” The ‘721 patent describes and enables this claimed range.
i.

Whether the “permanent positive charge”
limitation is sufficiently disclosed

Possession of an open-ended range is achieved when there “is an inherent, albeit
not precisely known, upper limit and the specification enables one of skill in the art to
approach that limit.” Andersen Corp. v. Fiber Composites, LLC, 474 F.3d 1361, 1376
(Fed. Cir. 2007) (quoting Scripps Clinic & Research Found. v. Genentech, Inc., 927 F.2d
1565, 1572 (Fed. Cir. 1991)). In this investigation, there is no dispute that a POSA
would have understood “permanent positive charge” to have an inherent upper limit. Dr.
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Dauskardt testified that “in the area of these aqueous colloidal solutions containing
particles, it would be very well understood that there is an upper limit [for permanent
positive charge].” Tr. 628; see also id. at 750 (“[I]t would be well understood … that
there are limits to the value that you would expect that anybody working in this field
would know.”); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 731, 749–50.
Indeed, the only expert testimony offered by respondents on this issue comes
from Dr. Klein, an expert in colloidal science who admits she is not an expert on the
issues of zeta potential and permanent positive charge. Tr. 439 (“Q. And that’s because
you’re not an expert on zeta potential, right? A. That’s correct.”); see also RX-1073C
(Klein WS) at Q/A 117 (acknowledging that “zeta potential values are necessary
elements of a ‘permanent positive charge’”). Respondents argue that “there is no basis
for a POSA to have understood there to be an inherent limit of 50 mV for the PPC or zeta
potential values.” See Resps. Br. at 109. Dr. Klein does not contest that a POSA would
have understood permanent positive charge to be inherently limited. Rather, she only
opines that a POSA would not have understood permanent positive charge “to be limited
to about 50 mV.” See RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 137–38. Whether a POSA would
have understood a precise value for an inherent upper limit is immaterial, as the law does
not require a “precisely known” upper limit. Andersen Corp., 474 F.3d at 1376.
Additionally, the ‘721 patent describes and conveys possession of compositions
across the inherently limited permanent positive charge range. For example, the ‘721
patent repeatedly describes the types of structures that a POSA would understand could
achieve permanent positive charge—charged species inside the particle as well as surface
treatments, which are components strongly associated (e.g., covalently bonded) with the
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particle surface. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 11:6–10; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at
Q/A 732, 740. All experts appear to agree internal chemical species and covalently
bound species would provide permanent positive charge. See Tr. 456 (Dr. Klein
testifying that aminosilane surface treatment “won’t wash off because it’s chemically
bonded”), 541 (Dr. Raghavan testifying that “it is well known that when you have a
covalent bond, it is not going to break. When you rinse with water, it is not going to
come out”); 468, 470 (Dr. Klein agreeing that if there is “a nitrogen-containing catalyst
that’s incorporated in the particle,” there would be “nothing to wash off” the particle
during the three-step filtration process for measuring permanent positive charge), 762
(Dr. Dauskardt testifying that “bound aminosilane, strongly associated with the surface”
and “internally-incorporated nitrogen species” provide permanent positive charge); RX1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 588 (“Because their charge is based on internally
incorporated nitrogen-containing catalyst … their charge would be ‘permanent.’”).
Using these structures, the ‘721 patent also describes example polishing
compositions, such as 10A, made with an internal chemical species and a surface bonded
aminosilane in accordance with Example 13, and having a permanent positive charge of
about 35–39 mV. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 26:61–28:50; CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 731, 742–45; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 745; CX-0002C
(Grumbine WS) at Q/A 39; CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 30. Example 15 also
conveys possession of compositions practicing the claimed permanent positive charge
range. See, e.g., Klein Tr. 456 (Dr. Klein testifying about Example 15), Dauskardt Tr.
630 (Dr. Dauskardt testifying that “we can certainly infer from other examples that they
also would have had a permanent positive charge”).
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Dr. Klein concedes that the ‘721 patent describes example compositions with
permanent positive charge and structures a POSA would expect to provide permanent
positive charge. See RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 125; Tr. 456. However, she opines
that the compositions like 10A are not within the scope of any claims because they do not
show possession of external aminosilane or internal EOPA. See RX-1073C (Klein WS)
at Q/A 125. Dr. Klein’s opinion is inconsistent with the knowledge of a POSA.
Aminosilane bonding with colloidal silica abrasive particles was a “[v]ery well
understood” area and taught in Example 13. JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 30:30–32
(“(APTMS) … was added to the mother liquid”); Dauskardt Tr. 643 (“[A]nybody reading
this Example 13 would absolutely know … there would be aminosilane bound to the
surface.”), 757; see also RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 217.
Likewise, despite Dr. Klein’s opinion that “it is not necessarily the case that the
amine catalyst, such as EOPA, would be incorporated” (id. at Q/A 179), the ‘721 patent
describes numerous techniques for doing just that. See Tr. 643 (Dr. Dauskardt testifying
that “clearly this is an example that intends to provide a recipe for making these particles
with included EOPA”); JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 30:19–37, 20:32–38, 32:36–42
(describing fabrication processes for making particles with internal EOPA); CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 742, 776; RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 273 (Example 15 is
“disclosing some particles containing an internal EOPA species”).
ii.

Whether the ‘721 patent enables the
“permanent positive charge” element

As noted above, an open-ended range is enabled when there “is an inherent, albeit
not precisely known, upper limit and the specification enables one of skill in the art to
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approach that limit” without undue experimentation. Andersen Corp., 474 F.3d at 1376.
For many of the same reasons explained above with respect to written description, the
‘721 patent would have enabled a POSA to practice the claims with CMP compositions
approaching the inherent upper limit for permanent positive charge. In addition to the
disclosures noted above, the ‘721 patent discloses at least three methods of achieving
desired levels of permanent positive charge, including by:
(1) incorporating two or more positively charged species within the
particles, JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 4:59–65 (“It will be understood that the
colloidal silica abrasive particles may include two or more of the above
described chemical species incorporated in the particles.”), 28:13–50
(Example 10), 30:20–43 (Example 13);
(2) using internally incorporated positively charged species and surface
treatment in combination, JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 7:33–64 (describing
“incorporating a positively charged chemical species into the abrasive
particles and then further bonding (via surface treating) the same or a
different chemical species to the particle surface”), 11:6–10 (“A
permanent positive charge may further result from a covalent interaction
between the particle and a positively charged species.”), 32:36–33:35
(Example 15), and
(3) controlling the amount of chemical species in the particles. JX-0001
(‘721 Patent) at 20:48–21:31 (Example 2); see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 762–64.
A POSA would have been able to formulate CMP compositions approaching the
inherent upper limit for permanent positive charge with nothing more than routine
experimentation in view of these disclosures. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
731–40; see also Tr. 763 (“I could give this to a member of my lab and tell them to do it
and I would have complete confidence that they would be able to do it.”).
Dr. Klein admitted on cross examination that the ‘721 patent “describes using
surface treatment in combination with low levels of internal nitrogen or internal charge to
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achieve the desired levels of permanent positive charge.” Tr. 453. A POSA would have
followed these disclosures to practice the full scope of the “permanent positive charge”
elements without undue experimentation. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 757;
see also id. at Q/A 762–64; CDX-0007C.021–22 (JX-0001).
Finally, Dr. Klein cites CMC documents and opines they demonstrate the
inventors faced “difficulty” in achieving permanent positive charges of greater than 50
mV, leading to her conclusion that undue experimentation would be required to practice
the full scope of the claims. See id. at Q/A 137, 144–147. However, as Dr. Klein
acknowledged, the cited documents do not demonstrate that the inventors were trying to
create compositions with permanent positive charge higher than 50 mV, or that the
inventors would have faced difficulty doing so. Tr. 440 (“Q: Isn’t it possible that they
weren’t trying to achieve permanent positive charge values of greater than 50 millivolts?
A. That’s possible.”); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 754–56. The documents
merely demonstrate a well-known relationship between pH and zeta potential, which is
disclosed in the ‘721 patent. See e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 10:47–54 (“The zeta
potential is typically dependent on the pH of the aqueous medium.”); CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 754. They do not support Dr. Klein’s conclusion that the
disclosures of the ‘721 patent are limited to the specific examples she identified. See CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 755.
c.

Respondents’ Section 112 arguments regarding
the “chemical species” limitation

The asserted and DI claims each recite “a chemical species incorporated in the
colloidal silica abrasive particles internal to an outer surface thereof, wherein the
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chemical species is a nitrogen containing compound or a phosphorus containing
compound.” Independent claim 1 further recites that “the chemical species is not an
aminosilane or a phosphonium silane.” The ‘721 patent fully describes and enables these
limitations.
Respondents’ argument that this limitation is not disclosed or enabled relies on
respondents’ proposed claim construction, which erroneously imports a functional
requirement into the claims. According to respondents, the genus of nitrogen-containing
compounds and phosphorus-containing compounds is defined not by its chemical
compositions, but by its function; according to respondents, only those internal species
that alone “provide the claimed PPC” at the claimed levels qualify. See Resps. Br. at 97.
Respondents frame the written description and enablement inquiry this way to invoke
Federal Circuit precedent from the pharmaceutical industry, where patent claims
frequently encompass a genus of compounds defined and claimed based on their ability
to achieve a desired therapeutic effect. See, e.g., Idenix Pharm. LLC v. Gilead Scis. Inc.,
941 F.3d 1149, 1155 (Fed. Cir. 2019), cert. denied sub nom. Idenix Pharm. v. Gilead
Scis., Inc., No. 20-380, 2021 WL 161021 (U.S. Jan. 19, 2021) (analyzing claims directed
to “some set of compounds that are effective for treatment of HCV”); AbbVie
Deutschland GmbH & Co., KG v. Janssen Biotech, Inc., 759 F.3d 1285, 1292 (Fed. Cir.
2014) (“The claims … at issue in these appeals define the claimed antibodies by their
function … rather than by structure.”); Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1341 (“The claims are thus
genus claims, encompassing the use of all substances that achieve the desired result.”);
AbbVie, 759 F.3d at 1301 (“[f]unctionally defined genus claims can be inherently
vulnerable to invalidity challenge for lack of written description support”).
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Respondents rely on the incorrect premise that the asserted and DI claims
represent a functionally defined genus. See, e.g., Resps. Br. at 87, 105 (citing Idenix), 88,
108 (citing AbbVie). When properly construed, the asserted and DI claims define the
claimed compositions in terms of their structure, not their functionality. Whether or not a
colloidal silica abrasive particle includes internal nitrogen or phosphorous compounds is
a structural property. Likewise, the zeta potential and permanent positive charge of a
collection of particles in a CMP slurry is a physical property of the slurry. See, e.g., CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 821 (“Zeta potential is a standard parameter frequently
measured in the CMP industry.”). As such “[t]he claims in this case, not involving
functional claim language, do not present the fundamental difficulty presented by the
claims in virtually all of the precedents on which Defendants rely.” GlaxoSmithKline,
744 F.3d at 731.
i.

Whether the “chemical species” limitation
is sufficiently disclosed

As required under the law, the ‘721 patent’s disclosure of the “chemical species”
“details ‘relevant identifying characteristics’” such that members of the genus can be
distinguished from compounds outside the genus. Pfizer Inc. v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc.,
555 F. App’x 961, 968 (Fed. Cir. 2014). Specifically, description of a genus “requires
the disclosure of either a representative number of species falling within the scope of the
genus or structural features common to the members of the genus so that one of skill in
the art can ‘visualize or recognize’ the members of the genus.” Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1350.
Importantly, “the amount of disclosure necessary to satisfy the written-description
requirement ‘will necessarily vary depending on the context,’ considering such facts as
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‘the existing knowledge in the particular field’ … and ‘the predictability of the aspect at
issue.’” Ajinomoto Co. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 932 F.3d 1342, 1359 (Fed. Cir. 2019),
cert. denied sub nom. CJ CheilJedang Corp. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 141 S. Ct. 132, 207
L. Ed. 2d 1078 (2020) (quoting Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1351).
The ‘721 patent specification meets this standard at least because it provides
extensive disclosure of nitrogen- and phosphorous-containing compounds suitable for use
in the claimed invention. See, e.g., CDX-0007C.018 (CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at
Q/A 761; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 3:23–4:44). In this regard, the ‘721 patent explicitly
describes “relevant identifying characteristics” and “structural features” of nitrogen and
phosphorus-containing compounds, as required by the Federal Circuit, including specific
chemical formulas and names:
When the chemical species is a phosphorus-containing compound it
preferably includes a phosphine containing compound or phosphonium
containing compound. An ammonium compound may include
R1R2R3R4N+ and a phosphonium compound may include R1R2R3R4P3+,
where R1, R2, R3, and R4 represent independently hydrogen, C1-C6 alkyl, a
C7-C12 arylalkyl, or a C6-C10 aryl.
JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 3:27–36; Pfizer, 555 F. App’x at 968. A POSA would have
understood claims 1 and 26 to impose “commonsense bounds” on the internal chemical
species, consistent with these disclosures of positively charged species (R1R2R3R4N+ and
R1R2R3R4P3+) able to be incorporated in known colloidal silica abrasive particles (as
recited in the claims). See Dauskardt Tr. 631–632 (testifying with respect to the
aminosilane recited in Example 13 that “[t]here would be absolute commonsense
bounds” and that “you would use something that would be similar, that was similar to
those described and disclosed”).
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Moreover, as respondents’ expert Dr. Klein acknowledged during the evidentiary
hearing, the ‘721 patent provides numerous working examples (including examples 2, 6,
10, 13, and 15) demonstrating possession of CMP slurries with colloidal silica particles
having various internal nitrogen containing compounds. See, e.g., Tr. 455 (testifying that
Example 15 describes particles that “have internal EOPA”), 468 (testifying that Example
2 describes “nitrogen-containing catalyst that’s incorporated in the particle”); RX-1073C
(Klein WS) Q/A 174 (acknowledging that composition 10A is “described as having an
internally incorporated nitrogen species, specifically an aminosilane, and a permanent
positive charge”), 185 (“Example 6 shows TMAH containing particles”). Likewise, a
POSA would understand that the disclosed phosphorus containing compounds would
work as well. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 772 (the patent examples “further
demonstrate the ‘721 patent’s teachings that…phosphorous containing species can be
incorporate inside colloidal silica abrasive particles to achieve positive charge”); CX0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 37 (“the same methodologies” to incorporate an internal
chemical species “could be used for both nitrogen-and phosphorous-containing species”).
In sum, a POSA would readily have understood the inventors to be in possession of the
genus of nitrogen- or phosphorus-containing compounds to incorporate into colloidal
silica particles as claimed.
Further, the sufficiency of this disclosure of chemical species must be considered
from the perspective of a POSA in light of the existing knowledge in the field and “the
predictability of the aspect at issue.” See, e.g., Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1351. Respondents’
experts testified that the Stober process that is used to make these particles was well
understood and would have been expected to predictably incorporate nitrogen containing
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species into the particles. See, e.g., Tr. 506 (Dr. Raghavan testifying that “skilled artisans
would thus expect such Stober particles to incorporate some amount of the nitrogencontaining Stober catalyst based on the Stober reaction”); RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A
179 (“One of ordinary skill in the art would understand that the Stober process always
results in a particle that contains nitrogen”); see also Dauskardt Tr. 631–632 (testifying
with respect to the aminosilane recited in Example 13 that “[t]here would be absolute
commonsense bounds” and that “you would use something that would be similar, that
was similar to those described and disclosed”).
In view of these undisputed disclosures, respondents’ argument that the ‘721
patent does not “indicate which nitrogen or phosphorus containing species will provide a
colloidal silica particle or a CMP slurry with the claimed PPC of at least 13 or 15 mV” is
misguided. See Resps. Br. at 98. Respondents have not shown lack of written
description by clear and convincing evidence in view of this evidence. See Ajinomoto,
932 F.3d at 1361 (rejecting written description challenge where “a skilled artisan could
make relatively predictable changes” to practice the claimed invention); Hologic, Inc. v.
Smith & Nephew, Inc., 884 F.3d 1357, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (finding adequate written
description of “light guide” genus based on disclosure of single “fibre optics bundle”
species in predictable art).
Respondents argue that “[t]he ‘721 patent specification fails to show that the
alleged inventors enabled or possessed the full scope of claimed CMP slurries comprising
colloidal silica abrasive particles having incorporated therein.” See Resps. Br. at 97; see
also RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 198. This is not correct. While the testing the
applicants disclosed in the working examples used nitrogen-containing compounds, the
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specification elsewhere repeatedly discloses that phosphorus containing compounds
could be used as well. See, e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 3:29–36, 3:44–52, see also id.
at abstract, 2:21, 2:53, 14:60; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 772 (the patent
examples “further demonstrate the ‘721 patent’s teachings that…phosphorous containing
species can be incorporate inside colloidal silica abrasive particles to achieve positive
charge”), Q/A 789 (“the ‘721 Patent describes multiple particle fabrication techniques for
incorporating chemical species and multiple phosphorous containing species suitable for
use in the claimed invention, including from column 3, line 27 to column 4, line 37.... a
person of ordinary skill would have expected phosphorous compounds with similar
chemical structure to the exemplary nitrogen containing compounds in the ‘721 Patent’s
working examples to produce colloidal silica particles with similar characteristics.”); CX0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 37 (“the same methodologies” to incorporate an internal
chemical species “could be used for both nitrogen-and phosphorous-containing species”);
CX-0228C (Dysard RWS) at Q/A 32.
In any event, it is well settled that working examples of every species within the
claim scope are not required to satisfy the written description requirement. See, e.g.,
Falko-Gunter, 448 F.3d at 1366 (“A claim will not be invalidated on section 112 grounds
simply because the embodiments of the specification do not contain examples explicitly
covering the full scope of the claim language.”) (internal quotations omitted); Engel
Indus., Inc. v. Lockformer Co., 946 F.2d 1528, 1531 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“A patentee is not
required to disclose all possible examples and scenarios as such disclosure would be
boundless, and the pitfalls endless.”).
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ii.

Whether the “chemical species” limitation
is enabled

There is no dispute that the ‘721 patent enables the claimed structure of colloidal
silica abrasive particles with an internal “chemical species” under the correct claim
constructions, which as explained above, do not impose any unrecited functional
requirements on the claims, and do not require that the claimed threshold permanent
positive charge results solely from the internally incorporated chemical species (as
opposed to a combination of internal charge and external surface treatment), and which
(for claim 1) do not preclude the presence of aminosilane in the colloidal silica abrasive
particles in addition to the recited chemical species.
Where, as here, the claims recite a composition and do not require that the
composition to be made according to a particular method, “the enablement requirement is
met if the description enables any mode of making and using the invention.” Invitrogen,
Inc., 429 F.3d at 1071; see also Johns Hopkins Univ. v. CellPro, Inc., 152 F.3d 1342,
1361 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (“Hopkins is correct; CellPro can carry its burden only by showing
that all of the disclosed alternative modes are insufficient to enable the claims.”).
Respondents’ expert Dr. Klein admits that the ‘721 patent “not only describes multiple
different nitrogen-containing compounds, it also describes multiple methods for
incorporating those compounds into the particles.” Tr. 449, 450 (“[C]olumn 7 also
specifically describes a process for incorporating an alkali catalyst such as
ethylenediamine, TMAH, or EOPA into the colloidal silica particles.”), 450 (“[T]he
patent describes a process for incorporating an aminosilane into the outer shell of a
colloidal silica particle.”); see also RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 213 (recognizing that
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the ‘721 patent discloses “incorporating positively charged species in the particle by cogrowing the particle (as in Example 13)”). Another of respondents’ expert testified that a
POSA would “expect” the Stober process could incorporate internal chemical species. Tr.
506 (Raghavan testifying that “skilled artisans would thus expect such Stober particles to
incorporate some amount of the nitrogen-containing Stober catalysts based on the Stober
reaction”).
In short, it is undisputed that a POSA would have been able to fabricate colloidal
silica abrasive particles using a wide range of nitrogen and phosphorous containing
species using the numerous fabrication methods in the ‘721 patent. See CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 761–62; Tr. 644 (Dr. Dauskardt testifying “I could give this to
a member of my lab and say: Go make these particles with included EOPA, without
showing them anything else”); see also JX-0025 (File History) at 34 (“Applicants provide
multiple strategies for forming the colloidal silica abrasive particles having a positive
charge by incorporating a chemical species internal to an outer surface thereof.”). This is
more than sufficient to enable the claims. Invitrogen, Inc., 429 F.3d at 1071 (where
claims do not require the composition to be made according to a particular method, “the
enablement requirement is met if the description enables any mode of making and using
the invention”); see also Johns Hopkins Univ. v. CellPro, Inc., 152 F.3d 1342, 1361 (Fed.
Cir. 1998) (“Hopkins is correct; CellPro can carry its burden only by showing that all of
the disclosed alternative modes are insufficient to enable the claims.”).
iii.

The ‘721 patent specification

There is no dispute that the ‘721 patent describes and enables colloidal silica
abrasive particles having an internal chemical species that contributes to a permanent
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positive charge of 13 or 15 mV. Regarding written description, the patent describes
multiple methods of accomplishing this result. For example, Dr. Klein admits that the
‘721 patent “describes using surface treatment in combination with low levels of internal
nitrogen or internal charge to achieve the desired levels of permanent positive charge.”
Tr. 453, 454 (“[C]olloidal silica abrasive particles may advantageously achieve such high
charge levels using very low surface treatment levels of the aminosilane.”). Indeed, the
‘721 patent makes this explicit:
Positively charged colloidal silica abrasive particles may alternatively
be obtained via incorporating a positively charged chemical species
into the abrasive particles and then further bonding (via surface
treating) the same or a different chemical species to the particle
surface. … [T]he colloidal silica abrasive particles may include an
internal chemical species including a nitrogen-containing alkali catalyst
having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms (such as the aforementioned
ethylenediamine, TMAH, or EOPA). The abrasive particles may then
further be surface treated, for example, with an aminosilane compound.
JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 7:33–50 (emphases added); see also id. at 11:6–10 (“A
permanent positive charge may further result from a covalent interaction between the
particle and a positively charged species.”); see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
763; Staff Br. at 61 (“[The] specification makes clear that aminosilane is bonded with the
outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles as an adjunct or supplement to the
internally-incorporated chemical species, so that the overall charge of the particles
(reflecting the contributions of both the internally-incorporated chemical species and the
surface-bonded aminosilane) exceeds the 13 mV ‘permanent positive charge’
threshold.”). Dr. Klein also agreed that the ‘721 patent has working examples
demonstrating how to practice the claims using this method. See Tr. 455–456 (testifying
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that Example 15 describes particles with “internal EOPA and an external aminosilane
surface treatment” and permanent positive charge greater than 15 mV).
Regarding enablement, a POSA would have been able to use this expressly
disclosed method—surface treatment in combination with low levels of internal
nitrogen—to practice the asserted and DI claims with the claimed genus of nitrogen or
phosphorus containing compounds, without undue experimentation. See Tr. 763 (“I
could give this to a member of my lab and tell them to [create permanent covalent bonds
with the aminosilane and the surface] and I would have complete confidence that they
would be able to do it.”). Respondents’ experts do not persuasively dispute this point.
See, e.g., Tr. 456 (Dr. Klein acknowledging that the aminosilane surface treatment
described in Example 15 would be expected to provide permanent positive charge); RX1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 227 (acknowledging Example 13 provides “detail (e.g.,
amounts of reagents, addition rates, temperature, total time, etc.)”). 44
Respondents argument excludes any contribution of aminosilane surface
treatment to the threshold permanent positive charge, and requires the permanent positive
charge of at least 13 or 15 mV to result solely from the internal chemical species. See,
e.g., Resps. Br. at 98-99; RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 162, 166, 168, 200.
Yet, the ‘721 patent “has an incredibly detailed set of examples” and discloses
multiple ways of achieving permanent positive charge solely from internal chemical
species. See Dauskardt Tr. 625-626. For example, regarding claim 26, Dr. Klein admits
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As explained in a later section of this ID, Staff’s argument that sample 10C shows that
the invention did not work appears not to account for the fact that 10C was included as a
control—to demonstrate what is not the invention. See Section IV.D.3.e.ii (The Staff’s
Enablement Arguments), infra.
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that the ‘721 patent describes particles “having an internally incorporated nitrogen
species, specifically an aminosilane, and a permanent positive charge,” as demonstrated
by example composition 10A (which has a permanent positive charge of greater than 30
mV). See RX-1073C (Klein WS) Q/A 174; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 28:35–50; CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 742–45, 776.
There are also detailed instructions for fabricating the particles used in
composition 10A, including specific temperatures, amounts of chemical species, timing,
and sequence, which a POSA would have been able to follow to routinely prepare
particles practicing at least claim 26, having aminosilane bonded with the external
particle surface. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 761–62; CDX-0007C.019–20
(JX-0001 (‘721 Patent)); RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 213 (recognizing that the ‘721
patent discloses “incorporating positively charged species in the particle by co-growing
the particle (as in Example 13)”), Q/A 179 (“One of ordinary skill in the art would
understand that the Stober process always results in a particle that contains nitrogen.”),
Q/A 227 (acknowledging Example 13 provides “detail (e.g., amounts of reagents,
addition rates, temperature, total time, etc.)”). Thus, respondents cannot support their
argument that claim 26 is invalid under Section 112, even under their improper reading of
the claim. 45
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The same disclosures also describe and enable claim 1 as properly construed to allow
for aminosilane and other chemical species, as example 10A incorporates both EOPA and
aminosilane. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 762; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
4:59–65 (“It will be understood that the colloidal silica abrasive particles may include
two or more of the above described chemical species incorporated in the particles.”),
30:19–37 (Example 13 - “(EOPA) was added to the mixture … and 16.3 grams of 3aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS).”).
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Additionally, the ‘721 patent also describes working examples, including
Examples 2, 6, and 10 demonstrating compounds that provide levels of positive charge
solely from internal chemical species (TMAH, EOPA, and aminosilane). See JX-0001
(‘721 Patent) at 21:6–25 (showing measured zeta potentials between 8 to 18 mV for
particles with internally incorporated EOPA and TMAH), 24:44–60 (showing measured
zeta potential of up to 18 mV for particles with internally incorporated TMAH). A POSA
would have been guided by the ‘721 patent to adjust the concentration of internal
chemical species to achieve the claimed levels of permanent positive charge. See JX0001 (‘721 Patent) at 21:6–25 (demonstrating how increasing chemical species
concentration can increase zeta potential); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 764, 780.
These disclosures are more than sufficient. See, e.g., PPG Indus., 75 F.3d at 1564 (“[A]
considerable amount of experimentation is permissible … the specification in question
provides a reasonable amount of guidance with respect to the direction in which the
experimentation should proceed.”); Invitrogen, 429 F.3d at 1071 (“[T]he enablement
requirement is met if the description enables any mode of making and using the
invention.”).
Respondents’ expert Dr. Klein does not address these disclosures and instead
misinterprets a narrow subset of the ‘721 patent’s many examples. For example, Dr.
Klein places substantial emphasis on Example 2 to opine that “the fact that two of the
three species in Example 2 do not provide a zeta potential of even 13 or 15 mV shows
that the named inventors did not have possession of or had enabled the broad scope of
incorporated chemical species” and renders the limitation unpredictable. See e.g., RX1073C (Klein WS) at 185. That some compositions in Example 2 have zeta potential
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below 13 mV does not imply unpredictability or a lack of possession. To the contrary,
Example 2 demonstrates incorporation of three different nitrogen-containing species and
particle structures that respondents’ expert acknowledged would be expected to provide
permanent positive charge. See Tr. 452 (Dr. Klein testifying that compositions 2A and
2B “have EOPA,” 2C and 2D have “incorporated” TMAH, and 2E and 2F “have internal
ethylenediamine”), 469:24–470:19 (Dr. Klein acknowledging that the particles described
in Example 2 have “nothing to wash off” in the filtration procedure for measuring
permanent positive charge).
In any event, Dr. Klein’s opinion concerning whether Example 2 uses particles
with internal nitrogen is irrelevant, as she acknowledges that the ‘721 patent “describes
multiple methods for incorporating [nitrogen-containing] compounds into the particles.”
Tr. 449; see also Invitrogen, 429 F.3d at 1071 (“[T]he enablement requirement is met if
the description enables any mode of making and using the invention.”). On this point Dr.
Klein is correct. See, e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 5:42–44 (“[C]olloidal silica abrasive
particles having an internal chemical species may be fabricated, for example, via ….”),
28:13–50 (Example 10), 30:20–43 (Example 13); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A
762–64.
iv.

Respondents’ cited cases

Finally, respondents rely on a series of pharmaceutical cases to support their
written description and enablement arguments, including Wyeth & Cordis Corp. v. Abbott
Labs., 720 F.3d 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2013), and Idenix Pharm. LLC v. Gilead Scis. Inc., 941
F.3d 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2019). The claims in those cases are materially different from the
claims here. There, the claims recited a functionally defined genus encompassing “an
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effective amount” of a compound selected from a large genus of candidate compounds
for treating or preventing diseases. Wyeth, 720 F.3d at 1385 (claims require a POSA to
assess each compound for “immunosuppressive and antirestenotic effects”); Idenix, 941
F.3d at 1155 (“In combination with the requirement to administer an ‘effective amount,’
this claim language ‘limits the scope of the claims to the use of some set of compounds
that are effective for treatment of HCV.’”). In these cases, it was determined that the
patents did not have enough disclosure of how to select and identify such an “effective
amount” from among the compounds or how to determine an “effective” amount beyond
known methods of synthesis and screening. Wyeth, 720 F.3d at 1382, 1385–86; Idenix,
941 F.3d at 1155–57.
Unlike the claims in Wyeth and Idenix, the claims here are not defined by a
function to be achieved, but rather solely by their physical properties. The Federal
Circuit has already differentiated between the type of claims in the ‘721 patent and the
type in Idenix and Wyeth. For example, in GlaxoSmithKline LLC v. Banner Pharmacaps,
Inc., 744 F.3d 725 (Fed. Cir. 2014), the Court considered claims to a chemical compound
and its “solvates.” Id. at 727. In assessing the written description requirement, the Court
found that “the claim term ‘solvate’ refers to a molecular complex defined by structure
and by the process of creating it, not by what the molecule does.” Id. at 729. The Court
held that the patent’s description of a solvate as a “complex of dutasteride molecules and
solvent molecules” that is “created by…dissolving dutasteride (the solute) in a solvent”
provided a sufficient “description by structure and process of creation that matches the
claimed term.” Id. at 730. Accordingly, the Court held “[t]he claims in this case, not
involving functional claim language, do not present the fundamental difficulty presented
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by the claims in virtually all of the precedents on which Defendants rely” in which
functional claiming recites “the problem to be solved…while claiming all solutions to it.”
Id. at 731 (Fed. Cir. 2014).
GlaxoSmithKline is instructive here. As in that case, the claimed “colloidal silica
abrasive particles” incorporating a chemical species internal to the outer surface of the
particles is purely structural. As explained above, there is no dispute that the ‘721 patent
describes several ways of making that structure. See Tr. 449 (Dr. Klein testifying that the
‘721 patent “describes multiple methods for incorporating [nitrogen-containing]
compounds into the particles”); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) Q/A 761. This is not a
case of functional claiming that “cover[s] any compound later actually invented and
determined to fall within the claim’s functional boundaries.” GlaxoSmithKline, 744 F.3d
at 731. “The claim term and its corresponding description, however broad, identify
certain structures produced by certain processes. [The Federal Circuit has] not required
more for an adequate written description that matches claim scope.” Id.
Even under respondents’ interpretation of the “chemical species” limitation as
requiring the function of contributing to the permanent positive charge of the particles,
the claims and disclosures of the ‘721 patent are materially different from those in Wyeth
and Idenix. 46 As the Federal Circuit recently explained, “[w]hat emerges from our case
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AbbVie, 759 F.3d, also addresses different facts. In that case, “[t]he asserted claims
attempt to claim every fully human IL–12 antibody that would achieve a desired result,
i.e., high binding affinity and neutralizing activity, and cover an antibody as different as
Stelara, whereas the patents do not describe representative examples to support the full
scope of the claims.” Id. at 1301. The Court focused on the functional requirements of
the claims, stating “[f]unctionally defined genus claims can be inherently vulnerable to
invalidity challenge for lack of written description support, especially in technology
fields that are highly unpredictable, where it is difficult to establish a correlation between
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law is that the enablement inquiry for claims that include functional requirements can be
particularly focused on the breadth of those requirements.” Amgen, 2020-1074, 2021 WL
501114, at *4. In Amgen, each claim was “defined, not by structure, but by meeting
functional limitations,” and the claims were “far broader in functional diversity than the
disclosed examples.” Id. at *5. For example, the claims at issue recited antibodies that
bind to one or more of fifteen amino acids (i.e., “residues”), and none of the examples in
the specification could bind to three of the claimed residues. Id. at *1, *5 n.1. The
Federal Circuit affirmed the district court’s enablement finding given “the use of broad
functional claim limitations[, which] raises the bar for enablement.” Id. Wyeth and
Idenix, like Amgen, involved claims with extensive functional breadth, encompassing
compounds that achieved desired therapeutic effects in distinct ways. See id.; Wyeth, 720
F.3d at 1385 (“[E]ven minor alterations to the sirolimus molecule could impact its
immunosuppressive and antirestenotic properties.”); Idenix, 941 F.3d at 1158–59
(rejecting patentee’s “attempts to narrow the claim to only those nucleosides that would
inhibit the NS5B polymerase”).
Yet, even under respondents’ interpretation, the function at issue is only that a
positively charged chemical species will increase the positive charge of a particle. A
POSA reading the ‘721 patent would have clearly recognized that the inventors had
possession of and enabled the full scope of this function. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 740 (“[O]ne of skill in the art would have understood that increasing the

structure and function for the whole genus or to predict what would be covered by the
functionally claimed genus. Id. As explained above, there is a clear correlation between
structure and the level of permanent positive charge, as described in the specification, as
well as a routine method of testing it.
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concentration of the positively charged species in the particle could lead to increased zeta
potential and permanent positive charge.”), 783 (“[A POSA] would be able to fabricate
particles incorporating a wide range of positively charged nitrogen or phosphorous
containing chemical species using the methods described in the ‘721 Patent.”). Unlike
Idenix, Wyeth and Amgen, where the accused articles were not described in the patent, the
Accused and DI Products have an internal chemical species that does contribute to
permanent positive charge, in structures that are nearly identical to those described in the
patent. See, e.g., CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 728; CDX-0007C.015 (JX-0001
(‘721 Patent); JX-0213C (Optiplane)); see also Wyeth, 720 F.3d at 1385 (specification
disclosed functional effect of a single species).
v.

Dependent claims 11, 13, 14, 35 and 36

Respondents do not raise any of the written description or enablement arguments
discussed above beyond those raised for the independent claims. In fact, claims 14 and
36 further limit the claims to exactly three chemical species disclosed repeatedly in the
patent specification—TMAH, EOPA, or ethylenediamine—that render respondents’
written description and enablement arguments impossible to maintain against those
claims. These three chemical species are each “amine compound[s]” as recited in claim
11, and each of which include “from 1 to 6 carbon atoms” as recited in dependent claims
13 and 35. Thus, claims 11, 13, 14 and 35 also have additional specific claim scope that
respondents’ written description and enablement arguments cannot possibly reach.
In this regard, as respondents’ expert Dr. Klein acknowledges, TMAH, EOPA,
and ethylenediamine are described “as a source of internal nitrogen … [i]n a number of
places throughout the patent.” Tr. 448. Dr. Klein also acknowledged that the ‘721 patent
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“specifically describes a process for incorporating an alkali catalyst such as
ethylenediamine, TMAH, or EOPA into the colloidal silica particles.” Tr. 450; see also
RX-1073C (Klein WS) Q/A 70. As explained above, Dr. Klein acknowledges that
Example 2 of the ‘721 patent describes working embodiments incorporating TMAH,
EOPA, and ethylenediamine, respectively. See Tr. 452 (Dr. Klein testifying that
compositions 2A and 2B “have EOPA,” 2C and 2D have “incorporated” TMAH, and 2E
and 2F “have internal ethylenediamine”). Dr. Klein also acknowledged that the particles
in Example 2 have a structure that would be expected to provide permanent positive
charge. See Tr. 469–470 (testifying that the particles described in Example 2 have
“nothing to wash off” when subjected to the three-step filtration process of the ‘721
patent used to determine permanent positive charge).
Dr. Klein testified that her enablement and written description positions are based
on the fact that two of the species—EOPA and ethylenediamine—”don’t have enough
charge to satisfy the threshold in the claim.” See Tr. 452–453. This position is based
solely on respondents’ incorrect claim construction requiring that all of the permanent
positive charge come from inside the particle. As Dr. Klein acknowledged, “the patent
specification explicitly describes embodiments that have a low level of internal chemical
species … [and] using surface treatment in combination with low levels of internal
nitrogen or internal charge to achieve the desired levels of permanent positive charge,”
Tr. 453:1–25 (describing JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 7:44–64):
For example, in one embodiment the colloidal silica abrasive particles
may include an internal chemical species including a nitrogen-containing
alkali catalyst having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms (such as the
aforementioned ethylenediamine, TMAH, or EOPA). . . . In embodiments
in which the colloidal silica abrasive particles include an internal nitrogen250

containing alkali catalyst having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms and are further
surface treated with an aminosilane compound, the colloidal silica
abrasive particles may include a low level of the internal chemical species,
for example, less than 0.20 mmol/g of nitrogen. In such embodiments the
zeta potential of the particles prior to the surface treatment may be less
than 15 mV (e.g., less than 13 mV or less than 10 mV) at a pH of 4.
JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 7:44–64; see also Tr. 454 (Dr. Klein testifying “that’s talking
about embodiments having one of those three internal nitrogen species and having some
external surface treatment of aminosilane.”).
Moreover, Dr. Klein acknowledged that Example 15 describes embodiments
having internal EOPA and external aminosilane treatment which would be expected to
provide permanent positive charge above 13 or 15 mV. See Tr. 455 (“[P]olishing
compositions 15D, 15E, 15F, and 15G … all have internal EOPA and an external
aminosilane surface treatment.”), 456 (“[T]hose zeta potential values would not decrease
significantly if you were to put them through that washing step.”). The aminosilane
surface treatments described throughout the ‘721 patent and demonstrated in Example 15
could be “used on particles with all three species described in claims 14 and 36.” Tr.
764. Indeed, Dr. Klein did not consider Example 15 in forming her opinions on written
description and enablement of claims 14 and 36. See Tr. 470–471 (acknowledging lack
of consideration of Example 15 in Dr. Klein’s single witness statement Q/A addressing
written description and enablement of claims 14 and 36).
Even under respondents’ incorrect claim construction, the ‘721 patent discloses
that TMAH, EOPA, or ethylenediamine could be incorporated internally, and that the
amounts of TMAH, EOPA, or ethylenediamine could be increased to achieve desired
levels of permanent positive charge. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 762–64.
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Dr. Klein does not materially dispute these disclosures, and respondents have not shown
a lack of written description and enablement by clear and convincing evidence.
d.

Respondents’ argument regarding the
“aminosilane” element of Claim 26

Claim 26 recites “wherein an aminosilane compound is bonded with the outer
surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles.” Respondents argue that “[r]egardless of
the construction, the ‘aminosilane’ limitation does not find 112 support in the ‘721
patent.” See Resps. Br. at 111. Respondents’ own expert, however, disagrees. Dr.
Raghavan testified that “the art taught Skilled Artisans to make and use colloidal silica
abrasive particles having an aminosilane compound is [sic] bonded with an outer surface
of the colloidal silica abrasive particles.” See RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 546.
Respondents’ own expert testimony undermines respondents’ arguments.
i.

Whether the “aminosilane” element is
sufficiently disclosed

The ‘721 patent provides extensive disclosure of an aminosilane compound
bonded with the outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive particles as in claim 26. For
example, the ‘721 patent describes how “permanent positive charge may further result
from a covalent interaction between the particle and a positively charged species.” See
JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 11:8–13; see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 799.
The ‘721 patent also describes numerous “suitable aminosilanes,” JX-0001 (‘721 Patent)
at 4:11–44; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 806, and a POSA would have
understood which aminosilanes could be used to bond with silica particles. See Tr. 756–
757 (testifying that “it would certainly be a limited scope of aminosilanes that would be
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chosen” and that “one of ordinary skill in the art have understood that at the time of this
patent”).
Moreover, there is no dispute that aminosilane chemistry was well understood in
the art. See Tr. 757 (testifying that the area of aminosilane bonding was “very well
understood”); RX-1073C (Klein WS) at Q/A 217 (describing “well-known condensation
reaction of an Si-hydroxy and/or Si-alkoxy group with the hydroxy group on the surface
of the colloidal silica.”); see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 806; see also CX0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A799- 800 (explaining various examples in the ‘721 patent
that incorporated aminosilane as in claim 26).
Additionally, there is no dispute that Example 15 provides a working example of
CMP compositions with aminosilane bonded with the outer surface of the colloidal silica
abrasive particles. See Tr. 456 (“[T]he aminosilane surface treatment on those particles is
chemically bonded); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) Q/A 800. Example 15 also
demonstrates the inventors were in possession of dependent claim 37, which recites that
“the aminosilane compound is bonded with less than 4% of silanol groups on the outer
surface of the colloidal silica particles.” See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 807.
For example, the ‘721 patent describes compositions 15D–G with four different surface
treatment levels: 1%, 1.5%, 2%, and 4%. JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 32:65–66, 33:28–31
(Table 15A). Additionally, a POSA would have been able to determine aminosilane
surface coverage of colloidal silica particles fabricated according to Example 13 with
reasonable certainty and would have understood Example 13 to support this claim. See
CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 807.
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Nonetheless, despite their own experts acknowledging that bonding aminosilane
with colloidal silica abrasive particles was known in the art (RX-1073C (Klein WS) at
Q/A 217), respondents argue that the terms “aminosilane” and “phosphonium silane”
encompass “compounds having Si substituted with groups such as alkyls or aryls” and
that the ‘721 patent does not convey possession of bonding these particular types of
aminosilanes to silica particles. See Resps. Br. at 112. However, respondents have not
provided evidence that a POSA would actually have considered trying to bond such
aminosilanes with colloidal silica particles. See Application of Smythe, 480 F.2d at 1385
(reversing invalidity finding based on examples that “would be predictably inoperative in
the invention and thus would never be selected by one skilled in the art”). As explained
above, the ‘721 patent describes what the suitable aminosilane compounds are. See CX0229C Q/A 806 (“While alkoxy silane may be the most common type of organosilane
compounds, a person of ordinary skill in the art certainly would have been aware of other
organosilane compounds with hydrolysable group that can also provide the same
function. Afterall, silane chemistry is well understood in the art.”). Given the well
understood nature of bonding aminosilane with silica particles, a POSA would have
known that some aminosilanes have “features that just would not be – would not be
appropriate.” See Tr. 756–757; CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 806.
ii.

Whether the ‘721 Patent enables the
“aminosilane” element

There is no dispute that the ‘721 patent enables bonding aminosilane to the outer
surface of colloidal silica abrasive particles, as both parties’ experts agree that performing
such bonding was well understood at the time of the ‘721 patent. See Dauskardt Tr. 757
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(testifying that the area of aminosilane bonding was “very well understood”); RX-1073C
(Klein WS) at Q/A 217 (describing “well-known condensation reaction of an Si-hydroxy
and/or Si-alkoxy group with the hydroxy group on the surface of the colloidal silica.”);
see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 806. Rather, respondents argue that the
aminosilane elements are not enabled “to the extent construed to encompass slurries
comprising

” See RX-1073C (Klein

WS) at Q/A 213.
According to Dr. Klein, the ‘721 patent does not provide sufficient “direction or
guidance or working examples to enable making the claimed colloidal silica particles,
having both internal and external aminosilane

].” Id. at Q/A 215.

Dr. Klein is incorrect. For example, Example 13 and composition 10A provide detailed
guidance for practicing the claims using particles with both internal and external
aminosilane. See Dauskardt Tr. 644 (“I could give this to a member of my lab and say:
Go make these particles with included EOPA, without showing them anything else”); JX0001 (‘721 Patent) at 28:13–50 (Example 10), 30:20–43 (Example 13), 4:59–65 (“It will
be understood that the colloidal silica abrasive particles may include two or more of the
above described chemical species incorporated in the particles.”); CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 742–45, 762, 776. Moreover, as Dr. Grumbine testified,
described in Example 13. See CX0006C (Dauskardt WS) at Q/A 537–44; CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) Q/A 30.
Further, respondents’ arguments are irrelevant because claim 26 does not require
colloidal silica particles having both internal and external aminosilane
. Claim 26 is met with any internal nitrogen or phosphorous containing compound
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combined with surface bonded aminosilane. JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 41:49–62. As
explained above, Dr. Klein admits that the ‘721 patent describes methods for fabricating
particles incorporating internal nitrogen containing compounds, including EOPA,
. See e.g., Tr. 449–450 (Dr. Klein
testifying that the ‘721 patent specifically describes a process for incorporating an alkali
catalyst such as … EOPA).
It is also not disputed that the ‘721 patent provides guidance and working
examples using surface bonded aminosilane to achieve desired levels of permanent
positive charge. See e.g., Tr. 456 (acknowledging that the aminosilane surface treatment
described in Example 15 would be expected to provide permanent positive charge); 763
(Dauskardt testifying a POSA could easily replicate examples); JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
4:11–44, 7:33–37, 11:8–14, 11:45–48, 18:23–27, 28:12–53 (Example 10), 32:36–33:35
(Example 15); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 799–800, 806. Indeed, even
disregarding the ‘721 patent’s clear disclosures regarding the combination of internal and
external aminosilane, the patent describes multiple methods for fabricating particles that
practice claim 26. See Invitrogen, 429 F.3d at 1071 (“[T]he enablement requirement is
met if the description enables any mode of making and using the invention.”); McRO,
959 F.3d at 1100 (“Section 112 requires enablement of ‘only the claimed invention’”);
Vasudevan, 782 F.3d at 684 (“Title 35 does not require that a patent disclosure enable
one of ordinary skill in the art to make and use a perfected, commercially viable
embodiment.”).
For at least the reasons explained above with regard to claim 26, the ‘721 patent
also fully enables dependent claim 37, which depends directly from claim 26 and adds
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the limitation that “the aminosilane compound is bonded with less than 4% of silanol
groups on the outer surface of the colloidal silica particles.” See CX-0229C (Dauskardt
RWS) at Q/A 807. The additional limitation of claim 37 is also enabled by the ‘721
patent specification, which describes preparing surface treated colloidal silica particles
“by adding varying amounts of 1% APTMS to water [wherein] the amount of APTMS
was calculated as a percentage of the number of silanols on the surface of 525 g of the
precursor particle (105 g SiO2, 110 m2/g BET surface area), assuming 4.5 SiOH/nm2.”
JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 32:57–65; see also CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 807.
In view of the above a POSA would have been able to practice the “aminosilane”
limitation in every claim in which it appears without undue experimentation.
Accordingly, respondents have not shown a lack of enablement by clear and
convincing evidence.
e.

The Staff’s Section 112 Arguments Under the
Preamble

The Staff’s arguments under Section 112 differ from respondents’ arguments, and
flow directly from the Staff’s construction of the claim preamble, addressed in the claim
construction section of this ID. See Section IV.A.4 (“A chemical mechanical polishing
composition comprising”), supra.
i.

The Staff’s Written Description
Arguments

The Full Range of “Chemical Species” - Claims 1 and 26
The Staff concludes that the “chemical species” limitation lacks adequate written
description because the ‘721 patent allegedly does not describe the “full range” of
chemical species that “achiev[es] the claimed permanent positive charge values and/or
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CMP performance.” See Staff Br. at 102. The core of the Staff’s argument is that the
‘721 patent does not indicate a “clear pattern correlating” the level of internal chemical
species to the level of “zeta potential” of the particle or the level of “removal rate” of the
resulting CMP slurry. See Staff Br. at 104. This argument is not supported.
First, the Staff’s arguments distance the written description inquiry from the
claims. The Staff’s “dual functional requirements” are not limitations in claims 1 or 26.
Nor are the concepts of “CMP performance,” “level[s]” of internal chemical species,
“removal rate,” or their alleged “correlat[ions].” Moreover, the claimed “permanent
positive charge” is no more a functional requirement than weight, length, thickness, or
any other property of a material. See Section IV.D.3.c (Respondents’ Section 112
arguments regarding the “chemical species” limitation), supra. In short, the Staff argues
that a written description should detail descriptions of unclaimed “levels” of chemical
species, unnamed additives, removal rates, and performance that would be “desired” in
various polishing applications. See Staff Br. at 103. None of this is a requirement of the
claim, and therefore not required by Section 112. Amgen, 314 F.3d at 1333 (“Under our
precedent the patentee need only describe the invention as claimed….”).
Second, under the Staff’s interpretation of the claims, the evidence shows that any
incorporation of internal “chemical species” has a predictable correlation to increased
zeta potential and CMP performance. This is disclosed in the ‘721 patent (see JX-0001
(‘721 Patent) at 11:6–8 (“A permanent positive charge may be the result of incorporating
the positive charged species in the particle.”)) and by both private parties’ technical
experts. For example, respondents’ expert Dr. Raghavan opines that a POSA would
recognize that internal chemical species “have positive zeta potentials known to be useful
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for CMP applications.” RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 545; see also id. at Q/A 562
(summarizing the benefits of “[h]igher zeta potential” and concluding “[i]n view of at
least these teachings, a POSA would have been motivated, with a reasonable expectation
of success, to undertake experiments and/or otherwise determine the optimum or
workable nitrogen content of a colloidal silica abrasive particle…”). CMC’s expert Dr.
Dauskardt explained that the same correlation is reflected in Example 2 of the ‘721
patent—which “was really to show that the inventors were able to put nitrogen into the
particles and that that correlated with higher removal rates.” See Dauskardt Tr. 727, 761
(even “low level” of chemical species leads to a zeta potential of “5 or 10” mV).
In this regard, the Staff lacks support for its argument that the ‘721 patent does
not describe “significant portions” of the “structurally-diverse” and “broad genus” of
internal chemical species. See Staff Br. at 109. The inventors identified suitable internal
chemical species by common chemical formulas and well-known chemical names,
including “amine containing compound[s],” “ammonium containing compound[s],”
“phosphine containing compound[s],” or “phosphonium containing compound[s].” See
JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 3:23–37. A POSA would have recognized the essential
structural features of those types of compounds, and would have understood the
“common sense” bounds pointing to “something that would be similar, that was similar to
those described and disclosed.” See Dauskardt Tr. 631–632 (discussing aminosilane
chemical species in Example 13).
Each of the disclosed species is structurally similar, having positive charge
(positively charged chemical formulas) and the ability to incorporate internal to a
colloidal silica abrasive particle, and thus increasing zeta potential. See JX-0001 (‘721
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Patent) at 4:42–7:55 (describing several known methods that could be used to incorporate
all of the described chemical species); CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 789
(testifying that a POSA would have expected “compounds with similar chemical
structure to the exemplary nitrogen containing compounds in the ‘721 Patent’s working
examples to produce colloidal silica particles with similar characteristics”). Such
relevant identifying characteristics provide sufficient written description to a POSA. See
GlaxoSmithKline, 744 F.3d at 731 (“The claim term and its corresponding description,
however broad, identify certain structures produced by certain processes. We have not
required more for an adequate written description that matches claim scope.”).
Third, the case law cited by the Staff highlights the sufficiency of the ‘721 patent
disclosures. See Staff Br. at 109 (citing AbbVie, Synthes, and Boston Scientific). Those
cases each involved accused products that fell within the scope of the asserted claims but
were structurally different from anything disclosed in the patent, making it unclear
whether the inventors possessed the invention reflected in the accused products. 47 See,
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The Staff’s argument that “there is no legal basis for applying distinct legal standards
to different statutory classes of patented subject matter” is not persuasive. See Staff Br.
at 131. The Federal Circuit has recognized that functionally defined claims “pose
high[er] hurdles in fulfilling the enablement requirement,” Amgen Inc. v. Sanofi,
Aventisub LLC, No. 2020-1074, 2021 WL 501114, at *4 (Fed. Cir. Feb. 11, 2021), than
structurally defined claims. GlaxoSmithKline, 744 F.3d at 731. The pharmaceutical
cases cited by Staff involved claims with broad functional scope, which were invalidated
on that basis. See Enzo Life Scis., Inc. v. Roche Molecular Sys., Inc., 928 F.3d 1340,
1346 (Fed. Cir. 2019), cert. denied, 140 S. Ct. 2634, 206 L. Ed. 2d 513 (2020) (“[T]he
asserted claims here require not just a particular structure, but a particular functionality”);
Promega Corp. v. Life Techs. Corp., 773 F.3d 1338, 1343 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (finding claim
reciting “loci which can be co-amplified” non-enabled where “[t]here [was] no genuine
dispute that identifying STR loci multiplexes that will successfully co-amplify is a
complex and unpredictable challenge”); In re Vaeck, 947 F.2d 488, 490, 95 (Fed. Cir.
1991) (finding claims to a “gene capable of being expressed in Cyanobacteria cells” nonenabled); In re Sichert, 566 F.2d 1154, 1162 (C.C.P.A. 1977) (finding claims non260

e.g., AbbVie, 759 F.3d at 1299–1301 (finding that the accused product fell within scope
of functional claims but was not disclosed in specification and patent holder’s expert
conceded that the patents “do not disclose structural features common to the members of
the claimed genus”); Synthes USA, LLC v. Spinal Kinetics, Inc., 734 F.3d 1332, 1342–43
(Fed. Cir. 2013) (finding that accused spinal prosthetic product was structurally different
from any of the configurations disclosed in the specification); Boston Scientific Corp. v.
Johnson & Johnson, 647 F.3d 1353, 1363–1364 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (claim covered species
used in the accused product but specification contained “virtually no information” about
that species and contained no “structure, formula, [or] chemical name” describing the
genus). 48
Those issues do not apply here. Respondents’ Accused Products use the same
internal chemical species (EOPA) described in multiple examples of the ‘721 patent, and
are coupled with aminosilane surface treatment—again, just as in the patent examples.

enabled where “there [was] no evidence showing that one skilled in the art would know
what ingredients … would favorably affect cellular respiration.”).
48

The Staff’s brief cites other cases. See, e.g., Staff Br. at 98-101 (table of cases). These
cases are distinguishable for the same reasons. See, e.g., Idenix, 941 F.3d at 1155 (claims
directed to method for treatment of hepatitis C covered the accused product, even though
that structure was not disclosed or enabled in the specification); Wyeth, 720 F.3d at 1383
(claims directed to method for treating restenosis covered accused product, even though
structure was not disclosed or enabled by the specification); Centocor Ortho Biotech v.
Abbott Labs., 636 F.3d 1341, 1349–50 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (accused product was “fully
human antibody” but the specification contained very little description of such an
antibody); Novozymes A/S v. DuPont Nutrition Biosciences APS, 723 F.3d 1336, 1341
(Fed. Cir. 2013) (after learning of accused product, patentee filed continuation
application with claims directed specifically to it, but specification “never presented [the
claimed sequence] in any particular embodiment and did not highlight the [claimed
sequence] among the other disclosed options”); Promega, 773 F.3d at 1348–49 (patentee
argued for purposes of infringement that “any and all co-amplifying loci combinations …
are encompassed by the claims …”).
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See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 728 (Examples 2, 13, and 15 have the same
chemical species as the Accused Products and examples 13 and 15 have aminosilane
surface treatment). Indeed, the Staff did not present evidence of any actual composition
with a structurally distinct chemical species that falls within the claim but is not described
in the ‘721 patent, which would address the core concern of the written description
requirement. Amgen, 314 F.3d at 1330 (“The purpose of the written description
requirement is to prevent an applicant from later asserting that he invented that which he
did not”).
The only species the Staff questions are those containing phosphorous because
they are not disclosed in the working examples. See Staff Br. at 126. The only evidence
on this point shows that phosphorous species would work because they have common
structural features with those species used in the examples, including positive charge and
the ability to incorporate in the claimed particles. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at
Q/A 772 (the patent examples “further demonstrate the ‘721 patent’s teachings
that…phosphorous containing species can be incorporate inside colloidal silica abrasive
particles to achieve positive charge”); CX-0227C (Grumbine RWS) at Q/A 37 (“the same
methodologies” to incorporate an internal chemical species “could be used for both
nitrogen-and phosphorous-containing species”); see also Falko-Gunter, 448 F.3d 1357,
1366 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“[I]t is clear that the absence of examples involving poxviruses in
the Inglis applications does not render the written description inadequate.”).
Finally, the Staff’s argument that the ‘721 patent lacks a “clear correlation
between internal nitrogen levels, zeta potential, and CMP removal rates” (Staff Br. at
106, 109) appears to be based on a misunderstanding of the patent examples. With
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respect to Example 2, the Staff compares nitrogen levels, zeta potential, and CMP
removal rates across different slurries with different formulations. See Dauskardt Tr. 729
(“And, again, this is a very different slurry. It’s high concentration of colloidal
silica…different conductivity. Much bigger particle size, almost three times the size. So
it’s just a very different slurry.”).
The Staff also argues that the “highest” and “lowest” internal nitrogen levels do
not track with higher and lower zeta potentials. See Staff Br. at 105. The Staff again
cites numbers across different compositions with different internal chemical species. Id.
(comparing composition 2B, made from EOPA, and 2C, made from TMAH). Yet, when
addressing compositions made with the same chemical species, the specification shows a
clear correlation between nitrogen concentration and zeta potential. See CDX-0007C.022
(CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 764; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 20:48–53, Table 2
(trend of increased nitrogen levels and zeta potential shown within compositions 2A and
2B, made from EOPA, and compositions 2C and 2D, made from TMAH)).
Likewise, the Staff misinterprets Example 6, and finds significance in the
different compositions having different zeta potentials and different removal rates. See
Staff Br. at 105-06. The purpose of Example 6 is to show the impact of a different
feature—conductivity—a characteristic of a CMP composition separately recited in a
dependent claim. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) 24:62–67 (“As is apparent from the results
set forth in Table 6B, high TEOS removal rates were obtained for polishing compositions
having a low electrical conductivity…”); claim 17 (reciting conductivity below a certain
threshold). Given the guidance in the ‘721 patent, a POSA would have understood the
compositions in Example 6 to teach how to practice claim 17, not that claims 1 and 26 are
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unpredictable. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 779–80 (testifying that a POSA
would not have understood Example 6 to show “purported ‘unpredictable variability’”).
The Staff also relies on “Control 1” and “Control 2” in Example 2 (non-inventive
comparators) as causing confusion because they have high zeta potentials but low
removal rates (Control 2) or high removal rates and low nitrogen levels (Control 1), and
Control 10C in Example 10 as showing that “external surface treatment is not guaranteed
to yield particles having ‘permanent positive charge’ values” in the claimed range. See
Staff Br. at 105 (Control 2), 107-08 (Control 10C); Dauskardt Tr. 728 (Control 1). One
of ordinary skill, however, would reach a different conclusion. Controls 1 and 2 are
identified as non-inventive because they are similar to problematic prior art compositions
from which the ‘721 patent expressly teaches away. See JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 20:65–
21:2 and 5:10–16 (Compositions like Control 2 have surface treatment, but not internal
charge, result in “abrasive” particles that “may not always have some of the same
desirable properties as untreated silica abrasive.”); 20:64 and 15:26–32 (Control 1 is
Semisperse 25—a traditional alkaline slurry with high weight percent); see also
Dauskardt Tr. 729 (“And, again, [Control 1] is a very different slurry.”).
Likewise, Control 10C “was actually included to show that, if you only surface
associate and not strongly associate a base catalyst, the TBAH, then, in fact you don’t
have a charge that’s permanent. So it was put there to demonstrate exactly what is not a
permanent positive charge.” Dauskardt Tr. 764; see also JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 28:53–
56 (describing 10C as having a “positive charge” that was “not permanent”), 33:3–4
(describing TBAH as “surface associated”). There is no dispute that POSAs understand
the difference between TBAH association in Control 10C and the claimed permanent
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aminosilane bonding. Dauskardt Tr. 757 (“the area of aminosilane bonding” is “[v]ery
well understood”), 762–763 (testifying that there would be “complete confidence” that a
POSA could replicate the covalent aminosilane bonding in the patent); RX-1076
(Raghavan WS) at Q/A 546 (“Skilled Artisans” would understand that “having an
aminosilane compound” “bonded with an outer surface of the colloidal silica abrasive
particles” “exhibit a more positive zeta potential”).
The Full Range of “Chemical Species” - Claims 11, 13, 14, 35, 36
As discussed above, dependent claims 11, 13, 14, 35, and 36 significantly limit
the “chemical species” to certain nitrogen-containing species fully represented by the
examples in the specification. See Section IV.D.3.c.v (Dependent claims 11, 13, 14, 35
and 36), supra. The Staff acknowledges that claims 14 and 36 “narrowly restrict the
recited ‘chemical species’ to only three possible nitrogen-containing catalysts.” See Staff
Br. at 110. Nonetheless, the Staff argues that all of claims 11, 13, 14, 35, and 36 lack
adequate written description because (a) “Table 2 illustrates the inventors’ failure to
prepare a polishing composition containing internally-incorporated ethylenediamine
having the recited ‘permanent positive charge’ values”; and (b) citing control Example
10C, “Table 10 shows that external surface treatment does not reliably result in a
‘permanent positive charge’ exceeding the minimum 13 mV/15mV cutoff values.” See
Staff Br. at 110. As explained at the hearing, these conclusions appear to be based on a
misinterpretation of Tables 2 and 10.
Regarding the first point, as discussed above, the ‘721 patent discloses achieving
permanent positive charge greater than 15 mV with each of the particles in Table 2,
including ethylenediamine. See CX-0229C (Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 763 (explaining
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that Table 2 shows the zeta potential of particles with an internal species, but without a
surface treatment). For example, as Dr. Dauskardt explained, Table 2 has to be read in
conjunction with Examples 13 and 15. In Examples 13 and 15, an aminosilane surface
treatment was added to finish the particles and so “with the internal charge and the
surface treatment, the inventors clearly showed that you could easily achieve the
permanent positive charge values.” Tr. 760. As Dr. Dauskardt confirmed, the disclosed
aminosilane surface treatment, could “absolutely” be used for all three species recited in
Table 2 and claims 14 and 36. Dauskardt Tr. 759–760, 764; see also CX-0229C
(Dauskardt RWS) at Q/A 763 (“Returning to ethylenediamine, for example, a person of
ordinary skill would have understood that particles incorporating internal
ethylenediamine could be further surface treated to achieve desired levels of permanent
positive charge.”).
Regarding the Staff’s second point, as explained above, Control 10C does not
convey unpredictability of “external surface treatment”—it actually conveys
predictability because it uses a non-permanent surface treatment (TBAH) as a comparator
to the invention and “was put there to demonstrate exactly what is not a permanent
positive charge.” Dauskardt Tr. 764; JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 28:24–25 (composition
10C included TBAH “associated with the particle surface” not bonded).
By contrast, there is no dispute that the ‘721 patent discloses inventive examples
using permanent surface treatment (covalently-bound aminosilane). See JX-0001 (‘721
Patent) at 11:8–9 (“A permanent positive charge may further result from a covalent
interaction between the particle and a positively charged species…”), 11:45–48
(“Components that…are strongly associated (e.g., covalently bonded) with the particle
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surface remain with the particle…”), 28:50–52 (aminosilane surface treatment leads to
“permanent positive charge); Dauskardt Tr. 732 (covalent bonding can be “done with
precision” if “you’re following a standard surface procedure that’s intended to bond a
silane coupling agent like an aminosilane to the surface of the particles”), 757 (a POSA
would know with “certainty” the procedures to follow to make covalent bonds
permanent), 762–763 (Example 15 “[a]bsolutely” describes a procedure for creating
“permanent covalent bonds” and a POSA could replicate the procedure without
problems); Raghavan Tr. at 541 (“chemistry of binding an aminosilane to hydroxyl
groups on a silica surface is one point, very well-known…it is well known that when you
have a covalent bond, it is not going to break”).
Merck Sharp, cited by the Staff, is not relevant to these facts. See Staff Br. at 113
(citing Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. v. Microspherix LLC 814 F. App’x 575, 580 (Fed.
Cir. 2020)). In Merck Sharp, the court concluded that prior art was not entitled to the
benefit of the filing date of its provisional application because one of the claimed options
was “absent from the provisional.” By contrast, the ‘721 patent expressly discloses the
use of ethylenediamine and the use of aminosilane surface treatment to provide a
permanent positive charge greater than 15 mV. See, e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 7:43–
64). That is more than sufficient to show the inventors possessed what is claimed. See
Endo Pharm. Inc. v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 731 F. App’x 962, 973 (Fed. Cir.), vacated
in part, 729 F. App’x 936 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (“Nothing in our controlling precedent
requires patent owners to test release rates for each dosage level before claiming such
rates in the patents. Accordingly, the inventors chose ranges encompassing the invention
while allowing for variations, as the court correctly noted.”).
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“Chemical Additives”
The Staff also argues that claims 1 and 26 are invalid because the inventors did
not possess “CMP compositions containing the full range of chemical additives identified
in the specification as possible components of the slurry.” See Staff Br. at 102.
Importantly, claims 1 and 26 do not actually recite “chemical additives,” which are
repeatedly described as “optional” in the ‘721 patent. JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 10:29
(“optional chemical additives”); id. at e.g., 6:1–6, 12:40, 12:57, 13:21, 14:5, 14:23–24,
14:31, 39:15. Indeed, the ‘721 patent makes clear that different chemical additives are
used in different circumstances and for different reasons. See e.g., id. at 25:14–15
(working example with acetic acid buffer and biocide), 26:1–2 (working example
demonstrating the “effect of various polycarboxylic acids and a polyphosphonic acid
additives on the TEOS and SiN polishing rates), 37:3–4 (acetic acid buffer and biocide)).
Nonetheless, the Staff argues the claims lack an adequate written description under the
theory that every possible alternative and combination of optional (and unclaimed)
chemical additives should be described in the ‘721 patent. 49
The law does not support this conclusion. See Cordis Corp. v. Medtronic AVE,
Inc., 339 F.3d 1352, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“As our case law makes clear, however, ‘[a]n
applicant is not required to describe in the specification every conceivable and possible
future embodiment of his invention.’”) (citations omitted); Lochner Techs., LLC v. Vizio,
Inc., 567 F. App’x 931, 938–39 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (rejecting argument that open-ended
term “including” required patentees to disclose recited as well as unrecited elements).
49

The full range of chemical additives is not required under the correct claim
construction of claim term “a chemical mechanical polishing composition comprising,”
as discussed in Section IV.A.4, supra.
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Similarly, here, the ‘721 patent expressly states that chemical additives are optional, not
required, and the patent has multiple working examples of multiple known additives. See
JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at 10:29 (“optional chemical additives”), 25:14–15 and 37:3–4
(acetic acid buffer and biocide), 26:1–2 (different acid additives).
Finally, even under the Staff’s proposed interpretation of the claims, there is no
dispute that the full range of chemical additives was already known and available. “The
written description ‘need not include information that is already known and available to
the experienced public.’” Zoltek Corp. v. United States, 815 F.3d 1302, 1308 (Fed. Cir.
2016) (citations omitted). For example, CMC’s expert Dr. Dauskardt testified that such
additives were “well-known in the field” and would have had “well-defined ranges and
well-understood ranges” and “predictable results.” Dauskardt Tr. 707 (“In real
manufacturing situations, there would be other components to a slurry that would be very
well-known in the field.”), 724 (“If ...you’re making these additions according to the
well-defined ranges and well-understood ranges of how much surfactants you were to
apply or how much biocide, you would have predictable results.”). Respondents’ expert
likewise testified that adding chemical additives like “silicon nitrogen polishing
accelerators, would have required no more than routine optimization for a Skilled
Artisan” (see RX-1076C (Raghavan WS) at Q/A 660) and that “chelating or complexing
agents” were known and that “[t]he art further taught Skilled Artisans to optimize
properties and formulation of CMP compositions used in methods of polishing substrates,
such as silicon oxygen and silicon nitride.” Id. at Q/A 728, 735.
Whether “Substrates” are adequately described
The Staff argues that the ‘721 patent’s disclosure of several potential applications
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for which the claimed CMP composition “may be utilized” requires all the claims to
cover any of these potential uses. See Staff Br. at 118 (citing JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
39:1–19). Claims 1 and 26 are composition claims, and “[t]he scope of these
composition claims cannot…embrace only certain uses of that composition.” Union Oil
Co. of California v. Atl. Richfield Co., 208 F.3d 989, 995 (Fed. Cir. 2000). “Otherwise
these composition claims would mutate into method claims.” Id. Under the Staff’s
reasoning, a patentee would risk a finding of invalidity by disclosing potential uses for
the invention, undermining a critical purpose of the written description requirement.
In short, these composition claims do not require any specific use of the
invention, and “the patentee need only describe the invention as claimed.” Amgen, 314
F.3d at 1333. The AbbVie case cited by the Staff does not “closely resemble” these facts.
See Staff Br. at 119. In AbbVie, the claims involved a “class of human antibodies that are
defined by their high affinity and neutralizing activity” to a “known antigen.” AbbVie,
759 F.3d at 1299. The issue was whether the patent described all of the various
antibodies falling in that claimed genus. Id. at 1300. The Court did not consider or
require that the patent describe every unclaimed application in which the antibodies could
be used, as the Staff suggests here.
Moreover, the factual basis for the Staff’s argument is not clear. If the Staff is
interpreting the claims to require the invention to be useful for different substrates, the
‘721 patent does so. The patent, for example, describes well-known chemistries that can
be used to adjust slurries to different applications. See e.g., JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at
1:54–64 (“Chemical-mechanical polishing compositions and methods for polishing (or
planarizing) the surface of a substrate are well known in the art” including for dielectrics
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and “metal layers (such as tungsten or copper),” which “commonly include” “various
chemical accelerators, such as oxidizers, chelating agents, catalysts, and the like”), 25:1–
61 (describing formulations for polishing TEOS and silicon nitride substrates). CMC’s
expert Dr. Dauskardt confirmed that a POSA would have known common formulations
to make the inventive CMP slurry useful for these different applications. Dauskardt Tr.
742 (“it is possible to use the same essential mechanism of action of the – the slurry, and
add known packages to allow planarization of different materials.”). The Staff’s own
extrinsic evidence establishes that a POSA would expect slurries to be “substratespecific.” See Staff Br. at 114-15.
ii.

The Staff’s Enablement Arguments

The Staff concludes that the same alleged limitations—”(1) internal ‘chemical
specie(s) [sic]; (2) “chemical additive(s)’; and (3) target substrate(s)”—also lack an
enabling disclosure because, according to the Staff, the ‘721 patent does not show how to
“successfully combine[]” “multiple result-effective variables (e.g., internal chemical
species and chemical additives)” for “multiple end-uses or applications (e.g.,
substantially any target substrates).” See Staff Br. at 125, 129. These “multiple resulteffective variables” and “multiple end-uses or applications” are not recited in the asserted
independent claims.
The Staff relies on its proposed construction of the preamble to import into the
claims the very limitations that the Staff finds not enabled. If these additional limitations
are not added to the claims through the Staff’s preamble construction, the Staff’s nonenablement argument need not be considered, as “it is the claimed invention for which
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enablement is required.” W.L. Gore & Assocs., Inc. v. Garlock, Ina, 721 F.2d 1540, 1557
(Fed. Cir. 1983). Nonetheless, the Staff’s enablement arguments are discussed below.
Even applying the Staff’s preamble construction, the Staff’s enablement
arguments are contrary to law and the evidence. 50 First, the Federal Circuit has
repeatedly rejected the assertion that a claimed composition must be enabled across all
potential “end-uses or applications (e.g., substantially any target substrates)” for that
composition. See Staff Br. at 129. Rather, “[t]he enablement requirement is met if the
description enables any mode of making and using the invention.” Edwards Lifesciences
AG v. CoreValve, Inc., 699 F.3d 1305, 1309 (Fed. Cir. 2012); see also CFMT, Inc. v.
Yieldup Int’l Corp., 349 F.3d 1333, 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (absent a specific claim
limitation imposing a level of performance, inquiry is whether the claim “enable[s] a
person of skill in the art to make and use a system or apparatus to achieve any level” of
performance without undue experimentation). As the Federal Circuit has recognized, if
Section 112 required inventors to prove utility across each potential application of their
inventive composition, the associated costs could prevent inventors from seeking patent
protection on new and useful inventions at all. See In re Brana, 51 F.3d 1560, 1568 (Fed.
Cir. 1995) (experiments on animals sufficient to meet enablement requirement even if
intended use is for humans).
The compositions of the independent claims (in contrast to dependent method
claims) are not limited in any way by use on a particular type of substrate, let alone a
requirement that they are useful for substantially all substrates, as the Staff appears to

50

The Staff does not address enablement of the significantly narrower dependent claims
11, 13, 14, 35, and 36.
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argue. Cf. JX-0001 (‘721 Patent) at claims 39–46 (dependent method claims requiring
use of claimed composition for “silicon oxide” and “silicon nitride” substrates), 39:5–19
(describing substrates for which the claimed composition “may also be utilized”). It is
undisputed that the numerous working examples demonstrate the claimed invention can
be used for multiple substrates. See e.g., id. at 27:39–40 (polishing “TEOS” and “SiN”).
Requiring anything more “set[s] the enablement bar too high.” CFMT, 349 F.3d at 1338.
Second, the Staff’s factual conclusions about the level of experimentation and
predictability necessary to practice the claims appear to be based on the Staff’s own
review of general textbook discussions of CMP. See, e.g., Staff Br. at 128-29. Based on
this research, the Staff argues that adding the optional chemical additives identified in the
‘721 patent—including “oxidizers, accelerators, catalysts, buffers, chelating agents,
corrosion inhibitors, film forming agents, surfactants, polishing uniformity additives,
biocides” (JX-0001 at 6:1–5)—would unpredictably impact “permanent positive charge
values while maintaining adequate CMP function.” See Staff Br. at 128.
The testimony of the private parties’ technical experts does not support the Staff’s
argument on this point. For example, as discussed above, CMC’s expert Dr. Dauskardt
testified that such additives were “well-known in the field” and would have had “welldefined” ranges and “well-understood ranges” and “predictable results.” Dauskardt Tr.
707, 724. One of respondents’ experts testified similarly about “silicon nitrogen
polishing accelerators” and “chelating or complexing agents.” See RX-1076C (Raghavan
WS) at Q/A 660 (selection of polishing accelerator additive can be done by a POSA with
routine optimization), 728 (selection of chelating agents), 735 (selection of acids to
control removal rate).
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